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Chapter 0

A.

Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions
0,1

1.

s

,.■•_■...

Development of merchant marine

Developments during the 1960-s caused deep concern to African

countries.
In spite of the efforts to expand their merchant marines,
their share in tbe world merchant fleet has remained at the very low

level of 0.6 per cent in 1970*

although, the volume of cargoes

generated by their trade has/continued to increase %/ and their share
in international seaborn trade amounted to 15*3 per cent of.goods

loaded and 2.06 per cent, of goods unloaded,
2.

,

This imbalance appeared to continue to.gFOW,

■■■..,
not only in

quantitative but also in qualitative terms and these countries1

share of ships on order (0,2 per cent) is so low as to.aggravate
the existing imbalance,
of ships are

3»

concerned „

particularly as far as certain categories
-

'

■.

:.. ■

Developing countries have been experiencing difficulties in

financing the expansion of their merchant marinese
liberalizing the terras of credit,

Instead of

the OECD countries have further

tightened the terms, of export,credits for ships, particularly as
regards the minimum rate of interest and duration of repayment.
This
hardening of terms of credit has had highly unfavourable effects on the
ability of developing countries to acquire shipse

4-

Operational conditions for national-owned merchant marines,

whether within or out of conferences,

have also been^unfavourable.

In spite of the fact that some shipping lines of developing African
countries are being admitted into conferences?

they have experienced

difficulties in obtaining a sufficient number of sailings to and from

their ports and in obtaining high' rate paying cargoes.

5«
One of the most serious limiting factors in Africa's bid to
establish and expand its merchant fleet has been the,lack of skilled
personnel in the field.

...

Xf The volume of cargo loaded has increased by 677 per cent over the
decade and the volume of cargo unloaded has increased by l6l per
cent.

.

It-,
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0'2 Development of

ports

.-":■/ .'.;.,..:

6.

As thee bulk of
of the
the African
African trade
trade is
is orienirdted
orienirdted tot^s:
tot^s:' overseas
countries
pt
f crucial importance for the economic dev
countries, ports
are of
oi the continent which is, at the present time, in considoiable

measure a function of the capacity and degree of sophistication b£ ii,« v
port facilities available.
-■ '
■ •■
'■■
: ,^

7.

Most of the major African ports are capable to meet the needs of : s >

overseas trade, and development of existing and new ports within the; V
continent is either in progress or in the planning stage in most of ^

the countries; however, it should be mentioned that the problem
congestion is apparent in many ports.

8.

■

'"-

of

But how long the ports will remain relatively adequate it is

difficult to say.: Africa's trade is still capable of great expansion.
It remains to be seen whether or not general trends in world shipping,

'

particularly increasing ship size and unitization will make new demands
on the ports.

.

9.
Better organization and.utilization of existing facilities, '
together with additional equipment and improvements of the infrastructure"
and, where necessary, with a solution to the problem of approach routes* ;
will probably, solve the problem of. African ports for several years to-come.
10. However, the long-term solution of African ports can only be to
increase the.facilities available and the efficiency of port operations. ■
Both these measures obviously necessitate the investment of capital

which is currently not readily available.

^•3 ; Freight rates-and conference practices

'

11. The widely recognized need to bring about improvements in the
conference system through an international code of conference
practice shows that all is not well with the liner conferences
and that they continue to apply the same unfair conditions as in the
past*

S/CNa4/UNGTAD. IH/2
"

12*

Page1

3

This is particularly true in respect to freight rateswhich have

greatly increased in the recent past.

In West Africa since 1968 the

freight rates have increased with more than 35 per centE future increases
of fA-om 10 to 15 per cent have been announced for 1971« The situation is

similar in East Africa,

Those increases have been arbitrary and unilateral*

13. The reasons adduced to justify freight rates - increases in ship
building, bunkering,, operational and other costs and the need for more
rapid replacement of ships owing to technological progress - are vague

generalities. However, in some cases the freight rate increases have■
been due to sharp rises in port costs and cargo handling expenses or to
deterioration of port efficiency in some developed countries•■ It should
also be aratnioaed that developing African countries- dependent-upon ■
overseas owned shipping services are vulnerable to the failure of the

lines concerned to utilize a ship of the correct size and type of the

trade*

14*

Widespread and frequent increases in freight rates have serious

adverse repercussions on the exports, and balance of payments of

African countries*

15-

Even Kith such disturbingly frequent freight rate increases

16,

The recent widespread increases in freight'rates shon that the

conferences serving African trade have still not been,able to ensure
one of their main responsibilities - adequacy.of shipping services.

arrangement to establish consultation machinery made oy developing

countries were inadequate and ineffective, in protecting their countries

interests,-.

17. A raajor drawback.of the present system is that shippers are not
prodded with"data and other information relating to costs and revenues
of the conferences -lines and are not, therefore, able to consult or

nagocxace with conferences in a meaningful w

lo\

Besides, there are various other reasons for limitation of

consultation, such ass

(a)

the preponderance of foreign interests among shippers

themselves;

.

rr

(b) the dilatory tactics employed by certain conferences5

E/CN.14/UNCTAD Hi/2
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(c)

the conferences refusal to- give their local representatives,

■■.. (d)

their refusal to give advance notice before deciding on any

. .'sufficient power\

:

;

.

(e)

(f)

"

■ "

increase in freight rates;

shippers are too widely dispersed to withstand powerful

conferences that arbitrary impose their condition;

national.flags of developing countries have too small a

part in conferences*

:

■

. "

19* The slow progress in the establishment of shippers' councils or other
consultative machinery in Africa is a result of technical difficulties facini

developing African countries.

°»5

20,

Technological progress ia shipping

Technological progress in shippings particularly cargo unitization.

presents serious and complex problems for developing countries to which
there are no clear-cut and general answers.

21,

The new technology in shipping, particularly unitization, could lead

to a great concentration of power iii the structure of the shipping industry
and could have a significant effect on the conditions under which the
imports and exports of developing countries are transported, to the extent

that these are affected by unitization,

22. At the same time? the introduction of new ships may require heavy
investment ia port facilities withoi ;; any certainty thnt the type of

unitized services provided will, in the long run, prove to be the most
economic. In particular, the trades of some developing countries may not

be suitable for specialized container ships, although other forms=of carno

unitization. may be viableo

°*^

Summary of conclusions

.

■

"""'

^;

23. From the abo'-e conclusions and from the material presented elsewhere .
in this report; arise three main factors which should be regarded as
basic policy recommendations £

(i)

Within the context of shipping, ports, and connected inland

transport? developing countries of Africa should.be. considered to
be among.the least developed of the developing countries, and
special measures in favour of the least developed countries
should, in these fields, apply to the African region.

•

E/CN.14/0TCFJU) Hi/2
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(li)

5

In order to be of real value to developing countries in

Africa, DNCTAD resolutions must be fully implemented. This
will require legislative and other measures in both developing
and developed countries, members- of UNGTAD," ensuring

implementation of such measures as are,decided by the Committee
on Shipping, the Trade and Development.Board, and the Conference,

(iii)

New development in shipping, of an economic, technological or
organizational^nature, must be adapted to the particular
circumstances of the developing countries in Africa, before '
tney are introduced in these countries. Benefits from

rationalization must be reflected in freight rates, or
otherwise accrue to the countries In which they occur.
Recommendations

P-1

^

.

'

l

■

Background of recommendations •

• '

.

'.'■''.

■% feasu^e.of- Understanding" on shipping questions, adopted by

in 1964 1/ embodied the limited "philosophy" at that til prevailing

m respect of the importance of maritime transport to developing countries; ~
consultation machinery? port development; and the welcoming of the establishment

of merchant marines in developing.countries "on, sound economic criteria",

25-

Since then, UNCTAD has developed international machinery to deal with

shipping questions, in particular in respect of developing countries.

achievements and objectives: could be summarized as^follows 2/:

Its \

''.'.'

(i) The shipping activities of developing countries should.be promoted,
and the countries should have "an increasing and substantial
participation" in the carriage of their foreign trade.

(ii) Developing countries should be enabled to expand their fleets by
appropriate means.

(iii)

Improvements need to.be made in the conference system.

(iv) Assistance should be forthcoming from developed countries to

enable developing nations to establish and expand their fleets?

.

to maKe this possible, the terms of financial credits, in particular.
should be kept under review.

Tf See UNCTAD Final Act and Report, first session Vol.1, United Nations
Publication Sales No. 64.11.B;ll, Annex A.IV.22.

2/ See shipping text of DD II:

General Assembly Res. 26?.6(XXV)

24 October 1970, and Annex 1, Shipping'in UNCTAD 1964-1971;
extracts from relevant resolution texts.

"

Page 6

. (?) Consultation among all,parties interested in shipping,
.

■,

including.interested public authorities, should be

. ■

encouraged.

■

■

•

.

. . ■

(vi) Efforts should be made'to develop,and improve ports.

V1—* fmn^; ihe6e matters should" be kept under review within the
UNCTAB framework,.and; additional-measures to attain the

v

objectives'should fee considered within UNCTAD.

wufbe
S hr; J
D m' refleot"8 My «>egne,, decisions that
wxil be taken by the Conference and the added emphasis on certain issues,

which seem necessary from the African point of view.

27. With this in inind, the .below recommendations fall in two parts- first ;
a programme of action which fras, as its objective to point but those'areas "

hotH%°°^
inat6d Afr"an effwts »*«-facilitate rationalization of transport
both for the purpose of fleet expansion and for the better carriage of trS

Second, a draft "Charter on Shipping" which incorporates, existlf* UNCtId

recommendations and decisions.; the points of view of developing coSntries on
unresolved issues,- and such proposals as follow froffl the first part of the

recommendations.

°*2

*«***. ^

me

Action by developing countries in Africa

28. Many of the objectives which are outlined in this'report can, in the
enff u? I

-t^^ained by vigorous action in each individual country

establishment of consultation machineryS proper facilities for stati
Les

authorxtxes

snay

ttxon? and its w-ui-uindiiun wirn inland transoort

port authorities and.other relevant governmental and non

governmental bodies. Such co-ordination might be considered more Scessarv

SfS:
29.

rSCent technOl°^cal-«* organizational deve^p^tTJhTS^S

Further action which might be considered by individual governments

would concern legislation relating to safety measures for coastal and

seagoing vessels; surveyings and .standards of marine certificates.

, 14/lMCTiLD Ul/2Page

30.

7

However, attainment of many of the objectives requires or would be

facilitated by action on a regional level.
Even fof- those'objectives
which ultimately have to be decided upon and implemented by national
action, co-ordination and development of plans oh the regional level may-.
be beneficial.
This is especially so in the field of shipping, which by

*

its very nature is international, and in which individual enterprises
seldom fail to touch more than one country.
The proposed action below,
therefore, presume implementation on a multinational level.

^

machinery.

■31 •

Effective multinational action requires a suitable institutional
In Africa, shipping is treated regionally on the governmental

level by the Economic Committee of the Organization of African Vaityf and:

by the ECA/OAU Joint Meeting oh Trade

and Development.

Neither of these

bodies, however, can afford to give shipping and port questions high,
priority, given the magnitude of their principal tasks.

32. It is therefore proposed that governments consider establishing an ■
African Committee on Shipping, Ports and related Inland Transport.
This
group could be established as a parallel committee to the ECA/GAJj jo-in^.a^
on Trade and Development,
case,

or as a working group of that Meeting.

In either

bearing in mind the important relationship between trade and ocean

transport, the work of the Committee and the Joint Meeting would have to be
closely co-ordinated, both on the governmental and secretariat levels. .

•

33-

Since it may be assumed that the global organizations like UNCTAD,

IMCO and ILO will continue to carry out research and make general policies

in these fields, the regional secretariat shouid be principally concerned with
practical application and adaption, with particular reference to the
circumstances in the African countries.
:

However,

research, work on particular

African problems would have to be undertaken in co-operation between the ECA
secretariat and the global

34*
,

organizations.

Close co-operation should be sought between ECA and the global

organizations.

. This might, include the formation of ad hoc task forces or

!

expert groups with participants appointed by the relevant organizations.

",

purpose of such groups would be to produce practical proposals for the-

'.

solution of particular problems or application of particular techniques.
Task
forces could be envisaged for each of the proposed action areas below.
Participation by exports from.'developed shipping countries should not be
excluded, nor should the possibility of financing the groups1 work by such
countries, individually ct in groups, be excluded.

m
;

J

*

35*

The

Within the above machinery for dealing with shipping at the regional

level in AfriGa,.aii. immediate task should be to establish a rational programme
of work,

i.e. elaborating the following issues;

.

IH/2

0,2.1

36.

Cargo flow analyses

■

'■

For each individual country, for the sub-regions and on the regional

level an analysis should be provided, covering trade flows, in volume, in

reject of dxfxerent cargo-types.

The analysis should conclude with

forecasts up to I98O, i.e. covering the market outlook for-the iBOst important
commodities.

37.

.

Such analyses would facilitate decisions by each country as to choice of

transport form, integrated services, coastal services, types and number of
ships, etc.;. It is not practicable to consider serious transport planning

without basic information on future cargo flow.

0*2.2-

38.

:

Shipping and port.statistics

In the same.way as it is not possible to plan transport without a basic

trade flow analysis, keeping the results of the analysis, up to date and
periodically revising development plans are not possible without a suitable
statistical system and information service. whieh. owW cargo^low

and ports.

39-

:.

■

Likewise, it: is not possible to measure the effects of various projects

without access to reliable statistical information.

Because both overseas

I

shipping and coastal trades in Africa will cover more than one African country,

-?

to propose.unification of statistical procedures.

#i

it will be an important task for the regional shipping and ports machinery

'

O.2.3

, Training

'

:

'. . '

1 1
1

40.

Operation of national fleets, ports and integrated coastal and inland

servxces, requires a large number of highly qualified personnel:

technical; officers and men.

i

management;

1

The education and training of this personnel

is a continuous process," because of the initial high demand, and later
because there will always be a certain turnround of people.
:

41.

Establishment'of training facilities'should be based on a thorough

survey of personnel requirements. Standards of certificates, suitable
curricula©, etc. require careful planning. Existing African facilities could

be taken as points of departure....

,

,

The following action would be required::

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

.-

r

'-

The establishment of regional trftix&og ceatree-for ■sea-^oing^personnel
engineers and deck officers.

Training vessels.

Training schemes in shipping economics-and management for the

middle-management level.

Scholarships.

Training seminars for top management.

■

*
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A :(iv). training' centres for port labour of various categories should ■
- ■*■■'*"■■
■(v)

:

■ ■■'

'■" " ■ • .

Be established in major ports■.

■

;

. .

-i .-

"

■■■

: ■

Economic and operational training courses for port management;

should be established*. .

■■'

,

.

'-■'.-

;:

' ■■"■-■' ■'". ' '-■'■'' '' '' '."■■'"'

.42., Studies .should be made of areas or groups-of -countries where services ..V/
integrating overseas, shipping, coastal/feeder shipping and port development'-.-;
would r&sult in smoother trade flow and lower overall .transport- coats," ■<:-:<■'•■*■■

43,

This approach, rather than ope.-in .which, overseas.shipping.-. coastal:>

> ■

shipping'and ports are considered;individually, will probably give.important' ■
■ financial benefits^ and reduce the, risk-of wasting resources,

«-.■■■; r- -

*■-'

*•':>■■}*'''■

44O In the consideration of containerization and other imitized ,cargoX'i:riwy?
handling methods? the integrated approach is indi-spensable*1 It is

important for African countries that p^opei;-■ studies of -the 'economic^-- -■■;''

•

implications of alternative ^transport solutions be made before shipping ::■■■'■*. ■■■■interests external to Africa will force.upon,her unconsidered solutions^ ■
Coastal shippin

iffi

45. Within the framework of integrated transport development^ development.of coastal shipping facilities' should be pursued as ,a priority task.,- In
Africa, coastal shipping will to a: large extent have tq make up. for, the :y ,-■/'■ lack of inland and river transport, linking neighbouring countries.
This is
of ;extreiiie iirsportance for' the furti■3r;fdevelopfiient of intra-African trades ' .
■

and it is important in facilltatit^^'r^ronal^'develo'jjnent of overseas shipping
by more -extensive use of bulk shipments, and of modern.economic liner services
which require a centralised; port syste.m Kith adequate fe.&de£..■'services*..•'
0,2=6

4^B

' Multinational shipping, companies

.

'■

.....'■■

..-.

■

"

■

-

.

■■>'■■/:.

Since; many of the transport solutions that ^ill be rational for serving

African trade --rill cover more than one .-country j, since in part they will
probably be intensive . in capital .and ■ trained personnel s and since their '■ transport
capacity will be consxderable if they are to be eco^omicj the multinational'
approach to shipping seems r rational*

.-...-■;.-

■;. -

.;■

. : ;-

■ ' "

■■.

:i

}:l

-,..:_-..■-..■-.:;

47O - On -'the'" basis _of "experience "already.1, gained1, in. this field in Africa?; ;th©Vv ... ■

development of suitable multinational companies should be considered on th
basis of an economic study of the ;ncst likely partners and trading'areas

Page
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0-2.7

Joint ventures

■naritiae nation/shoSldirSLeH foTtiT,, Shl™ -M- in developed
authorities that have so -fa" h^ri ^

co-operation.

guidance of companies and public

& "O .**?**"«><* "ith this type of corcmercial

~ ^uld be invited to

Consultation machinery

should^ c^L^^rSl6 ^^^^ b°th

^ Phon

problems of African ^^^ & necessa^ »t«P towards solving the shining

ZC^thr KiU Pr°bably be di«ilti
problem from UNDP and other re^~ o

aainlv

^ assistance W« this particular

available on request of ^ I^f^^T* ^^ ^^

^^tX^?n^r^

? °perate

^r.

would

of people involved would L a 1 Sf^ ^ -^ Staff '■ Si»oe % "umber

thus also facilitatingS later co™^
k f ^ ^ °n a ™8i"»l b^is,,
°°-operatxon between the individual national

councils.

S^^S^SthT

involved in African tr^es

Pd^

^ oom"ere^s that are

can traces, and draw up agreements on consultation with them

and development of

African

enable
develop^'Afrlc^
*° 8UOh
-,
,
^
i-^&n c^ountr^
counrries TT8^
to keen ri^r.^
-..r-i-hu ™
„.-. SXtent
1 .. ^at,
, it. would

,*„

^in-Su^r/L

developments in shipping industry"

tShn^a^
to assist .
shipping. It is for the
If*J be
; ^" ^TTT68^ tO f°™Ulat
t
developing countries to ^Zidl+t-

in shipping and port developLnt will -fri^

areas where such assistance ^l/i

T,

T^

WUatives towards identifying

developing oouatr^ ^Si^Jf be needed, and approach the governments of
_

it tasks of

It should be studied ijow5 on the

E/CN-. 14/UNGTAD III/2
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regional level$ programmes could be formulated in the fields of trainingj
setting up of overseas and coastal shipping companies% establishment of
consultation machinery; application of new technological development to
African circumstances,

etc.,

57a
It would further be important to the individual country that the
terms of transfer of know-how and finance could be co-ordinated at the
regional level9 and in certain circumstances be negotiated between
developing countries on a regional basis,

°«3

58,

Draft "Charter on Shipping"

Below follow proposals for the operative contents of a new "Charter

on shipping", that might be proposed by the developing countries for
adoption by UNCTAD III,

59"
It is of primary importance" to the developing countries of Africa,
that such a Charter not only be a reiteration of previous UNGTAD-decisions
in the field of shipping and portso
Therefore, in the first section of
the Charter? dealing with objectives and implementation, has he&n
incorporated the principle that, in agreeing to measures in UNCTAB;, member
countries bind .themselves to implement such measures in practice,
by
national legislation or by other suitable means*
It is suggested that
African countries give high priority to this point, as otherwise the
decisions of UNCTAD in the field of shipping remain largely meaningless.
0*3*1
nO«

Objectives and implementation

Action is required for the early achievement of the following objectives;

(i)
(i.i)

the reduction of maritime transport costs and freight rates;
the promotion of the earnings of developing countries from
maritime transport and the reduction of the outflow of foreign.
exchange from those countries arising from maritime transport;

(iii)

610

the achievement by the merchant marines of developing countries
of an increasing and sutasvanti&l participation in the carriage
of cargoes generated by the foreign trade of those countries,

In order to achieve these objectives and facilitate necessary action by

governments^ shipowners and shippers, governments of both developing and
developed countries should:

(i)

assure by legislative and other appropriate means that UNGTAD

decisions are carried out by all interests concernedj national
authorities?, shippers and shipowners,
Such legislative and
other measures should be brought into force at the latest twelve

;

12

" "

months after their adoption by the appropriate UNCTAD body,
or
th^rr T" °n i>nipp^S. fne Trade and Development Board, "
or tne 0on±erence«

.

(ii) assume that UHCTAD resolutions and recofeendations are

effectively Drought to the notice of all interests concerned;

(iii) keep the agreed objectives.in shipping and pbrts^der rerie,
wxthxn tne .achinery of OMCTAD in: the 'context of the Lasses
^commended in this Charter. Additional maasures to atta^
the objectives should also.be considersd by -the re/donal ■"■.'

o^hTrn COmmiS5i°nS and lWCTADia a^ &^se: Tto'coBBittee
"

,lfff8i ,aS1 "e COB1PetCTt °rgan of the Trade and Development

Board should play the leading and. co^rdiBating role in review

(iv) satisfy them^lves that action taken: ic pursuance of the above
countries

63-

In order that the developing countries have an increasing and

merchant ^.ineS through. the adoption, of'.such Measures as they Say °iM

necessary^to permit their shipowners to compete in the international freight
market and thus contribute to a sound development of shipping,
S

barp s is 5S,;s::rs.EL5;srL5
S,;s:rs.EL5;sL5 srsa ba
^ S

Such protective
measures could
tet
l include flag pref

and the r

e/cn. 14/iwctjo) 111/2
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65.

13

Conference membership —.way port trade

National shipping lines of developing countries should be admitted as

full members of liner conferences operating in the national maritime trade
of the countries concerned and have an increasing and substantial
participation in the carriage of cargoes generated by their foreign trade.

■66.* Conference membership should not be limited in the access to cargo
carried by the conference, but include way port trade,
National shipping
lines of developing countries should be admitted as members of way port
conferences.

;

O»3«2#4

Terms of shipment

67 • In policies for the development of merchant marines of developing

countries, adequate attention should be given to the economic implications
of terms of shipment which? because of prevailing institutional arrangements^
tend to limit the developing countries' choice of ships for their trade,
0.3.2.5

Financial assistance

68,.. In order to promote a substantial expansion of the merchant marines of
developing countries, a specialized international financial institution should

be established for providing so£t~term credits for .financing the purchase of

new and second-hand ships by developing countries, or special funds should be
established for these purposes under the auspices of the IBRD or regional
development banks.

6jm
Such an institution or funds should have adequate facilities for the
repayment of a substantial portion of the loan in the developing countries'
national currencies or alternatively a moratorium,for the first ten years until
they have earned sufficient foreign exchange.
0,3.2,6

Credit terms

70 ».■ Bearing in mind the economic problems of developing countries and their

limited resources,

shi&s should be sold to them on the following minimum

terms and conditions;

(i)

New vessels should be sold to the developing countries on deferred
payment terms involving repayment over a period of 15 years after

the delivery of the vessels, with a suitable period of grace;

(ii)
(iii)

Suitable second-hand vessels should be sold to developing countries
on deferred payment terms extending up to 10 years?

The cash down payment up to the time of delivery of vessels sold
to developing countries should not exceed 15 per cent of the price,
of the ships in the case of new vessels and 20 per cent of the price
in the case of second—hand vessels;

k/cn. 14/unctad 1,11/2
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■

■

-.

■/■:'iv:>^."i-

(iv) The rate of interest for.such deferred payment should riot
exceed 5 per

fc:

(v) Credit: should be." ekteide^: toM the. fhipoi^ers in the .developing
■

V\J

■ country;instead of the shipbuilder in. the shipr-building country
and a guarantee; from a bank in a, developed market economy country
' be no longer demanded*

g^

.

of developed countries should accepts guarantees

by the national financial ^stitutions of. the ;deyelopi4 coupes-.-*

cover- for the; deferred portion of payments for vessels, both new and

purchased by developing nations.

72. Governments of developed countries should be ready to offer supplementary

guarantees to private financial institutions in their countries in order to' •
facilitate financing of the purchase. of new and second-hand tonnage by r 1 ' n:^ ■
developing 66uhtrles=

.

,

.

,

,.-,

/

73. In order to'-assure the availability of new ships for the fleets of
developing countries, 10 per cent of the shipbuilding production, for-export
by the developed countries should be earmarked for sale to developinp countries
on a preferential basis.

. .

' V" ..°'*?*.2*? lv^ul^3-riational shipping, companies

74.

.■''. =

.

,

., ■

.■ . . '

Groups'bf developing countries should examine the.feasibility of

establishing tnultinational merchant marines, possibly on a regional or
sub-regional basis*

,

O*3»3'■' Dev-elopment of ports '"' '

^

'" "

... ' '.'*" '

, .' .

; .

.."

i

'

..■,■.:

-.^ -.s
-

■

of the* common interest of^ State' members, of iflJICTAD, shippers

.

■ ■

-..■-,■ .■"

-

■■'■■••■'■

and shipowners, in improving ports, cargo handling facilities, and connected
inland.transport, thus lowering the cost of maritime, transport ^and.facilitating

reductions in freight rates, a concerted national aha"international effort should
be evolved to promote the development and improvement of ports., - ■ i"
-.■■■>> -.• V
76.

As part o"f rthi^^e¥fori:, there should be' considerable enlargement of

iinancial;ana technical assistance to developing states for both increasing

the capacity and_degree ^pf sophistication of5port facilities and improving
organization,-managenjent' and; operatiou of,'their ports.----: ■

77.

Shipowners and'Ifher conferences should 'co-operate closely with port

authorities, especially :in.developing countries, so, as- to-aake effective use of

port improvements, -Porf improvements shpuld; benefit the,cpuntry in which the

port is located, either by reflecting in lower freight or by increased port
dues and charges*

...

, . ■.

.

. .

/

■
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78.

Liner conferences, in consultation with shippers and port authorities,

should avoid averaging rates over ranges of ports to the extent of discourag

ing improvement in individual ports. For this purpose a discount should be given
on rates to ports where improvements have taken place, in the same way as
surcharges are levied in difficult ports•

19. Consultations between shipowners, liner conferences, port authorities
and shippers should have as one of its principal aims to achieve the lowering
of freight rates whenever ports are improved resulting in quicker turn-round

of ships,

80,^ Liner conferences should also develop a system of rationalization of

calls whenever required in order to relieve costly port congestion and to

overcome difficulties resulting from a temporary stage of reconstruction
and modernization of developing countries1 ports.

81. The collection and use of adequate statistical and other information

on port operations is essential for the efficient working of ports and for

the formulation of policies concerning improvements and investments in

ports and. port charges and dues. ; Governments of all State members of liKCTAn

should seek to ensure that adequate statistics are maintained in the ports

of their countries, and technical assistance should be forthcoming from
developed to developing countries for this purpose.

82, The regional economic commissions should be enabled through adequate

funding to assist in port and related inland transport development in an >
appropriately integrated fashion, with support, as necessary, from the
UNCTAD secretariat. Such assistance should be directed towards,: • : ;
. .

(i)

convening regional and sub-regional seminars and conferences

(ii)

on the problems of port development and organization;

setting up, in co-operation with ILO and UNCTAD and governments, .'..
sub-regional or zonal training institutions for all levels of

port labour and manage>aent|

(iii)

-

■.'•<■'-

'

.■■■■-.

formation of zonal and sub-zonal associations of ports and

i:"

harbours in order to combine their efforts to facilitate further

'

development and improvement of ports, etc.

0-3-4

Freight rates' and conference practices
0.3,4.1

Freight rates

*

83. As the continuation of the rising'trend in freight rates has adverse

effects on the efforts of the developing countries to expand their export

trade and handicaps the achievement of some of the objectives o^ the
International Development Strategy, every effort should be made to reduce
maritime transport costs and freight rates. In order to ensure stability
m freight rates, liner conferences should not effect general increases in
freight rates at intervals of less than two years.

.

r~

E/CN.14/USTCTAD IIl/2
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"*
consider to be high, bearing in mind th*

another country served by the same conference?

„

(iii) the special -problems of the least developed !among the

s^Srr^and proraote the i

to a reduction of the cost
(v) technological developments V maritime transport;
(vi) improvements in the organization of trade,
Q«3«4»2

Liner conference practi-ces

i5_-^Maritime transport^costs, the le^l and structure of freight rates,

mMsmmmnm
machinery of the Conference,

programme of the permanent

86. It is also necessary that further improvements be made in the liner

f^i..

j?,,n

„

,

„

'

-v.^ujM^

wuittnes,

wnicn,

snould

je.IUl1 tCCO"nt °l the ™e«* of suppliers and users of shipping services

and m particular of the needs of economic development.

services

/
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87.

It has been noted that European and Japanese Ministers of Transport^/

have resolved to promote the acceptance of conferences'of a published code
of practice. Such a.code, however, is of universal interest and universal
application. Consequently, in order to secure universal recognition and
acceptance, the proposed code should be adopted by UNCTAD* The Government"
of all State Members of ONGTAD should ensure that this code is immediately
put into effect. The third session of the-Working. Group on International
Shipping Legislation could provide a forum for the first round of discussion
on various substantive issues relevant to that complex subject.
..

°«3-5

■ ■

■

-

<.

■

Consultation machinery between shippers and shipowners

88. Every effort should be made to encourage the institution and operation
of shippers' councils or equivalent bodies, and the establishment of effective
consultation machinery*

§9., Such consultation machinery should include; government^ agencies, which
are to ensure that their trade will be facilitated rather than hampered
shipping practices.

.

by

90. In order to contribute to the efficient operation of the shipping industry
at the.lowest possible cost, the parties participating in consultations at the
national and sub-regional levels should examine all matters of common interest,
including general freight rate increases, long-term trends in the demand for
and.supply of shipping services, the frequency, quality and adequacy of services?
to that end establishment within the shippers1 councils special study units
capable of offering expert advice an technical aspects of freight rates would

be desirable,

91-

Regular and detailed consultations and negotiations on all matters

common interest and of particular interest to shippers should take place

of,

between liner conferences and equivalent bodies on the one hand, and shippers,

shippers councils and interested public authorities,..(e.g. port and inland
transport authorities), including governments on the other. Liner conferences
should give adequate opportunities for full and detailed discussions with
shippers* shippers1 councils and equivalent bodies, on all matters of common
xnterest, including freight increases, adequacy of shipping services, and

economic operation of shipping service®, and to further discuss with the

governments of the developing countries concerned on all such matters before

announcing their decisions.

92.

In particular such machinery should provide for consultation by liner

conferences well before publicly announcing changes in freight rates. In
addition to avoiding general freight rate increases at intervals of less than
two years, liner conferences should give prior notice of a minimum of three
months in the case of,increases in freight rates on individual commodities.
1/ See Annex 2...

.

■' .

■•

//
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u* \? °rQer tO makS consultatio^ machinery effective, liner conferences

should proviae to all interested parties their tariffs'and other relevant
informatxon, including the data on cos'ts and revenues of member Unes on

individual trade routes.

Furthermore,, it is necessary
sry that
that representatives
representative

<onferences in developing
developi
ti
hl be appointed and Piven
%iiner <:onferences
countries
should

sufficient powers to negotiate and make decisions upon appropriate matters
wxthi.ii their competence. In this way consultations concerning the trad
of developingg countries can be held as often as practicable in the deve
countries concerned
concerned.

"cvw

9t ,?! n°ed tO promote ^tra-regional trade among developing countries

should be given priority in the negotiations between conference^ shippers

and governments.

Hi

95; Effort, should be given to the establishment ox regional and sub-regional
shxppers' councxls which can stimulate the development of national shippers'
councils and also play a useful part in consultation with shipowners at the
regional.or sub-regional level. The United Nations1 regional economic

commissions, in co-operation with■other regional organizations and UNCTAD,'
can play an important role in promoting, the development of region*i and

sub-regxonal associations of this kind. It is recommended that a first step
xn this direction should be for each regional economic commission to convene
a regional conference of shippers1 organizations and other shippers1 interests
which could consider what form of regional and sub-regional machinery would
be appropriate.

0-3-6

.

Technological progress in shipping

3b Jt is ^cognized that the. rapid technological and organizational changeswhich taKe -Place in international--shipping may benefit the developing countries

by reducing total transport costs, provided this is reflected in the rates
of frexght and does not involve excessive investment in shore equipment and
in land transport systems..

97-

;

However, several of the now developments, notably containerizatidn, are

exceedingly demanaing on capital, while their value in terms of rate
reduction to developing countries remains doubtful,

98. It is also a matter of concern to- developing countries that decisions

on contaiaerization of trade are taken without due account of thei-

particular circumstances. It is feared that some developing countries may
be torced to invest in costly container-installations because their particular
ports lie in the path of otherwise containerized trades, while consideration
of their natxonal (or even regional) trade would not have led to contaxneriza-

E/CN.14/USCTAD Hi/2,
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99.

For the above reasons, thorough study should-be made through the

regional economic commissions and the~t!NCTAD machinery of ^U economic,
technological and organizational progress in shipping, w,ith particular
reference to developing countries, before final decisions are made by

national authorities.

-

.

1

1 0 0. The governments of developed countries are urged to take the above

considerations into account, and co-operate with governments of developing

countries in avoiding premature application of any one system, by
requesting shipowners to consult all governments and trading interest on

the routes they serve, before decisions are made on applying capitalintensive solutions.

'

-

10J. The capital-intensive character of many innovations may, in the future,

discourage participation of developing countries in shipping.

Technological

and organizational changes may therefore, even more than is the case of

traditional liner conferences, concentrate power in the hands of operators
of combined forms of transport. Suitable regulatory legislation should

therefore be considered.

JO** With particular reference to the draft Convention on the International

Combined Transport of Goods (TCM'Convention) it is considered that its
77JJ for ^veloping countries- -could only be assessed when more is known
about the economic soundness of containerizing trade on countries,at various
stages of development, and the economic implications of the draft convention

itself has been appropriately considered. Despite the optional character of
the Convention, developing countries would have to be fully consulted before

xts adoption.

0.3-7

'

.

International shipping legislation

103. The economic and commercial aspects of international legislation and

practices in the field of shipping should continue to be reviewed within the
machinery, of UNCTAD with the object of securing a balance of interests
between the cargo-owner (shipper) and the carrier (shipowner) and from the
standpoint of their conformity with the needs of economic development in
particular of the developing countries in order to identify areas where
modifications are needed. Recommendations for such modifications should be '

?™S™

AtO the Unlted Nations Commission on International Trade Law

^UNCITRAL) for the drafting of new legislation, amendments or other
appropriate action. The subject to be considered in this review shall

include bills of lading,;liner conference practices, charter parties, general,

average, marine insurance and sues other matters as the Committee on Shipping

may refer to the Working Group.on International Shipping Legislation for
consideration or the Working Group itself may decide to consider.

.

Page
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°-3-8 Special measures in favour of the least.developed among; the
'

developing countries l/

"

. ;."

'

104. In the application of promotional rates for non-traditional exports,
particular consideration should be given to the least developed among the
developing, countries--: -■

=■

.

'

■ ■':■■■■

■

105, Governments<f.developing and developed countries Should request
participants, in the, consultation machinery between shipowners and shippers'
to pay special attention to the problems of.-the leiast developed countries,
and to accord them preferential treatment in the fixing of rates and '
conditions for transport.

1Q6;. :In the. cases, where, the least developed among the developing countries
are also land-locked, a special study should be made of the possibilities ""'
of equalizing their total transport costs with those of countries that

are norland-locked, thus malting, them equally competitive in the markets.

107, In respect of the land-looked countries, particular efforts should be
made of providing transit-services and free-zones in ports.
'
■
'
'*
■ °-3-9

Financial and technical assistance

■

108, Governments of develope4 countries members 6£ the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development should, upon request made by developing
countries within the framework of their oversell development priorities,

duly consider extending, directly or through inter lational institutions,
financial and technical assistance, including training, to developing

countries to establish and expand their national and multinational merchant
marines, including tanker'and bulk-carrier fleets; and" to develop and
improve their port facilities.

109, Within assistance programmes, special attention should be paid to
projects, including training projects, for formulating national maritime.
transport policies and for" developing the shipping-.and ports of the leasir

:

developed'among'the developing1 countries.and.'reducing, .their maritime; transport
costr
.s.

■'

■

■■•

■ ■■-

■■-

•

•■ '

<-■-■-■

■

■

■■■"

1/ Refer para. 3, where It ;is seated that all developing countries in

Africa should-benefit from these'measures, in the field of shipping
and ports.

'!

..,..,
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Introduction

Decisions of the Trade and Development Board

110, At the first part of its tenth session, the Trade and Development
Board (Decision 7l(x), TD/B/327 Annex 1, page 17) took note of the

illustrative list of substantive items suggested by the Secretary—
.General of DKGTAD for inclusion in the draft provisional agenda for the
third session of the Conference, and considered that the list would serve
as an useful preliminary outline and framework for drawing-up the ■
provisional agenda•
The illustrative list included as its item IV:
"Policies for the development of shipping and the reduction
of maritime transport costs".
■

1.11. At the second part of the tenth session of the Trade and Development
Board, the group of 31 developing countries,

members of the Board j1

submitted "Guidelines for the preliminary draft provisional agenda for
the third session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development"

(TD/B/343? Annex III).

These guidelines included as their item IV r

"Policies for the development of shipping and the
reduction of maritime transport costs? and the

evolution of a code of conduct for the liner conference
system"u

112' In decision 76(x) (T2/B/343? Annex I, page 3)/ the Board requested

the Secretary-General of UNCTAD to.submit a draft provisional agenda for
the Conference on the basis of the above mentioned documents, in
consultation with member governments•
in ECA

1i3. In Resolution 222(x) of the First Conference of Ministers"of ECA?

the Ministers;

"Endorsed the recommendation of the Fifth EGA/QAU Joint Meeting on .
Trade and Development that a ministerial meeting of African countries

should be convened to discuss issues likely to be put on the agenda

of a ministerial meeting of the Group of 77 and at the third session
of UNCTAD;

Requested the Executive Secretary, in close co-operation with the
Administrative Secretary-General of the Organization-of African Unity,
to assist member States by providing all information and expert
services necessary for the convening of the African ministerial

meeting;

.

■■
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Further requested the Executive Secretary to lend all assistance
to member States during the third "session of UNCTAD with a-view to
co-ordinating the .position;? of African countries -among themselves
and with the other developing countries*"

in IIKCTAD

-.'

■ "' ■*■■■'

11.4-.Since 19°4* shipping rind, ports have been discussed substantively

between governments by the first and second conference, five regular
and one special sessions "of the .Committee ■ on Shipping ox" the Trade■ and

Development. Board and twice :by the Working Group on International■Shipping
Legislation (WG ISL)*

115- From these discussions have resulted a large number■of-resolutions,

recommendations and decisions,
In Annex I relevant extracts of these
have .been related to the 'main-issues of international shipping'be in*

considered,by UNCTAD*

.-■■•.,.

*

116. The achievements of USCTAD in the f3eld of shipping, on the major

issues and the objectives for the. 3/770*3. are xncorpcrated in the text
on shipping and ports in "the "International Development Strategy for the
Second United Nations Development Deciden .1,/
This"'text is reproduced
in full below;

"4»

(53)

"'"* "

Invisibles including shipping

'

.■■.'.

'■■-.■

The objective is to promote, by national and international

action., the earnings of developing countries from invisible trade
and to minimize the net outflow of foreign exchange from those :
countries arising from invisible transactions, including shippings
In pursuance of the objective, action should be taken, inter alia*

in the following areas, by Governments and iritornatioxiaT^rgani

.

and, where necessary? appropriately involving liner conferences*
.. .shippers1 councils, and other., relevant bodies; ■

(a)

The principle that the national .chipping lines of

.developing countries should be avxui-ted as full members of
liner conferences'operating in■■ their i^ati.onal msritise trade
and have .an increasing and substantial participation, -in the
carriage of cargoes generated hy their foreign trade'should
be implemented in the Decades
■ ■
■. . ■■

(b) ..Further, governments should-invite liner conferences to

consider favourably., fairly and on equal terms applications

of the national shipping lines? in particular of'developing
countries, for admission as full members to way-port trades
related to these countries1 own foreign trade/ subject to the
rights and obligations of conference membership, as provided in
paragraph-4? section II, of resolution 12(IV) of A May 1970
.
adopted by the Committee on. Shipping;

1/ Referred to as DD II in this report, see General Asserablv Res. 2626(lXV)t
24 October 1970, para, 53*
■
'

/
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In order that the developing countries have an increasing

and substantial participation in the carriage of maritime
cargoes, and recognizing the need to reverse the existing
trend, whereby the share of the developing countries in the
world merchant fleet has been declining instead of increasing,

developing countries should be enabled to

expand their national

and multinational merchant marines through the adoption of such

measures as may be appropriate to permit their shipowners to
compete in the international freight market and thus contribute
to a sound development of shippingj

(d)

It is also necessary that further improvements be made

in the liner conference system and all unfair practices and
discrimination whei^e such exist in liner conference practices
should be eliminated5

(e)

In the determination and adjustment of liner freight rates,

due consideration should be given,

and/or appropriate, to:

(i)

as is commercialy possible

The needs of developing countries, in particular
their efforts to promote non—traditional1exports?

(ii)

The special problems of the least developed;among
the developing countries,

in order to encourage and

promote the import and export interests in these
J

countries5

(iii)

Port improvements leading to a reduction of the cost
of shipping operations in ports;

(iv)
(v)
(f)

Technological .developments in maritime transport?
Improvements in the organization of trade?

Governments of. developed countries, members of the.United

Nations Conference on Trade and Development should,

upon request

made by developing countries within the framework of their
over-all development priorities, duly consider extending,
directly or through international institutions, financial and
technical assistance, including training, to developing
countries to establish and expand their national and multinational

merchant marines^ including tanker and bulk carrier fleets, and
to develop and improve their port facilities.
Within assistance
programmes, special attention should be paid to projects,
including training projects, for developing the shipping and
ports of the least developed among the developing countries and
for reducing their maritime transport costsj

s •jy^izzttm*1' "^^f^
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■ (g)

The .terms a,nd conditions on. which bilateral aid and

commercial credir are available for the purchase of ships by
developing countries should be kept under review in the light
of relevant resolutions of the United ..Nations Conference on

Trade and Development;, namely Conference resolution I2(ll)

-of 24 March 1968" and" resolution 9(lV) of 4 May 1970 adopted by
the Committee on Shipping?

(a)

:

■

.

Freight ratesj conference practices, adequacy of

shipping seryic.es and .other matters of common interest to

shippers and ship owners should be the subject of consultation
between liner conferences and shippers? and when apj-jropriate,
shippers' councils or equivalent bodies and interested public
authorities.
Everv effort should be made to encourage the '
.institution and operation of shippers- councilsf. where
appropriate;

or equivalent bodies and the .establishment of

effective consultation1 machinery<-. . Such machinery should provide
for consultation by liner conferences well before publicly
announcing changes in.freight rates;

(ij

In view of the common interest-of member countries of the

United. Nations Conference on Trade and Development.,

shippers
and shipowners in improving ports, thus lowering the cost of ■
maritime transport and permitting reductions- in freight' rates;
a concerted national and international "effort should be ■

evolved in the course of The DecacU to Promote the development
and improvement of port facilities of developing countries|

(j)

Maritime transport costs, the level and structure of

.freight rates;

conference practices, adequacy of shipping

services and related natters should continue to be kept under
review within the United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development, and additicial measures to attain the objectives
set cut in th:;.r field ~!-.^>Id be considered within the ""^ '
programme of the permanent machinery of the Conferences^'

l^ ■■^Ij^. 5iev3X0p7.rs.fe; .countries.

"

■ .

-

117* The positions of the developing countries c*i the various issues

'

involved in shipping and ports .are spelled out in the "Charter of Algiers", the
relevant parts of which have, :.been reproduced in Annex 1,. section X-■ ■

i

-

...

-

-

f

118. Further, the developing countries have repeatedly stated thsir
positions1 in various draf^"resolutions, submitted to the Committee- on
Shipping and the Working Group on International Shipping Legislation, and.~

to the Conference*

These are reproduced in the reports ""of these bodies.

E/-CK*14/UKG0?itJ) HI/2
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119. In the draft "Charter on Shipping" which is suggested in Chapter 0,
section 0*3, the general positions of the developing countries have
been included, together with those points which from the point of view
of developing countries in Africa should.be included in such a Charterc
120. Finally,

in the substantive chapters of this report,

the positions

of the developing countries have been outlined.
1.5

Response of the traditional maritime countries

1£,1. The official attitude of maritime countries in Western Europe and
Japan is reflected in the-unanimous decisions within UNCTAD, and in the
decisions taken by their Ministers of Transport on 1-5 February 1971> in Tokyo*
These decisions are reproduced in Annex 2.
They deal with

flag preferences (including the question of counter-measures)? liner
conferences (particularly the elaboration of a "code of conduct");
United States Regulation of Shipping? Flags of Convenience| and
Containerization and other Unit—load systems.

12.2. In respect of voted resolutions (see Annex 1j where extracts of

voted resolutions are listed separately under each item)? the position
of developed countries on the vax'ious issues are contained in the
reports from sessions of the Committee on Shipping and the Working Group
on International Shipping Legislation.

1.6

Implementation of UNCTAD recommendations and decisions in
tfae_field of

shipping

123- Since 1964, UNCTAD decisions in the field of shipping and ports
considerably influenced a number of issues that are of grave concern to
the developing countries;,
e^g.., admittance to conferences? consultation

machinery.
However, for* a number■of.important issues, there is a serious
lack of penetrating power in the decision-making of UNGTAD, for two chief
reasonss

• ,

■

.

j

(a)

The private groups,

companies and even public authorities

that are the subjects of recommendations are not properly
informed§

(b)

j

Developed countries state that they have no legal means to
ensure that shipowning companies and liner conferences abide
by even unanimous resolutions passed by UNCTAD*

124. It must be seen as Jan overriding concern of African and other
developing countries that the developed maritime countries agree to

implement UNCTAD resolutions through legislative and other meansfailing to do so,

In

much of the value ox agreed objectives and principles

will never materialize»|

Indeed, paragraph (j) of the unanimously adopted

/
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shipping text on DD II (see 1*3 above) provides a basis for added emphasis
on implementation:

should be considered

"te., additional measures to attain the objectives*...
*«.."„ ':

:

'

'

■

.

125- The insistence on the part of European and Japanese Ministers, of

Transport that the liner shipping industry of those countries come
forward with an acceptable '"code of conduct" may be.seen as an important
precedent to the possibility of the shipping industry working within a
framework adopted by governments in international co-operation,

126. The passing of parliamentary acts in several European countries to

the effect that shipping lines members of conferences shall not make available
to the Federal Maritime. Commission of the United States certain information
which these lines possess in their respective home countries, is another

precedent illustrating the possibility of implementing governmental"

decisions or agreements.

The same applies to various acts passed during

recent yearsj concerning counter-measures in respect of cargo reservation.

127= Provided there is a genuine will to see the objectives of UKCTAD in
tne field of shipping and ports penetrate in actual practice, no formal
obstacles need be in the way. This is the more s6, since the shipping' '

policy of the European maritime countries and Japan is determined only -■
after close consultation between their shippers, the shipping industry
and government officials.,

128. UMCTAD III should pass a resolution to the effect that participating

countries, in voting for decisions, in the field of .shipping.and ports,
bind themselves to implement such decisions by means of national

legislation; treaties and other suitable means, that will also be binding

on private parties in their countries.

'

129»-In order to be meaningful? implementation must follow resolutions

without undue delay. The undertaking to implement decisions should
therefore include the obligation to do so within a oertain time limit,
e.g. twelve months after the decision is made by UNCTAD*

HI/2
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implications of. current and long-term trends in.maritime
transport for African Trade and Development

■

130. Most African countries rely on international shipping for transport
of the major proportion of their exports and imports. Africa's share in
the world merchant fleet contrasts sharply with her"proportion of use of
maritime transport.

Developing Africa's share of goods" loaded in

international seaborne trade in 1959 was 15.3 per cent and of goods

unloaded 2.06 per cerit.

was only 0.6 per cent.

Her share.of world tonnage (excluding Liberia)
: .

,

. ■■.

■'..'.

-1 31 • The position taken by African countries on shipping issues raised

in UNCTAD is consequently related, on the one hand, to their situation

as important users of shipping services, and on the other, to their weak

situation as carriers,

This provides the basis on which co-ordinated

African policies should be made.

2tl

Trends in international seaborne trade
2.1.1

General_ development

132. The volume of international seaborne trade amounted to 2.240 million

metric tons (total goods loaded) in 1969.
cent xn comparison with 1963.

This was an'-increSTSfTSSr" ■

The increase may be compared with the

increases registered during the five previous years, amounting
g respectively
p

T^

i\o^

and 19o9

^IZ^l

'

and i i??Gr Cent

U:: sh°WS a aii«ht
aiiht decline
dli in
i comparison
i

°f 10 per cent in i968, which was the highest observed

jntern?tional seaborne trade
j?
rade more than doubled between II960

Annex
til
b
Annex 3
3 shows
shows particulars
about
the development of world

^abome trade in terms of absolute quantities and annual

percentage increases for the period 1955 to 1969-l); '

134. In 1969, tanker cargo (loadings) amounted to 1.220 million metric

tons, whxle dry cargo (loadings) was 1.020 million metric tonsj these

ThIsharePof

1 ^T^T ™P*°"**Y «f 8 and 10 per cent over 1968B

1/ Unless^otheruise indicated, the information presented in this chapter

e/cjt. 14/mcTAD 111/2
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136. Annex 4 shows the percentage share of the various groups of countries
in goods loaded and unloaded 1/ together with world totals in absolute
figures* The aggregate share of developing;■ countries in seaborne
loadings rose from 61.4 per cent in 1959 to 63-2 per cent in 1968 and

64.7 per cent in 1969.

The corresponding figures for goods unloaded were—

22.9 per cent in 1959, 18.6 per cent in 1967 and l3.1 per cent-in 1969,

Thus, while the share of the developing countries increased for goods
loaded, it decreased over the same period for goods unloaded. Considering
however, the important expansion of world.trade in absolute figures, the
relative figures indicating the share of the developing countries as a
whole represent important expansion of the volume of seaborne trade of

developing countries2.1.2

"

"

*

"

~~~

African share

137. Shifts may be observed in the relative importance of the various

developing regions in respect of various categories of goods-

138. The developing countries xa Africa increased their share in

petroleum shipments from 1,0 per cent in 1958 to 21a per cent in 1968.
Loadings in Algeria, Libya, Tunisia and Nigeria accounted for more than
95 per cent of these shipments in 1968. ...

139. The share of developing countries in Africa in dry cargo loading

increased from 9-4 per cent in 1959 to 10 per cent in 1968* This adds
in significance when seen in conjunction with the "fact that the

corresponding shares of other developing regions declined during the
same period, and that world seaborne trade more than doubled..

HO. Goods loaded during 1969 in developing countries in Africa increased
to almost seven times their 1959 volume. However, this was largely a
result of the very substantial increase in the exports of petroleum

products«

141. Annex 5 shows the percentage changes in loadings and unloadings of

developing countries in Africa and other groups of countries. The annex
illustrates how seaborne loadings and unloadings have more than doubled
since 1959-^ It also illustrates 2/ how from 1959 to 1968:
:

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

dry cargo loaded in Africa more than doubled;

petroleum products in Africa increased more than six and
a half times;

.

dry cargo unloaded in Africa increased 1.4

times;

petroleum products unloaded decreased by 20 per cent

while crude petroleum unloaded increased almost four times.

1/ For precise composition of groups, see TD/B/G*4(v) Misc. 2, Annex I.

2/ See also Annex 4 from which absolute figures may be calculated.

™
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142. Altogether, total goods loaded in Africa increased above the world

rate and the rate of the developing countries as a whole (largely due

to increase in petroleum loadings), while it fell short of the world rate
of increase for goods unloaded, and that for the developing countries as
a group. ■■■■■,■

2.1,3

Future development of African seaborne_jtrade

143. The increasing trend in African seaborne trade will most probably
continue throughout the 1970?s, both for goods loaded and unloaded.
144.

It is not reasonable to expect, however, that the rapid increase

in the loading of petroleum products and crude petroleum will continue
in the 1970's at the.rate of the 1960's.
.
2.2

Development in the world merchant fleet
2.2.1

General Jbrends

-■•■■

X45. Annex 6 shows the development of the world active sea-going merchant

fleet between

1955

and

1970, a period during which an expansion

to more than 2-|- times the 1955 tonnage (GRT) took place. An even larger
increase occurred in tanker tonnage which more than tripled in size
during the period. The percentage increases between i960 and 1970 were
as follows!

,
dwt

Tankers
Other ships

All ships

110

34

94

131
33
102

The greater increase in deadweight tonnage in comparison with gross

registered tons of the tanker ileet reflects the increased dwt/grt

ratio which has resulted from the introduction of very large tankersI

/

this ratio has a direct impact on the productivity of shipping space;

(see chapter 4-1)•
146. From Annex 7 can be seen how the increase of the world fleet is
distributed on various tonnage categories.
The increase in world tonnage

df oil tankers was 53 per cent between I965 and 1970| ore and bulk

carriers (including ore/bulk/oil (0B0) carriers) increased by 169 per
cent and other.types "of ships increased in tonnage by 16 per cent. In
absolute figures the increase in'tanker tonnage amounted to 30.6 million
grt, ore and bulk amounted to 27.6" million grt and other types of ships

11.9 million grt.

147. For mid-1970 in comparison with mid-19S9 both tanker and.ore and bulk
carrier gross register tonnage increased as a proportion of aggregate world
tonnage of all ships, the second category from 19-3 to 20.1 per cent and
the first from 33.1 to 39»4 per cent-

W-WSMHSSiffi

/
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2o2.2

Share of ^ke^developing countries

148. Annex 8.indicates the absolute and relative shares of various groups
of countries according to flags of registration during 1955, 1965, 1969
and 1970, as well as the increase in tonnage and the share of each group
of countries in world total increase between 1965 and 1970 and between
1969 and 1970,

49- Between 1955and 1970, the percentage distribution of world tonnage

(grt) has changed considerably.

The share of the developed market

economy"countries decreased from 74,2 per cent in 1955 to 57.0 per cent *
in 1970, i.e. by 17.2 per cent. This appears to be partly the result of a
shifting of tonnage from developed market economy countries to the flags
of Liberia and Panama. The relative share of these two countries together
increased during the same period from 10.1 to 17.9 per cent, and it is

known that a large part of the fleets registered in these two countries
is owned by residents of developed market economy countries.

The

cent increase for Africa)0

—

remaining 9*4 per cent of the decrease was off-set by an increase in the
relative shares of countries in Southern Europe (3.7 per cent), the
socialist countries of Eastern Europe and Asia (4-7 per cent) while the
developing countries increased their share by 1.0 per cent (6-3 per
■

.

150. Developing countries as a whole showed an increase of 1.0.per cent

xn their relative share of total world increase in tonnage during last year

as compared to the period 1965-1970 (3.2 as against 7-2 per cent) which
was the net result of such countries in Latin America and the Caribbean
registering an increase of 1.6 per cent, while those in Africa and Asia
each marked a decrease of 0.3 per cent.

~"~

——

.

—

Annex 7 also shows the shares in world tonnage, by type of vessel, of
various groups of countries, as at 1 July 1970. It appears from this annex

that developing countries in Africa possessed 0.6 per cent of all ships,
0.2 per cent of the tanker tonnage, 1.3 per cent of the general cargo
vessels, whxle they had no share in either ore and bulk carriers or
■
container ships™

2.3

Adequacy of shipping for African trade

152. The continuing expansion of African trade carries various implications '

for transport policy-making and implementation.
two objectives would be clears

(i)

'

shipping (transport of seaborne trade), must not be

allowed to be a factor impeding trade expansion,
and thereby economic development;

(ii)

In the present situation,

...:.•

.

full use must be made of shipping as a factor contributing
to trade expansion l/.

.

1/ The possibility that national shipping may, per se, contribute to- economic
development as an industrial factor, as disti^tTrom a service to trade,
xs discussed xn chapter 3.

'

/iTWPT1 ■ "^ TTT /O
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African policy in regard to developing shipping and port facilities

must be based.on'"adequacy"

(i)

in three respects:

physical capacity of the transport system:

shipping? ports,

inland transport;

(ii)

quality of service^

(iii)
154.

costs (including balance of payment considerations).

The three criteria depend on each otherj

and African policy should be

based on all three. It is (particularly in view of new technological
developments? see chapter 4) Important that not only should all criteria of
adequacy be considered^
chain:

but neighter should any one link in the transport

ocean shipping; ports?

coastal shipping; inland transport, be
considered in isolation.
Thus, policies in respect of seaborne transports
should be integrated;, both nationally and regionally*

155. In general, the physical capacity of shipping serving African trade is
satisfactory.
The quality of liner shipping services is sometimes inadequate*
as shippers in some African countries complain that.sailing frequency is
sometimes too low?

advance booking of space is difficult;

etc.

Frequent

freight increases are often unilateral and unexplained.

156.

In ..terms of costs,

rationalization of services and introduction of new

technological/organizational methods should make possible reductions in
freight rates and total

transport

-

costs to the shipper.

1 ;'f. The important increases in the volume of African trade which is foreseen
for the 1970fs, will,have to be accompanied by corresponding expansion of

shipping services.

For several reasons (see chapter 3) a substantial part of

this expansion should be African:

national and regional*

158. At the present time 94 per cent of the total external trade of the
African continent passes through its ocean ports and the stage of economic

development reached in any part of the continent is in considerable measure

a function of the capacity and degree of sophistication of the port facilities
available*

159, During the period 1965—19&9/ the total volume,of goods loaded from
developing African ports grew ever 16 per cent per annum, it was twice
as fast as that of world maritime traffic as a whole,

and the share of

developing Africa in total goods loaded in the world increased from 11 per

cent in 1965 to about 15«3 per cent.

The volume of goods unloaded increased

more moderately — at 3*5 Per cent- per annum and developing Africa's share of

the world total declined from 3*5 psr cent in 1965 to 2*06 per cent in 1969*

E/CT.14/U1JCTAD III/2
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160. While every port should be & separate ■ case, for individual study, this
is not a task of this report, and at this stage adequacy of port services could
be shown only on the example of some selected ports of the continent*

1&V'Traffic statistics, composition of cargo? some technical and operational

characteristics of these ports are shown in Annex 9, Mo claim is made that
these figures are absolutely accurate in all respects^ because many factors
influence port productivity. However, they help making conclusions on
adequacy of port and inland transport servicest.
.,- "

■

162. Although qualities of ports vary widely throughout Africa? most of the.

:.

major ports of the region are capable of meeting the needs of overseas trade*.Development of existing and new ports is either in progress or in the
planning stage in most of the countries of the:continent.
.
163. Tributary areas of the selected ports, linked by road* river and rail

routes, stretch far into the hinterland, and.usually inland transport is
adequate. Howeverj in some of them insufficient access routes is one costly ,.

obstacle of efficiency*

This is prominently.the-case:at Port Sudan and to

some degree at Freetown, Lagos and some others*.

-.

164- Most of them have adequate berthing, storage and cargo handling

facilities; and adequate supply of .labour of a satisfactory standard*

165* With regard to navigational aids,, safety, etc.. they are seeking to

establish international standards and the governments^ right of control and
supervision over .these .matters*.

.

,,

166» Cost,- speed and quality of cargo handling are dominant factors in port

activity and notable improvement in them is a pre-condition for an improved
bargaining position on all inclusive freight rates-'
■

'67- Unfortunately, .there is no. tecejit data available on the cost of operations

of the selected ports

l/,

168, Gang-hour production for general cargo shows considerable variations

between the ports, S7 - 10,5 tons per hook hour/' The production figures for
the majority of the region's ports do not compare ba&ly'with those for nonAfrican port®. However, there is much room for improvement'

169* Regarding the^bulk-loading productivity, some ports (mainly in French™ :

speaking countries) have excellent installations - and the productivity is

170, Tn-.spite of the facts mentioned above./ the ■problem-" of congestion is"

good*

apparent in all the selected ports (with the'exception 6£ Dakar), arid'the
waiting time lost by &hips is likely to rise, although figures for 196? show
considerable improvements in the ports of Mombasa and Dar-es-Saiaam 2/

1/ See E/QI.H/TRANS/27, Parts I and II - 9 july 1965,,

2/ See Annex 9<

' ' '
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(in the case of Mombasa,, it was probably due to the decline in volume of
cargo handled)«

171\ Although-the basic problems of all ports are similar, namely the
rapid, safe and economical trans-shipment of cargo, the solutxon of these
problems in particular the problem of congestion, varies greatly from
port to ports

17? In some Dorts there are physical problems including a general lack of
storage space" in and around the ports that reduce efficiency (Mombasa,

Dar^t-Salaam), a shortage of mobile cargo handling equipment (Mombasa),
' lack of portal shore-^cranes (Monrovia) which, if in exxstence, could
contribute to .increased, loading and discharging speed of vessels.
173

One or two-reliable shore or floating cranes for heayy^iifts are a

necessity for every port*

This is especially so in view of accelerated..

in^striaX.and other projected development •

4TA, The problem-of congestion at Port Sudan is not restricted to that of
inadequate berthing space and other port facilities* The quays^tackxng _

grounds and trarait sheds of the port are usually congested wxth goods owing
io the inability of the single track.railway which_serves the port to cope
effectively ifith exports during the pe^tK season or with imports throughout

the year ij *
175.,_Another reason for congestion.is a concentration of traffic flow-in. a

limited number of ports, For example- Mombasa and Dar-as-Salaam. together
handle aver 34- per cent of the total traffic of the East African mainland
port group, and the pressures resulting from this concentration have caused
serious congestion r

176, One of the.common features is the seasonal traffic flow..

fc*raB«ly

However, this is.less

marked today, in terms of exports, as a result of the introduction

of stabilizing factors;

above all the more even distribution throughout the

year of agricultural, production and its derivatives.

.1-7*7. Better organization and utilization of'existing facilities?, together
with additional equipment and improvements of the ^infrastructure and.

where necessary? with a solution to•the.problem of approach routes,, will
probably solve the problem of African ports, for several,, years to come.

178* However it is difficult to say how long the ports will remain
relatively adequate, Africars trade is still capable of great-expansion.
It'remaias to be.seen whether or not. general trends in world shipping,
particularly increasing ship.size and uniti^ation will make new demands on
the., port So

estion of railway adequacy in connexion with the selected ports-

surveyed iaAnnex 9 is dealt with in detail in Annex 10 *

Annex 10 in

particular deals with the question of container carriage of these
railwayso

34
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179- The long-term solution of African ports dan only"be to increase the

facilities available and the efficiency of port operation.

Both these . =. '

.measures'obviously-necessitates the investment of capital,

,.

' :

180. The provision and improvement of port facilities on the continent.is

now not a matter of chance, but becomes a high priority concern"within the
sphere of national and regional economic planning*.

1810. Several new, ports (fema? hom£? Cotonou, Douaia, Buchanan and, oth^s)

have ,been constructed on the .continent during the,last decade, l/V in some

cases (Qameroon, for.instance) public and: private invesi^ent., in"roads? .ports,
railways and motor transport amounted'to 4- of a total investment in"the last

five years
■J

2/

-.:■•, —-f -a ..-■■'-,.'■■■

.'".■*..'

■

■ " -

■

•

■

IO^' In almost all the selected ports modernization and expansion programmes

are under way and new facilities'are being introduced,,

In the period

'

197CK74.more.than K.£13 million is expected to be spent on iniprovements ;to
.MoRibasa harbour, extra deep water berths ars to be built' and^andling

facilities to, be imprpv^^'_j in Morocco investment * expenditure ■ for incr^aairi«
the ports' capacity in the development plan.to 1972 is 151 million DH^
a loan of ,f3'& million for Monrovia port improvements (mainly, dredging)
was granted by IBRD in 19^9, etc ■ '

. °.A"...The magnitude, of port and inland transport investment in Africa can be
discerned from.the, .IBRD, -and .IDA gleans and credits to African ports, which,
only constitute part.of /che total.,,;. In total, these two .institutions have
invested as follows.(million US dollars) .^/*

■

■

Railways ■>

•-'■'

■ -

;

Ports and waterways',
:^oa^s

. ■

■ 446.8 '

. .
■

-26,6

169^6 . .

■

■

'

'■

'■ - ..v- Vi-

/

11.7

249-4

223c S

The»■"World Bank group 'has not invested in shipping in Africa.

..

-■

'18^. Prom the -various transport projects planned, it ..appears' that developing
African countries will continue in future to invest heavily in their

■infrastructure,.'.."including ports,; as. the outlook for the future -is that'the
importance ■■.ofi- ports will increase,

-.

.-.,■" ■-.".,.

;'

•

: ;'■ ■'

.'.■■

Jj See also E/CN.14/TRANS/27, Parts I and II.
.

2/ IBRD, Report No, PTR-6Oa7 Appraisal of "first Douala port project.
' . 3 December 197Q,

...

..

v

■

■■

■■-•'■.,■

^/. See World Bank and international Development Association,-Annual 'Report
. 197QO; ■"

'

•

■■-

- ■ -■■"V-"

.-

.■:-.-■■.

=•

■

.

■

.

::

■

.
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Conclusions

185- The implications on ocean transport of the current and long-term
trends in African trade development could be summarized as follows:

(i)

Rationalization, in terms of reducing costs and improving
services, shoulci take place on an integrated basis (shipping
cabotage, ports, inland transport), nationally and regionally,
to improve African trading competitiveness.

(ii)

Growth in the volume of trade demands a corresponding growth
in transport

capacity.

New shipping and other transport

facilities should be rationally integrated and expanded in
order to facilitate rather than impede trade expansion'

(iii)

• ■

(

Expansiort-and rationalization of shipping and other transport
facilities give to the African nations the opportunity and

challenge of furthering economic development by participating
in the shipping industry.

(iv)

In order to meet future needs, African ports must improve
their capacity,

by introducing more sophisticated port

facilities and by improving organization, management and
operational procedures*
186. As the bulk of the African trade is orientated towards.overseas

countries, development of African shipping and ports is not only an African
matter, but an international concern.
Thus financial andrtechnical assistance
in shipping and ports to African states from both the developed countries and
international organizations should be. considerably enlarged during the
Second Development Decade.

,

.

"I o7- Concerted policy-making and increased emphasis on implementation
will continue to be basic to the achievement of such objectives.
The
principal considerations that should precede action at UNCTAD III in
these respects are outlined in the following chapters.

l4/UffCTAD Hi/2
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Chapter

188.

3:

Dev"elopjnejat_££ji^j7^

-The African share of world tonnage was outlined..in Chapter; 2, and

was found to be only 0.6 pjr cent of all ships1 tonnage" (see "innex 8),

while her .share ■( 196.9). b.£ .world;.seaborne trade was 2..Q6- per .-cent of .tgood s

unloaded.and; 15? 3 P©r cent .of goqd.s. loaxied (see. Annex (4)189.

;, ■. .;

... :;:. :

The..&hsr.e of. tonnage on, order (tonnage on order, at.the ; moment7 to

be deliyered during, the next. 3-4. years)., is ,an" indication which' points' to
the future', share, of Africa,'..in wo^ld tonnage. As. .of. 31. .October 1970 1/
world'tonnage on order^-amount'Scl- .to 132.million dwt-r whil-e Africa1 s share
was °-g per cent (0*7 per 'cent "of all tankers less than 15*^000 dwt and
1.5 per,, cent,- of a_l£ .dry. cargo, ships .excluding container; ships, and ;"bulk

carriers)-:.- .■..■:„■

-. ,,

_, :.- .,.■

■ .■■-■■•■■..

=

...

... ■.

■ , . .-

190.
S^me 4i'rioan. shipping companies operating .vessels., in overseas
trades and the tonnage registered under national flags ara shown in
Annex.,11*... -

. ■ _ /•

-.

,-■

.-■■;■'■

• ■

■=•;.■■.■;,

..■"■■

■

■ ■ ■-. -■■ ■■■ ■ ^

■ ■■ - ' '

^91',. Beyon.d.any' ctisougsion,.' the.reforej it is established that. there is
a great discrepancy between the cargo-generating, importance of Africa?

and her share in international ship-ping* ' In principle;' this'would not

be of significant conseq.uen-oe^_rslnoe-^hipping services should be .obtainable
in the international market, where1 the. forces ^f free'competiiiicn would

ensure adeq.ua tW- services ari'd the' lowesf'possibls prices/freight 'rates,

192.
In praotj.ee, however, this does no if apply/ Firstly, even in a
fully liberalistio shipping markets.the supply and demand do.not always,
fluctua.t'd^aVfflonisly^' and'":periods with 'very :sharp rate _" increase^ frequently
pccuK'"" At ihe same time7 'iW;prit;Vs" bbtain^blfe" for pfoaUcts marketed, .by

■"developing' c6untries"remkin9 'at 'best,J. statile, "alid s6"'rate* increases1 fend.'
:%S reduce 'corresp;6ndin|iy p_±por%.''sarhings of' developing"1 boon tries.
Secondly
in particular "in■;lln'er;:shi:p;pihg5!' which' is" of primary-importance" to African
trade,

the situation is far from liberalistio

"Liner c6nferehoess dcmiciled

outside Africa and dominated, by non-African interests,■possess varying .

degrees' of m'ovn'op6iilStJ:c 'influence on' the' trades' 'they 'serve..- "and tend^to
impose ■■unilateral/; decision^ on ra7tet*and- conditions^

""

■

■'

."._,'

193. On "the part of African countries : therefore/'it :ttou1& "be a-'■ strong ; '■ "
motivation for participating in the shipping industry .in order t^:
(i) ■ dampen the negative effects of rate fluctuations in the
international

(ii)

shipping market-

and

achieve greater bargaining leverage.'with traditional shipping_
interests, 'by establishing various alternatives to foreigncarriage;.

See TD/:B/C.4(j)-,
1970,

para 45 ff»

(Misc. 2) - Review of Maritime Transport

" ,

/
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In both of the above respects, national shipping could "be'regarded as
"a servant to trade" in the sense of "being a public utility, with
corresponding .criteria being -applied in the evaluation of viability.

194-'

Irrespective of ■ the above, there is reason for African countries

to regard shipping as an industry which as such could be developed to
contribute to the national economics., i,s« in respect of balances of
payment.
To the .extent .that this is the motivation, strict economic

criteria would, be applied, subject to modification by "infant industry"'

considerations.

'

'

...-■■

195*
In relation both" to shipping, as a public-, utility and &n
industry, appropriate'measures of assistance from national and
sources,

3-1

and protection would have relevance.

'

Shipping in a developing country if

196.
The economic reason for establishing'or expanding -a merchant marine
is.; to obtain- an increase in the level of real income of the country
conceded. ■ This increase may be secured directly, or indirectly through
the impact of shipping on various sectors of the economy.

197.

The. direct .increase in income arises from two sources.

First

-

there is' the income created by the aot of investment in the required
■
.capital-.equipment.
This'income will be zero when the ships are imported,
but important if the ships are built at home.
income created by the operation of .the ships."

capital/output ratio.

'

Secondly, there is the
This depends on'the

Output in shipping is .measured as the gross freight

earnings from carrying cargo minus the value of bunkers, stores, etc.
purchased, from other sectors of" the economy.
A high capital/output ratio1
means that the amount of capital required to create a unit addition to
income is high.. Where investment funds are'limited, their use for projects

with a high capital/output ratio may be unfavourable to inooras creation.

It is to. be- noted that in shipping the capital/output ratio is generally

considered to b© high although^if loans to build ships could readily, be.

obtained from the world's shipbuilding yards covering the greater share
of the building cost of the ship, and without affecting.ether sources of
overseas finance available to developing countries the effective capital/
output ratio, i.e. the ratio of the .untied capital available to the output
produced, could bs relatively L»w -fiA
■
"

1/ .A detailed discussion is contained in UBTi3alce-No# iU69sll,3)*ls
Establishment or expansion of. merchant -marines in developing1
countries.

2/

'

.

See also belr-w on acquisition of tonnage*'
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*a*i& determines the

profits.-" The cai,-i^i/^?
f

J

8

?

of inoooe. whion aosrues- iu the "form .of

^e capi^l/employm&nt: ratxo tends to'be ir«h li

s*'t
dependence; (3) influencing oonSe^ence itLTonl U) lie

payments,

t
200o

,-

.

■ ?\.

.

..

-

'

Alternative forms of

Air; Hi/2
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201, ., The advantages of entry, to. the free market are,- first, that there
are no harriers to entry,, secondly, that the potential size of the fleet
is limited only by the world demand and supply position of tonnage, so
that the possibilities for expansion.may generally be regarded as good,
and thirdly, that the minim-urn'
viable size, of- an enterprise is the single
ship.
This is so■'"because no extensive shore -organization is needed,' sinceenterprises of any country have free access to the market for specialized
chartering services provided by agents and brokers throughout the world.
.-202.
The disadvantages of entry"into the free'foarkoi is that earnings "■
'
m^ght be highly unstable.
This can be compensated^tc some extend by
'''
ihe: acquisition .of ships which are .then, let on lerng'-term charter tc» :f-or
example* the major oil companies.
.This may be very suitable for African
■ countries exporting-^res and oil. . However, the types of ships for which
long-term time charters are available are highly capital-intensive9 so
that the advantage of low entry cost is reduced, although the availability '
. of credit from ship builders for new buildings dues much to eliminate^ the
adverse effects of high entry costs.
Hew owners may find "it; difficult to
secure .long-term charters or long-term ^contracts unless they can use the'

.■'ships in national ..trades,' for example's oil imports or exports,
'] of commodities such as ore.
■
->'*'■

or exports
'
.
'

Entry to liner services'also has its respective disadvantages and_

advantages.

The main disadvantage is 'that the minimum'viable size of

...

enterprise for liner operations is relatively large.
To enter a liner
service it is necessary to provide enough ships to establish a regular
service and also to set up an administrative organization with full facilities
f*r obtaining cargo.
This disadvantage can partly be overcome by the use
of second-hand tonnage in good condition and by the use of "agents, to secure
cargo" as''an alternative to setting up a ..full'organization for the purpose,
A second disadvantage is that entry to liner trades is not frse, since most

trades are covered by conferences.

National lines have usually found.it'

possible to gain entry.to the conferences covering their national trades.
The.'potential for growth of a fleet serving a ..liner trade is largely.. restricted to the growth of the national, trade and the share. of
this . ,-.
which can be obtained in negotiation with the liner conference.
This need
not be a disadvantage, since a country wishing to expand, rtto ■flee.t faster
than the growth of liner trades will.permit,, can always establish a mixed

f-i:eet.})y operating tramps and bulk .carriers in addition to liners,

204.
National shipping line when admitted to Conferences membership,
generally do not derive sufficient "benefits. . This, arises from;

(a) difficulty in obtaining a sufficient number/of...sailings-' to and

- . from their ports, in order to increase the .share .in the carriage .
of their seabnrne .cargoes and to ensure" the profitable operation

of their shipping enterprises?

.,'.._

e/-CN.14/UNCTaD HI/2
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'.,
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. .

.

(b)
■

. " '

(c)1

/, .-'■ '-'

difficulty .in obtaining high rate paying cargoes, for these.

'

■

are usually reserved for carriage by vessels1., of .traditional .
.maritime .nations; '
.
......
'... .

■

the unwillingness'of conferences to .give developing countries

' .a share of "way-port trade" ,ia cargo carried-between ports .in
the conferenco route, but unconnected with the national .tirade

cf the dovsloping country.

'■■/-.

■

2O5»
In the same "manner, there exists in respect of many major trade
.
.routes., "way-port conferences" which are conferences operating on segments

of the'.route ;'df. the ]bonfftrence? in 'which' a; developing, "country; may. o.bta;Ln

membership; for/its national" line.

Membership, to way-port ■conferences:: is

.heavily restricted, and'although 'it.would significantly contribute tc the
financial result of a national line, -developing countries have found.-.it
difficult tor:impossible to get in,... ' .
■"

206.,-

The advantages of entry to"._liner'services are'several.'. There,is,

'first, the possibility of influencing the nation's trade through having'

oa direct voice-in conference affairs.' Secondly, there is the fact' that,
once "a--line is in-a oonferenbej it has all the advantages associated'with
-conference membership, "ri&melyi access to "the cargo shipped by tied shippers
and,possibly also to freight sharing arrangements.
Third,■after membership
is a fact, conferences are often prepared to assist the national liner
company by providing trained personnel on loan, agency1and management
facilities and so

.

■'

207,.-

3" 2..1

on» - ■■;

Coastal

shipping

■.■,-■■■

■''■•■■.■':

.-

'

.

.■■■■■-..■

'

■

■

■

With special reference to -shipping .as a public utility serving'national

. trade.,, and with new technological and organisational, forms in shipping (see.

.Chapter 4), it is necessary to consider.shipping in the context of the' '

.complete transport chain.,
Thus," coastal shipping operating as; feeder
service, for overseas, services becomes increasingly important^ ' This' is
the mure so, since trtodern, large and fast iinei? vessels can'culy contriBute
to low costs l>y being effectively- serviced'-in port, and preferably-By '"'
operating only on-a few central ports* ■
. '
■
'
. ■
■ •' ;

208^ ...The trade-.pattern of Africa, with limited inland transport facilities
tying together the individual.countries, makes this alternative very
important, and it would, properly be. executed,, -probably lead tc. important
social benefits-

•209^

It is .therefore advisable that in'considering shipping investments,

developing countries in Africa should study in particular the establishment
°£ integrated -services,-■where investments in international shipping and
feeder,services'are- considered together.
It is suggested1 that EGA carry
o,ut a study in this field,- in. order.to formulate concrete" projects (see
also: 3*5 multi-national shipping enterprises, below)o;

'cur h/ibfctaD 111/2
"..:,
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210.
In evaluating any investments, two separate flows of costs and ' " ■ ■
"benefits..must, be considered. -.The first .is-;the. internal flow, of costs paid .
■. by, and. of the "benefits which-■■accrue' to'., the enterprises.
The second"part
of the assessment, is concerned -with-, those flows of costs which are .not met-"by the enterprise .and those ."flows of ."benefits which do' not accrue to the " '
enterprise "but to the national"economy as a whole-"'1."

211

"

."

■

"

'

"

.

■

Four main techniques'for the appraisal of investment projects (pay

back" period, -average x-ate of. return, internal rato of return and net present

value)-: are commonly .used within enterprises. ' The .pay-back".period and the

_ average' rate of return methods have the great disadvantage 'that they do
hot consider the time, distribution of receipts 'snd "costs'"-and- so do not yield
satisfactory, resultsIn both "the internal .-rate of return-and net present
value methods, net receipts are dasodtfrtfed 'thus '-taking- the time distribution
into account 1/.
When investments" in shipping are being'1 appraised, the
most suitable technique is the net present'value method, since the existence1

of losses in. some years can. be dealt-with quite'-easily^.

According to this

method, -the flow of annual net earnings' arising from the investment is
computed over.the life-span of that investment and is-'then dis-counted to
■find its. present value.
This "is then oompar«^jrUh-.4ie--oo«tT;of; the iirve
If it exceeds the cost o£ the investment, then the." net present value is"

''■

positive, and the ' inveBtmen-tr would" be advantageous ''to'the enterprise,

although-it-is'not necessarily the iiiost advantageous investment that, could

be made from the point of view of-that enterprise'. : If, on the other hand,
the net present value is negative, then there is no prima facie case for.
making the investment.
.
■■
'.'. . ..,
■
■■. . ".
Problems arise when the future flowvof earnings from the, investment
cannot be estimated with adequate accuracy.
-This is particularly■the case

for.investments dn liner shipping and-for tramps and tankers operating.in
the voyage charter or sho.rt~term,-*harta.r/market.-.
Where donbt exists about-

.-.the'accuracy of the forecasts., then the net present value, can be found on"
the basis of difference, -plausible assumptions, ■.
,
,
■ .
'

213.- Evaluation of.investments at -the national level goes beyond appraisal
at the enterprise level ;in ..two ways.. 0?he first, is: that the investment may

create flows of benefits which do not accrue to the enterprise and flows of"
costs which are.not borne■by ,the" enterprise.. .Examples of such benefits
to the national economy are gains to the balance of payments and the. '.. r ■■
beneficial effects, of reducing freight rates.
An example of costs would'be.
increases in.freight rates which may-result fsom inefficiency»
The second way in which national, and enterprise ©valuation may.differ
is where the internal cost, and the Value.,to the economy, of the inputs' used
differ.
This, difference arises .when., the,.operations of the pricing system
lead to. some prices'in the market..feeing ^abo-ve or below those which would

1/
.

;

See also: RichardGoss, Some Financial Aspects of Shipping Conferences,

Journal' of ..Transport Sconomicsrand ..pqlicy,- Ii|ay ■ 19.71 o

'
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properly reflect the real security of the factor -in the national economy.
For example, unskilled labour employed in shipping may "be paid "a wage _.
above-'its value to the economy, .whereas skilled labour3 being in short
. supply^ may be- paid:less' than-its value to the economy.
It may also be

the "case that-the- rate .-of ."interest" which has to be paid when monej is ■'
borrowed is "either"above'or below that rate of interest which would
reflect the real va'lue of- capital 'to ths economy.
In these casefo3 the.
national appraisal of the investment should use the social value of the
inputs rather than the market prices.

.

'..

^ ' There is no reason to believe that appraisal at the; national level
would-"always'.be more.favouraBie"to a project than will appraisal at the...
.nnte£p££se level. "However, 'existence of .indirect .effects .on income'flo.^p
;.¥n"-di:Qates that shipping does yield significant benefits which accrue to^.,
tHe":e:rconomy but are external to the enterprise.. In some cases, a project,
■which is deemed' to be not worthwhile, at the enterprise level will be
worthwhile
r-:;;"'L:-1'" 3V4

at: the national'level because of the' indirect benefits yielded*

Balance of.' payments

.

.

. \.

■-

216.
The contribution .a shipping-fleet can make to-the, balance of payments,
is. determined by. the sum of ■ the freight earnings on .-imports -and on-exports*,
together, with earnings in,-cross trades-and ■passsnger-fares, minus, -the -ssun'
cf the foreign-exchange;disbursements foregone which were formerly made by

foreign ships, and crews in-national ports, those items of expenditure of
national ships and crews which inevitably involve, directly or indirectly,
outlays in foreign currency, and that part of the inputs, both eapital and
current;,

which

is imported*

.217- . An.analysis.of the'available data concerning the contribution^of '
merchant marines-to the'■ balance *f payments of certain developing and '
developed countries between 1961 and' 1965 shows"-that' the net current^ ■
gains'to the balance of payment,'i,e«: excluding capital charges, varied1
from 20 per cent to 63 per 'cent of the gross-freight earnings of the' fleets

concerned if the United States are includ&d, -and from 44 per cent to 63..
p'er-oent'if the United "States are "-excluded l/* The ground for excluding

■the United-States is that the high level;of cargo-handling charges there
'makes the "experience of" limited"relevance for developing countries*
^/ %

218.
From the balanoe-of-payments point of view,- the possibilities offered
by different types of "ships in different trades may b^ very different.
Large bulk carriers-.,

f or example, might in "certain oircumstances prove

highly advantageous, in spite, of their relatively high capital costs,
-f.
as compared with second-hand tramps or liners, since the overseas disburse
ments involved in the operation of bulk carriers' in national trade are a.
relatively 1-w proportion of gross freight earnings.
On the other hand, liners

may be relatively unfavourable because the level' of overseas expenditure in
the form of cargo handling charges and port disbursements is high in relation
to gross freight earnings-

l/

See UN Sales ¥0.

■

.

.-

'■ ■
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219.

3i 5 - Multinational.'.,..shipping enterprise

The.basic requirements'-o.f.a.

multinational .shipping company are

the same as for national-companies:. financing, -training of manpower, '
access to

cargo via conference membership,

management,

■

criteria for cheesing tannage,

etc.•

2&D*
The advantages lie,, of course, in the possibilities of-pooling
resources of several countries in order to fill the requirements/ .In.,,,
particular this is advantageous where several countries have a reasonably;

.uniform trade

■

structure, but not individually the■resources to.

-establish a strong,- viable"1 company, able to hold its own in" liner

conferences etc. 2f

The

■

nuliijational concept is.also applicable in

other than liner shipping: bulk and.tanker tonnage could effectively be
obtained and operated in this form, especially since large such units
■require large capital outlays.
Feeder and coastal services in Africa .
are alsr:

likely to benofit from a multinational approach,

221.
In the establishment of multinational ventures, there are, however,
difficulties which do,not arise for national companies.
In order that,
any company,oh a multinational basis

participating member would have to

should be effectively operated,

delegate full- commercial powers to

management and board of the ■ company,

which may or may not

each

the

consist, of

nationals from all countries.

The management must be composed regardless
of "geographical distribution" since managerial skill and training in'the
field of. shipping should be the ch«ice criteria, and while one of the-:

participating countries may be. :well endowed'-in the particular f ielo'-bf'■
shipping, others may not.
The-board of directors; on the other'hand, should
ba composed of persons from all participating countries, since their
economic .interests in the company., and their trade interests, should be
represented.

■

■

■

. "

222.
Rational operation may well involve centralized port operations for
overseas shipping in one of the countries only, while .the requirements of
the

other participating countries would b.e

served-.by a feeder system

consisting of coastal-.vessels.* (f.i.. fast pallet ships 'with sideports ■ '
carrying their own fork trucks), rail and road..
. . •
•

1/

See also imCTAD document TD/B/p.4/68, Multinational shipping .
■ enterprises.

2/

,

In Africa, the Eastern Africa' National' Shipping Line (BANS!),
which was established ,"by Kenya,
a notable

example

Tanzania,

Zambia and Uganda,

of multinational co-operation.

is

' .

Page
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^
It is probable that the trade transport pattern >erf,..-African countries
make multinational shipping- ventures"consisting" of overseas" shipping with
feeder services particularly advantageous, . I,t is therefore suggested that

SCA should car,ry out a study of. these possibilities, should be carried out,

for instance based on a case-study of the Eastern.African National ■S

Line,-

■

■

.

■

_

second-hand tonnage by developing (

4
For new ships the'main-type of finance on which reliance is placsd
as long-term 'credit; equity capital is of little .importance,
The sources

of long-term loans -to'developing,. cQ.un-tr..i.e.s.;fo'r 'ihe "establishment or expansion
of merchant marines .are mainly shipbuilding yards and'the commercial invest
ment banking system 2/u . Credit from shipbuilding yards is available mainly
because many Governments.assist their shipbuilding industries by enabling
them to make loans to ship purchasers.
The. credit supplied before May 1%9
was likely to be- a high' percentage - perhaps 70 to 80 percent - of the

building price of the ships, and to be repayable over periods up to ten
years,
The Commercial banking system played an important role in the'post
war expansion of the tanker and bulk carrier'fleets,

The security for

.

the loan was generally a pre-c«ns£ruotion time charter on the vessel

■

concerned and loans of 95 per cent, and even, in some .cases of 100 per cent,
of the costs of the vessels have not been uncommon-,

In May 1969, the OECD countries adopted an 'tfaderstancing on Export
Credits for ships", reducing expert credit facilities^ .primarily "by limiting

the ^duration of loans to- a maximum, of 8 years and stipulating an interest
rate of no less than 6 per -cent 3/.
The Understanding contained (i..er in

paran 6) certain provisions that made it possible fo- developing countries

to obtain better terms, principally extending the credit period to 10,years
and less interest,, but only after particular negotiation and after
consultation within the OECD-group,

226,

By operative, paragraph 4 of its resolution 9 (iV) on financial '

-.

assistance for the'acquisition of ships-by.developing countries, the OTCTAD

Committee on Shipping invited the governments signatories to the "Understand

ing on export credits for ships" of the Qiti

1/

2/

See also chapter 10: Financial and technical assistance',,

"

See IWfAB documents 0^/3/0.4/51, Export credits for the purchase'

of new and second-hand ships by developing counti-iss ' and TD^/0^4/58

Financing of the purchase of:'new atid second-hand'ships ~by developing
countries.,

3/ The Understanding is reproduced in full in Annex 12,

Y14/UNCTAI)'III/2
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"Co-operation and Development (OECD) ."to pursue in that Organization tno .
question of a more precise definition of-the conditions of.implementation■"

of the Understanding in respect of the sale of ships to developing oolintries.".
The Committee-sl&p noted the request of developing countries that the results
af these efforts might be communicated to it..
■
:
'

227,.,

At its.. 23.9th -meeting on 16. December. 197 G-the,. ..Council, of. the GECE.adopted

a resolution" concerning- the1:- "Understanding on, export credits for- ships1' "by ■
which-certain-■ameis-diEe-lits-were made to the-original text of the "Understanding'11
as- ado^te^by-resolution-of- the. Council' of 30 May 19&9 and" to the, im.pl ementartion Protocols -annexed to; .that1 respl-utiaru.
■
■
.
. ■

2.2S.: The main-amendments.in the 'text of the "Understandihg'^affeot '■ '
cl^ 1 and-2 (see Annex-12). The'revised text is- as follows-: '

.

Ml.
For. any contaet relating to any new ship to Ids negotiated
from: 1st January, 19715 onwards, governments participating in ■
this Understanding agree to abolish exie^inr'-o^ficial -facilities

;

■

■

(a) and to introduce no new official1 facilities for e "port credits

for ships on terms providing?

"(a)

'

■

'

"

'"

.■■■'■"■■

•

-■

Official facilities are those which: enable credits to "be
insured; guaranteed or financed hj governments,' by-

governmental institutions or with any form of direct or

indirect governmental participation.

(i)

(^
(iii)

■

"

'

a maximum duration exceeding 8 years from dslivery

and^rejiayme^ other- than by equal instalments at
Jgggular intervals of normally sir-months and a
maximum of 12 months;

payment by delivery of less than 20-per cent of the
contract price;

.

.

:

™"

""""

ah interest rate'of less than 7.5 per;. oforfc y_L net '

"a-t all' charges_JbVo

"~

:

■

2.
The minimum interest rate'of 7«5'per cent will apply to the
credit'granted with official support by the shipbuilder' to the

buyer {in'a supplier credit transaction) or h^f a bank or any. other

V

°

party in the shipbuilder!s.'country (in a buyer credit transaction), "
whether the official support is given iPbr the whole amount.of the
credit

(b)

or

only

part

of

it.

'

......

.

By interest rate, net of all charges,' it meant that "'part of
the credit oosts (excluding any credit insurance .prennia and/or
any banking charges) which is paid at regular intervals
throughout the credit period and which is directly related to
the amount of

credit. !i

■

HI/2-
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229.
Clause'7 of the Understanding" was also amended,' The "genuine aid
clause" (Clause 6)>was not changed'"by the resolution of the Council*
■■'['

..230.
The principal effects, of the ■amendments to the "Understanding" aj-e
that the minimum net interest rate is raised from 6 per cent to 7*5 pe*1
cent and that the duration of credit is strictly limited to a maximum of
8 years by the deletion of the provision permit-gang a maximum of 10 years1
.ere9.it'-in'certain exceptional cases,

.

"

'■ _

'■'"'.■.'

-231.
While the OSCS. understanding may be an attempt to ■ "normalize" ■
■
conditions in the competitive field ,bf shipbuildings :its provisions in
■■'!■ >
regard to developing countries, are at best unclear and do not harmonize
with the Tekyd-decisions taken by the Ministers1 of Transport .of these4
1 .

countries (see, Annex 2). -

■

•

'

:' ■

■

."■. *'

232.
The: developing .countries participating in the fifth session.of,the
IWCTAS Committee on shipping, sharply oritiaed the OECD Understanding,
as amendedAfter negotiation- of a resolution by the Committee failed^

the developing countries submitted a memorandum (reproduced in Annex 13)?
in wfeich i.e.*

(i).

the following principal requests were mades

0ECJ3 should consider.specific measures in:aid: of developing
countries ^» "adequate

(ii)

commercial- credits"■and aids /

10 per cent of the shipbuilding capacity of.developed countries
should be reserved for developing countries;

(iii)

(iv)

'terms of payment:for sale of ships to developing countries .

should conform 'with ^Resolution ?(^")> see Annex 1 =

international financial institutions should int-ensiry their
'■1 efforts to assist developing countries buying ships-.

■

233-, The only source of finance for the purchase of second-hand vessels
is the ship mortgage banks, but these- operate mainly in Western Europe^
They lend only a relatively small part of the purchase pries and generally
do not lend on vessels over ten years old*,
A new owner
without other
vessels is likely.- to find it difficult to raise any finance at all and to
be forced-to .pay for socond-hand vessels in a lump sumo
As second-hand
tonnage-may often represent a favourable investment for developing countries,
the lack of,proper facilities for financing its acquisition constitutes
a serious handicap to these countries.
The International Bunk of
Reconstruction and Development has not financed shipping investment .in
developing countries? although it has made loans for port improvement and
construction-

-

..

Ul/2
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3=7 Joint ventures

234.

Joint ventures;-between shipowners -in, the traditional shipping countries

..*$£ national companies of developing countries■in Africa l/. would seem to
oifer -interesting possibilities of developing nerchant marines. In"
appropriate form, such co-operation, while b.ing kept on commercial basris,

would.facilitate transfer of capital and know-how, training of crews, etc!,
to the developing country, while the commercial link with solid firms would

give newly started companies a. certain weight, in negotiations.

■ 2-35 -There are,: several forms o'f "joint ventures, but basic to them all
.

.

8-44 68 8009 mechansim by which ownership of tonnage is. transferred to

the jointly owned, company, and by. .which managerial, nautical and -tefctaiioal

personnel 01 . tne joint company, receive training arid advice from the oiore

experiencedpartner.

3*3

■

,

Assistance to shipping

"

,.

. ■

■

■

236. 'The economic ..case for_assisting a mercha^-^ito .ri^^:*; ■
enterprises will make a loss on the internal acob'unting, uaiTwilft? ^ .

■

economic when considered from the overall national, standpoint that' tak*es '
account of the .net external benefits. The circumstances in which as'sitanoe
to a national merchant marine is economically justified in devel^pincountries, includes the traditional.infant, industry argument, in addition

to the^consideration of the direct and indirect effects on the economy*
fntr ^ also,tlle case tnat, because most existing maritime-countries give soh©

rBv° assistance, to. their shiping industries, assistance to.a new line
may be needed to enable it -to.compete on level'terms in the world market.

237.

alii,

Inasmuch as commercial credits for ships' purchase are strict, and

7s of+flnanc=Lal ™& technical assistance difficult to obtain from

developed countries.and international organizations (eoge IBRD), developing

countries, in Africa ..-should consider what assistance and protection rtighf

appropriately be .given on the national level.-

238.

Much of the

"■■

'

"

evidence concerning the effects of the different types

of assistance is derived from the . jolicies and practices of traditional'

shipping countries at which the infant industry argument is not applicable,

^ctioL°f w^Je^ttole» "«iBt tWtr shipping These -policies'and .
flvotlvll. tC ? I ^^ag-of construction- and/6roperating subsidies
favourable taxation treatment, and cargo preference arrangements^

Methods

2±TltT\mal
t'TTidSred trm the Pcint ot view of ^termining those
which, are best adapted..to. achieving their aims of assisting the natibhat
of
*hVinllIlfti:00Bt
tO thS in
C0Untr^
^noe™d.
firm
of ^rnH^'^-rf
subsidy is likely to
be most satisfactory
certain
" caseav InSome
othe-n
cases cargo preferences may be the only way of enabling a liner company"to

Decome established if it is refused en.ry to the relevant conference,- or-if,

in the conference it cannot secure a fair share of. the cargo/ For a country

1/ An distinct from owners in-developed countries registering ''dummy

ps for the convenience of avoiding tax
■companies"
taxation, manning.rules,
and standard requirements in their own country

.

/

4
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with a fairly regular export trade in "bulk commodities, such as oil or

ore? the use of cargo preferences may represent" an inexpensive and
economically acceptable way of securing entry,; although, they would be
unnecessary if the importers agreed to use a proportion of national flag

tonnage-lA .
3« 9

2/

Terms of shipment—'

.

■■-■■■

. •

.

.

■ ..

239.
In every day trading, many different'terms of shipment exist, but in
relation to choice of flag, only c.l.f..and f.ts.bc need to'-be considered,
240, Under, f^cwb. terms., the choice of ship rests.with the "buyer., "while under

tci»me '■
it, is the seller who chooses the ship.*
Quite evidently- therefore,
the terms of shipment included in any import or export contract will ■

influence the nationality of the ships "being used for the carriage.

243
However, both sellers and buyers will choose tonnage on other criteria
than nationality: freight charges, quality of service, speed, etCcUeverthelesss developing African countries; ahfuld be aware that in -respect
of terms - of ■ shipment there exists an"ins!trument3 which in addition to forms
of assistance to shipping, may aid in securing a sufficient, cargo basis for
national

tonnage=

3-10
242.

'

'

Previous action in UNCTAH .

.

-

.

. -

During the sessions of the Committee on Shipping, and the se3^io.ns

of the Conference,' action has been taken on all aspects discussed above*
This is summarised in Annex 1, section Us Development of national merchant
marines 1-4°

3-11 Summing up and' conclusions
243, ■ The African share of. the vrorld tonnage is negligible-j while her share
on order d.oes not

of seaborne trade is important.
The share of tonnage
indicate any appreciable -.change in this imbalance*

£44-

Dampening the negative effects of rate fluctuations, balance of
considerations, achieving
bargaining leverage, and broadening the

payments

economic basis of national reanimates- are the-most important"--motivus for '
d
a African'tonnage*
"-"■'■
245.

In making investment-decisions,
liner tonnage.

considered,as well as

tanker and bulk tonnage should be
liner shipping services

However5

retain their important influence on African trade.

This constitutes a

strong motive for gaining influence,,

if
2/

..

See also IBTCTAD document TD/b/Co4/63* -The nature and extent of cargo

reservation.

This is discussed in detail in UFCTAD document TD/b/c*4/365 Terme
1 of

shipments

■

.

,

■

■

■

■
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246/ Multinational shipping companies will probably be advantageous in
Africa,' provided they are given authoritative and flexible management.
247.

Development of coastal shipping should be given priority, in'

particular because new forms of overseas shipping services make
integrated transport concepts necessary.

248.

Investments in shipping may be appraised on the basis of economic

viability of the individual project.
Social considerations and the
infant industry argument both make it probable that in many casesva
project may be beneficial to the national economy, even if initially it
is not viable from a commercial point of view.

249-'

Beoause of the social benefits and the infant industry argument,

250.

Credit terms for acquisition of vessels are unfavourable, following

assistance in the form of cargo reservation may be advisable.

OECD's understanding on export credits for ships.

251. Joint ventures between shipowners in the traditional maritime
countries and national companies in developing countries will facilitate
investments, training, and other transfer of know-how*

252.

Terms of shipment are an.important factor in the allocation of

253.

In particular, it is recommended that African countries seek to

cargo to national shipping.

have the following accepteds

(i)

A specialized, international financial institution should be
established, for the purpose of providing soft-term credits

for the financing- of new and second-hand tonnage by developing
countries. Alternatively, specialized departments may be
created for this purpose in the IBRD and the regional

development banks.

(ii)

Expansion of technical and financial assistance to African
countries, related to organization and development of'

African shipping companies in coastal and international
trade, and with a view to making them fully competitive in
the

(iii)

international shipping industry.

Training of shore and sea-going personnel should receive

particular priority in an expanded programme of technical
and financial assistance in the field of shipping.
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Chapter 4.1

^g^bnolog1oajL^r_ogr&sB| ,in shipping

25.4-* For several years the international shipping industry has "been.
in !t.he "process of profound structural changes.'" These changes arise ' .
from two principal developments'; technological advances in "respect
of ships and- cargo handling? and organisational changes which at _. .. .
least" parity tak;e 'place.,as a .consequence of the capital requirements
arising from technological innovation..

-

.

<.".-." ,j

..255.,. Developments in .marine architecture have focused on larger units,
made possible "by improved propulsion machinery and .techniques, for
withstanding stress in long hulls in the hulk- carrying trades; _Further,
developments have focused.'on improved design and speed fc.r specialised
vessels and liner vessels*

.

;

_;;

.-

25^,.,-^ne most ..spectacular developments .have taken place in the dry
'cargo ■field,' which in Jirican-'.countries., has traditionally "been the,
sphere.-of liner "shipping. Partly", these developments have been
improved cargo .handling based on unitisation.

.

.

_

257. The large capital requirement's for the containerization of trades
have forced into being liner'shipping consortia capable of investing,
in new and expensive ships, containers, costly port, equipment and
installations, and to a certain degree, inland transport equipment..^
Parallel to organizational changes resulting from the capital needs
of containerization trades, .the concept of door-.tc-do.or-transport _
has necessitated new organizational solutions with the same tendency _
of

power

258.

concentration.*

These'developments carry particular implications for developing

countries,-perhaps more so in Africa than in other regions.

4.I

-•■ Productivity of shipping spaca ■- bulk carriers

259. The profound changes which are currently, taking place-in- the
design-, size and speed of ships as well as in - the -.handling- methods
and equipment used for loading and unloading-oargo-have .a- considerable

effect on the efficiency of ocean transport tonnage.

influences the-costs of providing transport services,

This again

and developing

countries should benefit Idj this rationalization -reflecting in freight
rates*- "'

' -

'

■•■■''. '" '"'

' '_

26-0. increased productivity shows particularly in the bulk trades.
Factors contributing to the increases in productivity may be found
in the higher average'speed of vessels'-and-in a lengthening of the
average voyage-'as-well as in the shorter., -tumround time of ships due
to improved-handling at -the ports. -The rapid increase in the volume
pf minor dry bulk commodities carried by bulk carriers,- a development
which gained momentum particularly from 1963/64 onwards, is probably
an important contributing factor. Such commodities accounted in 1960

Jage

51

for less than 1 ■ per :.cen-fc; of total Volunio but ..increased to 19. per cent

of ■total/ton/milss in''

261.,- The rapi.cL increase, -in -.p/roduc-fcivity of bulk-carriers would hate

as its .main implication for" developing countries that; larger efforts'
should be made- toward Mbulkeri;z.ationn "of trade, - The',increasing use
of. "bulk shipments' becomes possible; with.rising trade volume in indi->
and with proper organisation of the trade; co-

Yid-u^l oommoditi-esj

reparation, between shippers? - and- in many case consignees*
Thus, this
is typically .a fi-.Sld. where' technological advance combined .with coQpsxatiQn.^Giig'shipj/ars "at "both ends of trades may lead to decreasing"
transport costs, by. facilitating shipments in full

"by traditional liner'-'vessels«

cargoes rather than ■■■■■

:

;

;• ■..-■-,"■ '.'.•

262- The productivity of shipping space may be evaluated by; the number

of ton/miles of cargo carried--"by one deadweight ton used... ._.Jfonex 14
s#bws howy for bulk carriers and tankers, this value has been
increasing over the...last decade- indicating^a .corresponding

ei^ficiency* :" ' " " ■

. ? ■. ■
■

■

■

■ . .,
-

■ '

.

*' 'f~<

■'

■'■'■■..' .'/'.':i''•':
■

■■ ■

-: -■

■■■.'V

■■

■

■■ ■

■ ■■■ •

M. the trend towards, the use of. larger." "sad faster -ships is still

continuing it may.be expected; that the muster: of. tpn/niiles barrier.per
deadweight to:a,j?;,'-..tooth in the "bulk: carrier;:'ar3;d.-'i'anKer'-fieet3j will

continue to" rf'ss at least for "som.e ■.year&'^in" the" futureIn particulary
the, addition .'to th# bi.i.lk;"1i3arrier fieet'bf- the very large crude carriers
-and uBo "ships' now on'or'de'r -should have a dirsot impact-: on. .prqductiv^t2p.;
levels/ The same" may.be' .said about the forthcomin-g;;addition qif %&'y'

conaiderable ■n^;b.c"r.,'-of ,oil ^tankers in the 20U-uO-U dwfiv-and above-.1
^

now- oh -order or under constr.u-ction= \ -J^"''.' ■'

The higher productivity of^"buifc:" carriers -.aftd^ankers also reflects,
^ratios of deadweight to;.gross register,e.l-.,'tmhagej as a greater.^,.-:..
> ratio indicatss^t^a/fc/va,-'Iapgor;'p""rbp6rtion of vessel

'be "effectively ut-iiafe^^^r'^ei-. jfex^ns^ort of. cargoes v . .With ,ir-.-..^ T]_,.-.....,...

to tanker tonn.ag&)_, ^'or, "in'gt a^bey ine dwt/grt raiio £ or,_ ;t^';".w:b3J^(|.f'!tiait^fif-.
■ -It'

.§

'iic:ii

"■■g.alle.tizationj

may be tinit+zed by

the use of

ps''and terminals and.-

barge-carrying

".;

of -unitizai/ion is t

unitization iE:-t-p,,

reducing the1 ■-■.time spent.

bulk carriers In 19^8^ F.e-arnley and; $

g Go, Ltd« (u^lo; 1969)-

'

'.,--\ ■.■■;:■ ^ /' "'

methods are described iii':'"f!uniti_aation of' cargo". United

Sales Ko^ &-$?%*il«$$^.::\-'■.

:

■

D III/2
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by ships in port and costs of labour at terminals*

Unitization also,

facilitates door-to-door transport, although this concept also depends

heavily on simplification of documentation, customs i-rocedure? etc,
which is not necessarily fully dependent on unitized packing of goods.
266. In evaluating the economics of unitization, it is indispensable

to view all components in t.iw chain of transport together?- -land-transport
at shipping endj loading, port? ocean voyage? unloading port?.and landtransport

at receiving- end of. voyage-

...■_.

267- For the developing country as shipper - user of shipping services

- two major economic considerations would enters will total transport
costs diminish, and what would be the capital requirements and costs

for the various alternatives ?

268. in addition, will choice of "one particular alternative reduce
the influence of'the shipper, on conditions of transport, rates ?
269.

smother set of questions, relevant to developing countries

wishing to expand their merchant marines, would be concerned with
whether capital requirements will go beyond what is possible; given
other development priorities.

270.

Oontaineriaation is the most extreme form of unitization (little

is known of the economics of the LASH method). . In its door-to-door
concept it demands heavy investment in ships, containers? port instal
lations and inland transport infrastructure and inland transport

equipment Jt/.

It may well be that in a country where new ports would

have to be made to accommodate container-vessels* roads and bridges
would have to be strengthened, etc., the investment costs would

outweigh the possible savings in freight rates (supposing these would

really fall,

or fail to an increase) resulting from cbntaanenaation.

271. It must not be forgotten that" this"'concept 'was introduced as a
reply to conditions in developed countries, where labour is scarce

and costly, infrastructure already sufficient and capital easier to
come by, almost exactly the opposite of conditions in many developing
countries,
£Lso, while reduction in turn-round time for. ships is
important, in the case of container vessels, these are so costly tnat
even sharply reduced time in port may cost as much as longer stays by
conventional vessels.

. " '■

272. F.rom these considerations alone, it would appear that developing
countries should be in possession of very careful, economic analyses
before deciding to containerize trade.

\j See alga innex to,

ui/g
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273-

Other forms of unitization, pre~slinging and palletization, and "

the roll-on/roll-off vessels using these forma of miitizing cargo,

present less problems of the above types.

For instance, they require

nothing like the investments on sh?re which does containerisation.

'

274,. So far? economic experience and analysis in these fields of
transport pertain almost exclusively to developed countries. If
- '•
anything could be concluded \j it might be that for relatively short ■
sea trades between developing countries, the roll-on/roll-off ship ■
rr the pallet ship is likely to provide a more economical means of
transport than either the conventional break-bulk ship or the container
ship.

-

.

275. In linger trade routes between developing countries, large
cellular container vessels are unlikely to be economic for the
:
foreseeable future, but the pallet ship will, in most circumstances-1

secure substantial cost economics as compared with conventional ■ " '

break-bulk vessels.

"

"'

Barge-carrying vessels offer considerable promise.

but the economics of the system are not yet proven.

In those trades where' large container ships are economic, no line '
.in a developing country is likely to be able to undertake independent
sarvices. ■ This points to the need fnr lines which wish to continue in

liner trades either to-enter- into consortia Kith the shipowners of

■

developed countries or te enter into.arrangements with other developing
countries m the same geographic area,

277.

.

.

■■ ■

Opportunities exist, and"will.apparently continue, to-exist, for

the use o± oreak-bulk ships.

In most.cases these, ships are likely to be

somewhat smaller in size than those customarily used at present, because
they will be handling residual cargo in-containerized trades, or smaller

trades unsuitable for containerization,, With such smaller ships, the "-■
lower^labour costs of developing countries provide them with a" comba

advantage over the developed countries.

Many break-fculk shiiDs. are"

suitable for conversion into pallet carriers.

'

278. -Container handling facilities are expensive to instal, and it is

essential_that developing countries should .assure themselves'that they

Sii'i^81^ ^.adequate return before ™*&z& an-- investment in such *
facilities.

This may take.the form of a .direct return, for example,

return^fv\
V1,ed -? ^ ^e-"^ th* Z^^b.- .Alternatively, tie
return may be indirect,, m th-.form.of lower freight rates, if these

can be secured3 «r better services.

?I

!?

f the serous eeonrraio repercussions of wrong decisions

relevant"^
^f, ?arg° Unitif'tio^ beca"^ of the lack of information
relevant to developing countries in these respects., and because of the
Refer "Unitization of Cargo" o£ecit. para 49 f

AD Ill/d
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and because of the risk that powerful consortia may force upon develop
ing countries solutions with which they may "be ill-served, a preliminarystatement was made by the developing countries members of the Committee
an Shipping^ at the first part of the Committee;s fifth s.ession j/,

"I.
The trend towards unitization of cargo .arose as a response
to the high and rising costs of handling break-bulk cargo in the ports
of developed market economy countries.Cargo may be unitised by
pre-slingingj palletization, oontainerination, and the use of roll-on/;
,7^11-off-^r barge-carrying vessels o. Each, system has different needs ■
with 'regard to- ships' and to the infastructure of ports and inland

transport1'.

'

'

■

'"""-."..

"2, Judging by present trends, the larger part of cargo on the. ;
world's trading routes, and also on a Dumber of other routes«, is likely
to be unitized by the end of the present decade.
Break-bulk ships will
continue to be used on a number of other routes, is likely'to be

unitized by the end of the present decade.

Break-bulk ships will

continue to be used on routes which have not been unitiaed and will
carry cargo unsuitable for unitization on the major routes.11

"3.

Unitization in ocean trades has occurred within liner conferences,

whose character is likely to change as a result,
In some cases, lines
which formerly competed inside a'conference have formed a consortium to
operate container services thus removing one reason foi; the existence of
conferences.
The use of a standard "freight rate for volume or weight
for cargo in .containers may spread,
'The-cutting of ..tariff rates
occurring in some trades may induce ship operators "'to create "superconferences" in order to preserve or increase freight rate levels.
These
developments all tend to greater concentration of commercial power in the
structure of the shipping industry and will have a significant effect on
the coi-diticns .under which the imports and exports of developing countries
are transported, to the extent that these are affected by unitization*, ■

Whatever happens3 cargo-'unitization appears to be a revolutionary force
which will transform- many traditional aspects'of liner shipping-and of
the trades using this type' of shipping's

"4.
For developing countries the present situation present a
number of difficult problems.
Container ships? barge-carrying, vessels, and

r-»ll-on/roll-off vessels require a great deal of capital, which is

■

expensive in developing countries,.and'relatively little labour, which,
is cheap in those■countries*. There is still uncertainty as .to the most

■

appropriate form of cargo unitization .in different circumstances,
It. " ■
is therefore .difficult for developing ''countries to knvw which, type of
ship should be adopted in a programme cf fleet.expansion«pr replacement.;

j/ See document TD/b/c,»4/l.,82,

E/CN.14/UNCTAD IIl/2
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At -the same time, under'pressure of decisions taken by shipowners in ' '
maritime countries, heavy investment in port facilities may be called
for, without any certainty that the type of unitized services provided
will7 in the long-runt prove to be economically viable. In particular,
the- trades of. many developing countries are not suitable for'specialized '
container ships, although other forms of cargo unitization may be viable."
"5In deciding.which type of cargo unitization to adopt, the
impaoiv on inland transport facilities must be considered. The relative

economics of different types of unitization are affected by the extent

-o wh,_oh unitization can penetrate the inland transport network, The
inland transport of pallets and of pre-slung cargo is easier than the
inland transport.of containers. The latter, if heavy containers were
involved, would retire the adaption of roads, railways, bridges, trucks
and rolling stock at a probably high cost which may be prohibitive for
a devaloping country-'1

. U6o

Because of the high capital cost, it is likely that most

developing countries would not be able on their own to establish a
service by container ships or barge-carrying vessels. If containers
are introduced into the trade of a developing country, that country
■can retain i'bs stake in shipping by. joining in a consortium and
contributing one or two ships. Alternatively, a number of developing

countriaE-'rfithm a geographical area could create a multinational

enterprise",

■

■

"

■

■ ■

'

.

.

"7-!Jor relatively short sea trades between developing countries,
the roll-on/roll-off ship, or the pallet ship is likely to. provide more

economical Transport than either the conventional break-bulk ship or
the container ship"o

"8,

■

.

■

In longer trade routes between developing countries^ large

cellular.container vessels-are unlikely to.be economic for the foreseable futura, but" the pallet ship will'in most circumstances secure
subsuantiai cost economics as compared with conventional break-bulk
vessels. Barge-carrying vessels offer considerable promise, but the
economics of-the system are not yet proven*"

"9*

bulk shipsi

Opportunities will continue to exist for the use of break-

Break-bulk ships.are also suitable for conversion'into

pallet carriers and/or side-port loading vessels,"

"10 •
'Container handling facilities in ports are expensive to
install, and it is essential that developing countries should assure
themselves That--they will receive an adequate return in the form either'
■or. port;, revenue or lower, freight rates before making an investment in
such facilities. The return, in whichever form, is likely to be lower
ll containers are packed and unpacked in the port than if a full door-

to-door service were feasible."

' '
■

/

4
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TM1*
The important social implication of introducing labour
saving oargo handling methods should "be taken into account "by
t&envo
in formulating their policies on oajrgo tmitizatian*11

.'■ ni2o
Seoessary financial and" technical assiotance will have .to
"be .'afforded to'-the developing countries in adopting appropriate measures

to conform to the needs of technological progress in shipping, by the
■developed countries, the IBTDP'and other international agencies*" ■

"13* ; In view of the px-oMem and uncertainties referred to'in
this statement

and in the secretariat?report?

developing countries

should exercise1great1 caution in taking decisions' concerning the
introduction of cargo- unitiaations*
Such decisions should "be.,"based
on a careful study' of the facts and requirements of each case©"

-

280, Because of the trade pattern of developing ooiuitxies of Africa',
and because of the particular position of the leant developed land
locked countries of the continent; developing countries of ifrioa
should in particular insist on caution in respect of ocntainoriaation
and other forms of unitization? while realising that important economic
benefits may accrue if the new technological1and organisational
■ ;

advances are. applied, to Africa in .a way compatible-with 'circumstancesj/*
281, Several developing African countries (Algeria, Ivory Coast,

.

Senegal and others) have now gained.' some experience in the field of
unitized -jransport*
It appears; for the moment, that the development
of container!sation presents many difficulties, since export products
suitable for oontaineriaation are much smaller in volume than produce
imported in that way.-. Moreover,

the handling .facilities and. the

international transport infrastructure1 required fnx- integrated"
container transport

4e3

:

■

I)raft

are

so far lacking-

con£«njiion^^

"of Goods (TQM ~Conventipa)

282, The TCM Convention "is meant to formalize the provisions which would
be applicable when forwarding agents take the responsibility for the
combined movement of goods by two or more modes of transport*
It -is
meant to give more protection t^an existing arrangements to the person .
entitled to the goods 'in the event of loss and daraaga* 'The application
of the Convention would be optional, since it depends on the explicit
agreement of both shipper and the combined transport operator*

283o The TGM Convention has not been fully. studied i>r developing countries:
with particular ragard to the economic eonsequences for these countries.

See also chapters 3 and 7-
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■2.84- The U¥CTiiD Committee on Shipping, at the first part of its fifth

session, recommended that the economic implications, in particular for

developing .countries of the convention, should he studied, so that such
implications may he fully taken into account at the United Jffations/OJHCU
Conference 0.1 International Container Traffic _i/.

-

■

285^ In accordance with this, iiiCOSOC at its fiftieth session, adopted

resolution 1568(L), which, i,*., requests that "the Secretary-General,
in close co-operation with the United Nations Conference on Trade and
JJevelopment, the regional .economic commissions and the United Nations

^oonomxc and Social Office at Beirut, and in consultation with the

Inter-Governmental Consultative Maritime Organization, prepare a study
on the economic implications, in particular for developing countries./
of tne proposed Convention on the International Comhined Transport of
goods, such study .to he conducted with the assistance of experts, after
ascertaining the views of governments of member states on these aspects

^^r^T°nS/hi.Ch
-1« their ViSW ^^ clarification". The resolution
iurther 'Invites tne Committee on Shipping of the United Nations

the a^TJl ™

&-™d Df™loP**^ *** regional, economic commissions,

the United Rations Economic and Social Office at Beirut and the Inter--'
Governmental Maritime Consultative Organisation to review the matter

tL HLSg
!
results of the study in order to consider whether
the draft convention on the International Combined Transport of Goods
or alternative proposals are ready for international consideration.«
4*4

"

Previous action in UKOT-AD

1? S6Cti0n VIj iB'Bran«l«ed the action previously taken

respect of cargo unitization and the MC
4«5

.Summing nv

^^-bal ohaugas «e taking place in international shipping ^chnoloffLoal and organizational nature. These changes affect both

shippxng and liner shipping. In particular, the de^lo»

conoemang unitzzation of cargo hava teen rapid and dramatic!

ls the most e^reme form of unitisation. It
investments ia s^Pe, containers, shore equipment
p

aZ}nZ ?+
Sd
oontaineri.ation
ei
and £h^rBPr*-Jh?
other forms BPrJh?
of unitizxngeCOn°miC
cargo inconse^enc^
developing °*
countries
are not know-.
iflZ

l.

rew±res systematic research and a heavy

°f developing African countries are tiel

°f their obTlous Imitations in experience and financial reaouwes.
the

autumn

s/cn14
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The developed maritime nations are

consequently called ;>.pon to lead in

that respect and: to assist the developing' nations.
2'JOo

Taking into account

..

some specific features of the

Ifrican region

su-d in order to aesesra carefully the impact of -unitiz.ation, on their
shipping and ports it is recommended that the following studies he
undertaken:

" (i)'
■ '■

V ■"
-

'

.,....■

the advantages for iifrican countries of a barge-on—boardshtp-system "of "ocean, transport arid its' effect "on.inland
transport"*

.

.

This is particularly important-for tfest Afrioaj

since "West ifrican ports.serve a vary ezt-c ~3ivs. hinterland,

traversed by navigable rivers (Senegaly Diger, Congo and . their tributaries) and including a large ares of land
locked

countries*

Some form of unitiaation which is most...

suitable for river transport would "be preferably?

as no
costly port infrastructure would be needed for organizing
transport

(ii)

■

of that tyjpe;

the economic and technical .feasibility study on introduction

of oontainerization and roll-on/rcil-off operation to .the
selected Ifrican port.s;

(iii)

the economic consequences for African countries were
©xteneive

.

ooafainerization' or the use of L4SH~*systems ,

inti*oducod in'African traders-

291. The TOM-Conventicn is m&wxt to facilitate transporting goods by
more than one mode of tr-ensipoarfc*

Its e.ponomio consequences for

developing countries' are now..-be:in£^s1^i.^d^.J^llo^^
the UHCTAD-.-eoiami-ttde .on_..Sid.ppin^-and ECOSOGi, .

"by

.

E/CiJ.14/UrCTAD
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[Chapter 5: Freight rates and conference practices
292, The above subjects have ..traditionally "been treated together in
UHOt-AD,; because liner freight rates have,.an important impact on the

trade of developing .countries. At the-same time, the criteria of " '
liner conference freight rate fixing are largely, unexplained "beyond

unspecified reference to cost increases.

-

■

-

293,. Shippers in developing countries are most often faced with

unilateral declarations from conferences about rate increases, or \
surcharges. Thus "conference practice" becomes an important item

to.consider in conduction with rates. Whether the uncertainty about
conference rate fixing and other practices are due to sinister motives
on.^the part of conferences, or merely arise as a result "of 'inadequate
public relationsj or because there is no rational economic explanation
beyond,a general feeling of rising costs, a large sector of controversy
will be removed when these circumstances can be' openly discussed - in
consultation machinery where such exist, in UifCTiil), etc.

294^ During the last 2-3 years cuch has been achieved in respect of
t™™^61109 openness and approachability j/- During discussions in
UlMCr.AD and elsewhere it -has become apparent that some conferences

realize it is bad public relations to.guard jealously their "internal
affairs." as long as they affect shippers,

.

235* Unrelated to conference practices, freight rates for bulk and

tramp sendees do, of course seriously affect the trading position
of developing countries.

2?6» Both in repsect of liner rates and other rates, the important
relationship between costs/rates/profits/trade volume must be realised.
This relationship is- complex-and of equal importance to shipowner and
shipper. This adds to the importance of open discussion.

■5*1

The freight market^

■ 297- There has been a very marked upward movement in ocean-freight rates
during the past year.

This movement was-.manifested by.high levels of

charter rates, which prevailed towards the.end of I969 and practically
all through t97U, as well as by increases in liner-freight rates, which

were announced_by the conferences and shipping lines, and which were to

t.,ke effect mainly during the., second--half, of -1970 and-the first half of
ly {1 •>

.

■-.

f!5 respect to liner freight .rates, .increases of generally between

and 15 per cent were announced by all major .conferences? a rapid rise

J/ See f,i. TMQTJ® document ED/:e/c.4/62, The Liner Conference System

& i-

information, for this section derives from VUG1M) document TD/b/

Misc,2s Heview of maritime transport, "197^, unless, otherwise stated

E/CN.14-/UNCTAD III/2
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in operating and .pprH?".costs wag. most often indicated^'ak- justification for
these increases. '.■.;■ - f*'■-.--

:'

■ ■ -:

;';->'.- ■ ''■■ :":-'r

■../. „-;""'■"' ■■■*■■- ■

Jis 'many "of the announced Ixl creases affect t^ade^'routes of developin
countries/ they are a matter of,:g*eat' concern, to"these countries; the. <-"i
...transport costs of whose trade may,/be .raisedConsiderably.
Furthermore',',
:a number of conferences.have -warned that, unless, costs, stabilize in'-the

very near. future?

even farther rate1 increases may have .to7.;be expected;:

in 1971. ■.■■■.■■■':■;■■■■■/ ■.. •■:,:./ '"" ''

.

■ .■ \ ■< ->"'-" ' ;'uSJ*?\ '"■''

-30r-; Below are', listed increases which affect/African trade,

were announced during 197U j/:

:■ ■■:"■■-.' ; ";;""' ■■''.

Conference

Conference of..Malta and". Alexandria

.;'.Cypru.s=

Lebanon,

''■Turkey) ■

iSffective date

»■ .increase

ca.

Steamship .Companies' (from ports
in UEhto Maltaj. North Africa*.

and which

15

1

12.

end October

.August ...197U

Syria and South.

.Australia/Africa

-

■ -.,.-.-x",

"

Conference of Gibraltar .an'S Morocco ca,,''.1-5

1

Eed Sea .and Gulf of Mer, - US Atlantic
and. GviTLf Rate .-agreement

■
15

1 January.1971

UE;-; Sudan 'Conference Lines

ca.

15

1 Febiuary 1971

US — South and jSast

oa.

10

1 February ;1971

Steamship Companies1 (UK to Casablanca)

Africa

October 1970

Conference

301 „ Ab far as the West ifri.can: coast-is. concerned, . freight rates.have
undergone the following.increases since 1968t.;1u per cent in""November

I9685 10 per cent in March 19&9 and I2.'5'per -.cent in. October I969/ ''■£ , : .;

.further increase of from- TO to. I5.'per; cent has been- announced -for- 1971* .'
As a rule, those .increases were /arbitrary and unilateral.
In ma&y

instances the liner- conferences'did'^not ;give advanced notice or''failedto consult the shippers.
.
■ ■
■
.' ■ ■ ..
.
■
■■ ... '■-.

302., as developing African, countries pattern their trade on the basis 'of" ,
future sales, sudden changes in."'freight rates- can' not. be reflected in sales'
priceBe
In consequence, widespread and freoue'nt increases in freight rates
had serious . adverse repercussions on the exports and-.balance-of payments ., :
of African

codntrie'St,

■■"."-

'

■

It is not claimed thatIt.he--list is exhaustive,
press announcements- ■■'■ '■' ■
■ -. ■ ■ ' .". ' ■:■
' ■

'

;

■

.

since.it-derives .from
.-

■ :

/
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- 303. In the dry cargo time charter market, there was a large increase

in 1910 in .the level of charter rates as.compared to the previous yearB

The dry cargo freight boom which started towards the end of 1969S has
been attributed largely to very extensive Japanese chartering, whichhowever, ended ciuite abruptly in October 1970, when Japanese charterers
almost completely withdrew from the market.

:

3O4e Tanker charter rates were also maintained at a very high level

■ during-19705 there was, furthermore, a strong upward trend during the

year. The average of the monthly indices of tanker trip charters for.-.the first ten months of 197u, for instance, was 93 per. cent higher than
. the average for the previous year (inta-scale - 1uu)» ihcpectations ' ;";
towards year-e^a seemed to be that, tanker rates would be maintained at','
a high level for a considerable time to come,.although tanker tonnage

■ was more easily available than earlier in the year. It should be kept ":
m mind-? however, that events in the world of oil industry may rapidly'

change conditions in the tanker market.

A possible re-opening of the '-

Suez Canal, actions by-the petroleum exporting countries in ,the Middle'1'

iiast to ensure a greater participation in world production? and
^political developments in general, particularly in the saddle' iSast area,
may have profound repercussions on this markets

5*1-1

Freight rate indices

A considerable number of indices are available to indicate the

fluctuations in the average level of freight' rates which took place

over a certain 'period.
These are compiled ,by various authorities and
organizations, and are published regularly in the shipping press and
in periodicals concerned with the shipping industry _i/. The indices '

should be used with great caution* it-should be borne i- mind that they

intend to reflect only the average variations .in freight rates for given
..commoditi.es or manufactured products .over given routes. Freight rate
developments during the period-under consideration with respect %o a
given commoditity or manufactured product over a given trade route may

differ widely from the index.'This:, is particularly important for deveJo]
countries, which may earn the bulk of their .foreign exchange receipts
from a very, small number of commodities exported to a few major, desti

nations.

'

.

■

Xj For a description of the main published freight rate indices, e

see

'Freight Markets and The Level and Structure of Freight Hates"
report by the UNCTaD secretariat (TD/B/c.4/38/Rev.1 and Corr.i},

United Nations Publication, Sales Hu. iJ.69.II,D.13.

E/Ctf -14
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monthly

Liner freight'
rates a/

Dry. -cargotramp time.,

charter _b/

.

February

March
ipril

1u8

1u6

:1u8-

May-

.11,0

10.8

June

July
Aigust
September'

113
113
113

108 ■ "113
109 ,-ii3
114
I09
.114

108"'
I07
1o8

110

October

November
December
Yearly
Average

108

101

Tanker trip Charter

(July' 1965-

(intascale -

1.968-1969 1970

95-.. 148

97

98

tramp voyage

June 1966-1uu)

1968 1969 1970 -1968 1969 1970
1u8

Dry cargo ' :"-

charter _c/

(1968-1uo)

January

or

193
226

99

259

110

1o8

111

99

111

107

109

10O

ioi

126)139

260)286

137)150
92 - ■■ 85

104 ( 87)

Note. j|ll these indices are published regularly in Institue of Shipping '
ioonomios, Bremen, Statistik. der Schiffahrt.

■

'

? ^°mpUed ^ the «^istxy of Transport' of the' Federal

of Germany.

■.■•.■

t& °l "I"1 °omPiled and Polished on a quarterly taais by the United.
Ki-ngdOm+Chamber of Shipping; quarterly index numbers for W eLt\969

^ iff 9°S. Same bSSlS Wd ^llsted- -S- in Lloyd's List,

'

published ty,Norwegian'Shipping »ews on the basis of five

^

,

covering respectively grain (ten trades),. coal,

sugar arid

°Ur tXades) ^d mi^UaneouSs the latter Covering

scrap iron, r1Oe, fertilizers and compra; in total, the

index covers 28 trades.

The weighting method is based entirely upon

^T6^
°l f3*
Part base
°f the
tramp fleet *ic* operatafon the
charter market
in the
period.

As published by Norwegian Shipping News

as of September 1969 Inter^

Ml

^

numbers are

E/CN. 14/HKTCTAD 111/2
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5-2

The relationshri-p "between costs and freight rates

influence on trade

306. Where goods are transported," costs-must be incurred,

Those costs

affect either the selling price of the product on the market, or the

receipts -of the producers.

;

.

'

'

•

■

"

307. While Costs cannot-'be eliminated, they could he minimized, by
proper planning of transport, and 'by co-operation between those

involved* traders and shipowners, port -and"inland authorities, cus

toms,

etC- ..-■■■

5*2."I

'

'

■

"

■,.; : i

■■■ ■ k

-The elements of shipping costs

308. The cost of any shipping operation depends on a numbex of elements
among which the foll.Tri.ng are the more important:
nature of the goods carried;
type and sise of -ships ' "'
'
efficiency of ports?

'

organisation of shipping services;

e) organization of trading services.

'

'

'

The five cost Elements listed are all real cost elements in that
relate to the volume of resources (factors) used :

(a) nature of the goods carried

" '

30 9- The nature of the goods to De-carried will determine the handling

and stowage possibilities, and" whether they-are-^xtravagant on weight
and economical on volume or vice-versa, Because of the different
characteristics -of different cargoes in this regard, the costs of c«rry
goods which are, for example,' extravagant on volume, may be much higher
11^ JJUfl goods are carried than if there is a complementary flow of
goods which are economical on volume. ThisJLs the basis for the argument'

tna-t.a movement- of base cargoes from liners to chartered tonnage will

lead to higher freight rates on the cargo which remains.

n«£J*2T

Some goods, '

mS,at ^.f1^' require special equipment if they are to be

xne cost of'carrying such goods.

f

...,..■.

mee<l in 6rder t0 ^°il"^e their

and cantainerization are extreme examples of

ore

slurry

can

,
reduoinS costs i" *iat the use.of large.talk
°r9 hSS essenti^ly depended on devising ways in whioh

made to behave more like oil or grain than l2e the solid

t-UB9d tO bS toansP°^^* ^en fandled S the form 0?

ore is

actually pumped-

E/CM.14/WCTAD 111/2
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(b)

31-j.

type and size of ship

Inixxally,

large ships were highly specialized,

which presented two

drawbacks to the full realisation .of the implicit -.economics.

.'

;The- first

arose because there is- a limited range of ports?. which, can ac-commoda-fcre; ships
of the largest size.
Securing continous employment .and high load factors
is thus more difficult

Secondly*

than with ships/which are less specialized*

a .specialised ship must usually -travel oneway in.Sallast. '.-,

Many, of the disadvantages

.

arising from this source, are now "being overcome

by the use of ore/oil and ore/bulk/oil ships... This has enabled round

Yoy&g© routing with minimum ballast time to be obtained, with significant
reductions in costs per ton mile despite the higher initial cost of the
ships.

312,

..

.

.

-There has-been a tendency for larger ships to be sought in .most .
of the economics of scale which are involved.
It seems

■

trades because

clear,

however,

particularly

that in many trades

ships have become too large.

apparent in liner trades.

/The

This is

tendency for what was formerly

regarded-as-boti;-oni~cargo to move into bulk.- transport has tended'to reduce

the

amount

cf cargoes available for liners in many trades,, so that many

port calls are needed to secure—economi-c-load-f-actprs. .Yet these.calls,
by increasing congestion in ports and. lengthening.transit time, are in
themselves often uneconomic.

The use of smaller liners,

good load factors .with fewer calls,

able to secure

would probably -enable .reduction in

freight costs to be secured j/, even-though smaller ships are less
economic than larger ships.

-.

■

'

(c) efficiency of ports
3-fv

Ttie more efficient

a port is7

the quicker the turn—round of ships

wili. _be» -and; , the lower will be th.e costs of the.actual cargo .handling
operations. .' Is. ships become more capital intensive,

efficiency. becomes .greater,

the need for^port.

'The tremendous economics which have been

secured in the carriage of oil by the use of large ships, could never ■
have been.realized if overall discharge rates, per hour had remaind the
same as when. T-2. tankers were the main means for the carriage of .crude

.of

314*

shipping services

.Efficiency of shipping services refers both to the managing-of the

ship in a physical
the. service and the

and

administrative sense,

cargp.

In the

and to the organization

competitive world of chartering,

owner..who organizes Ms ships ineffectively, is given any quarter^
it may be generally regarded that
efficient

organization.

and ""

competitive pressures overall secure :
.

■

.

_1/ On this point see "The economics of "balking, cargoes".

.

of
no

UNCTi© Secretariat (T£/b/<M/67).

• ■ '

Nate, by the

' .

=■
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case-of liners,
weaker.

the competitive pressures-.are very much""'

First fdass liners run ^>y. first class '-companies may,

and. ■ v-v.
frequently dp/provide an inefficient -service because for-example' there
are too many sailings:'on the- route,, and each ship is operating with too
much spare capacity,
The fight for berth rights causes ships to -call in at too many portse
The inefficiency which can creep.into
liner
operations through over tonnaging and r-the desire for maximum berth rights
for practical reasons affects.shippers more than shipowners^ sinoe the cost

of it can readily be passed on,
That, this occurs, is not in. itself a;,
criticism of the conference" system, since the conferences themselves""can -;*
be instrumental* in relieving the situations, the well1 organised conference
which takes'responsibility for ther provision of the shipping services .to
shippers,""should be able to1 secure the optimum inefficiency of .resource"
allocation* .

(e)
316.,

organization of trading s'ervioes

■

-i

The--way'in which traders present1 their goods, conditions', the type

o£:^ shtpplng- services ■ which they demand*-' If gm>ds are presented" in a'"
way- which'demands"high cost shipping services,"then a substantial part
of the fait for the burden of"-1 transport cost lies with* the" shippers.
It is they who have the duty to put their houses

in order so as to reduce

the-costs of shipping services^

"■■'"'

"

-'

'" '

317,
Calculations which have.been made within the UiJGTiD"secretariat
-eoTro-ring two trades,' namely rubber from Malaysia'to Europe,: and tropical'

timber .from-West-Africa to "Europe j/, have made it clear that - substantial

savings in- transport costs can-be:secured if the trade at "toth ends"'
could be orgr.nxsod-in such a way- as to enable the commodities to be"'

shipped in bulk rather on liner terms,,
In the timber trades, liner rates '
on sawn wood in 1967 were ^Sa90 per ton per thousand miles from West Africa
to TJ.S, Atlantic.-ports, and $6- to. Europe, whereas the bulk rate British
Columbia-to Western. Europe was. only 12.10.
"While it. is true that" the "'

iatter'.is-a longer voyagei and3 as the total costs of shipping are1'not '"'

particularly sensitive to ..the-.distance travelled (because the important::
■costs of, and time spent in, handling cargo are unaffected by. distance),,
the rates per .thousand--.miles are lower :thari they ■ would be "on a shorte'r
route.
In the case of logs", a comparison of the liner rate from:West' "

Africa to Western- Europe with the. bulk rate British"'Colombia'to'Japana '
is one in _which distanoee are: the same.
Whereas the former rate is
"' "

&5* SO -per ton ^ex thousand miles, tfce latter rate"-Us between ^3-50 and

318.

These savings do hot arise because the liners are overcharging, but

because, so long as the traders present their goods in small individual
:consignmentsy there is no alternative to, the., use of liner services, and
liner' services are intrinsically'' more- expensive than charter services, -,.
Without entering into the question of whether timber freight rates on

1/ See UlfCTAI) document TD/b/C-4/59j the maritime transportation of
tropical timber..

'

\

'
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the routes concerned were too high or too low, there is no doubt that
substantial savings do lie within the hands of the traders themselves.
Indeedj it seems almost certain that the savings attainable in this
direction are much greater than those which could be attained "by any
feasible reduction in liner freight rates through changes in pricing
policies'*
■
■
'■.'■'
5*2.2.

Freight

rates

and

costs

3,1-9,,, The freight .rate covers a smaller or larger part of the total'transport costs, according to. the contract "between shipowner and
shippers . Direct comparison between e.g* liner rates and trewp rates

could not therefore be carried out without reference to the conditions

of the

contract *

.

.

■

. ■-,i:

3-"2O« The freight rate would normally cover the shipowners1 operating
a&d capital costs and profits*
4s to the cost elementj both shipper
and shipowner have, in principle, ■ the- same interest in rationalization
aad efficiency.
Regarding the profits,- their interests are in conflict^
with. .the. modification that the shipper would not want the shipowner'a
profits to diminish to the extent that he goes Out of business• This is
.particularly so from a national economic view -point, since any one
developing country has, or aspires to, be both shipper and shipowner. "

321.

In the charter market, the supply and demand mechanism is decisive

for the level above costs, if any, at which rates are fixed*
In liner
trade, it is probable that the principle of fixing rates according to

"what the traffic will bear" is predominant for individual commodities within the tariff structure, while overall cost increase is the primary

motivation for general rises in the tariff level.

.

322* In-their shipper role, developing countries would be primarily
interested in rates being fixed on the basis of costs, and in extensive
cost rationalization being reflected in the levels of rates (see for
example chapter 7»2, who benefits from port improvements ?)•

323. In the case of some commodities, however, promotional rates are.
demanded and sometimes granted.
These commodities will then be carried/
at rates which presumably are lower than the corresponding costs*
To
the extent the shipowner is not going to subsidize this trade, other
" "'
commodities will have to .cover the Icetd of in come, or some system of '
aid grant has to be devised to achieve the "promotional effect"*
5*2.3

Shipping costs and trade volume

324, 4a stated earlier, transport costs affect either the selling price

of the product on the market? or the receipts of the producer*
Where it
is the selling price that is affected, then the pressure of transport

costs does two things, First it reduces the overall volume of international
trade compared with;what it would have been, had transport costs been lower.
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The perfect illustration of this is the manner in. which trade in oil has
increased as the- real .cost of .the transport for the;product has progres

sively fallen, in the years since 1.945-

?ke second "thing is that nearer

sources of supply always have an advantage over the more distant sources.

This advantage "becomes particularly important when there is a change of
mode in the transport chain "because of the handling charges which are

incurred where the mode is changed.

For developing countries, most of

which are rather distant from the prosperous markets of the temperate.
zones of the world/ there is both distance to "be covered and mode to "
"be changed, so that a direct competitive handicap is imposed on their
products. This may not "be important? so far as the volume of the trade

is concerned,, for products such as jute, rubber, tropical timber., which
camnot "be obtained from temperate zone sources.
It is however; a .real

handicap for developing countries when synthetic substitutes are available,
and when attempts are made by these countries to expand their exports of
manufactures.

.;.

32 5. Where the costs of transport are borne by the producer, then the.
immediate effect of these is to reduce his .receipts compared with .wiiaii. .
they would "be if the cost of transport were lower. " In this way the
producer in a developing country of a product which is produced also
in developed countries, will.receive a lower income if he has to, send
his goods further to the market, or if for any reason his transport costs
are higher.
In developed countries, producers, .even producers of raw
materials','frequently have alternative sources of income, and so if they
find"their receipts unduly depressed for any reason, they can shift into
a different line of production; alternatively, they may be subsidized by
their governments.
In the developing countries, the producer rarely
possesses this choice, while the overall income "base of the country is
not sufficient to permit support.to be givenBising transport costs
therefore do not affect.the supply coming forward from such producers,.
but affect only the'income. which they receive, and hence, do not affect
the demand for shippingHowever, falling transport costs can be passed
on to

consumers.,

synthetics,

so improving the.position of natural products yis-a-^vis

and increasing the demand for shipping,

5.3

Conference

.

1
practioeB-

326* Liner shipping conferences, appear when .shipping lines operating in ■
the same trade enter into various, types of agreements to restrict
competition between themselves and to fight, as a group, competition
from outsiders, and devise various arrangements to secure .continued and.
exclusive patronage of shippers to the conference lines.
The conferences
claim that the main advantages of the conference system are that they
charge uniform rates, provide reasonable stability in rates and offer a
regular and reliable' service sufficient to meet the ordinary requirements
of

the trade.

_i/ w. exhaustive account of the conference system is given, in UHCTAD

,

document TD/b/c,4/62, the Liner Conference System.
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327-- Un the other, hand-, shippers in general, and other interests concerned
argue.-that conferences are rigid, monopolistic organisations? that their

freight rates are high and discriminatory, and-that their services areinadequate.
They also argue that the conference system inhibits parti
cipation of lines of developing countries in liner trades on equitable
terms.

...

325. The conference, agreement .defines the-rights of various members3 for
examples ports to which each can operate, number of: sailings each can .
make, quantities of cargo each can- lift and their obligations towards
■
each other to avoid various practices which are contrary, to the letter
and spirit of the agreement.

323. Mil policy decisions are taken by the Principals at meetings of
the membe.r lines of the conference*
Meetings are usually held at the
conference headquarters which are normally located in developed tradi—
ttlonal maritime countries.
Depending on the circumstances^ some
conferences have appointed local committees and local representatives.,
but; .-usually few. if any^ decision-making powers are delegated to them.

■

33O» The question of entry of.new lines in conferences which are required
to follow an open-door policy as compared to those- where the decision to
admit a new line or not rests exclusively with the existing members, is
central-to developing countriesIn the -"open" conferences, which exist
mainly in -the overseas trade of the United States of An erica, evidence
of ability and intention to maintain a service in the conference trade
In the "closed"
is considered sufficient for admission %o the conference.
conferences, however; the deciding factor in practice,, appears to be the
ability of the applicant to successfully compete with the conference as
an outsider if not

admitted.

However^

in closed

conferences there is

increasing awareness, of the need to admit national lines in their home
trades, especially because their applications are usually supported .by
national governements,;;-

......

33"* • Loyalty arrangements binding shippers to conferences consist of three

systemss

deferred rebates?

dual rates,

and immediate rebate

contracts*

Conferences argue that tying devices to secure the continued patronage
of shippers are necessary if a liner service is to be -provided,,
The
deferred rebate system is preferred by conferences because it provides
a stronger'tie than the other systems.
However? deferred rebates are" ■
not allowed in trades operating.into United States'ports*
In other '

conferences the dual rate system' or the immediate rebate contract system
are frequently offered.to shippers as an alternative to the deferred
rebate system*
Some shippers are alleged to prefer deferred rebates,
and conferences argue that the' system is'retained primarily for this
reason.- Shippers complain, about the loyalty arrangements because the
conference does not accept any parallel service obligations;' because
the terms of the arrangements are fixed unilaterally by the conferences*
and because f,.o*b, and f.a.s. shipments are usually included in assessing
the loyalty of a shipper.
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332, Conference tariffs may specify a separate rate for each commodity,

or it may devide commodities into various Glasses and state a rate fos
each -class*
In addition to the rating on either a commodity or a class,

basis, a tariff may also contain a. general cargo rate, open rates an& '
riet.rates. /The general cargo rate is usually a relatively high rate '.and

.is used for "any. cargo for which a specific rate is not stated..
<&i open
rate for a commodity means that lines have freedom to set rates, sometimes

within prescribed limits, to.meet outside competition*
A net rate is an
established rate which is not subject to any rebate or discount.

5- The conferences differentiate "between different commodities- and. ■

varying'descriptions of the same commodity for rate purposes.

Different

through.the port, port facilities and the deviation involved*

The

■levels of rates are prescribed, for different classes of portsr.and this
classification's made on.the.basis of criteria such as the commercial ■
importance of 'each port3 the volume and regularity of traffic passing'

classification of. ports, seems to be done unilaterally "by the conferences

" without any ffell-dfcfined criteria made known to the other interested
parties..

..-_■■

■

.

■

'■

334, Usually.,, oonferonoe-tariffs are not available to individual shippers,

"but most established sappers councils have them. Shippers argue that
published freight, .tariff s could give them en idea of-the likely freight
charges .on their-.cargo without, having-to inquire from the conference

secretariat, or one. of the member lines*
The. shippers.-oouLl'then have an
opportunity to make their, own e^a^&ation of the justification or otherwise
of the rates on individual commodities.

335vThere is no uniformity as regards the procedure adopted for notifying

rate increase to shippers and other interests concerned^ and many conferences
.do..not have a defined procedure to consult the shippers and other interests
before rate increases are made. Increases in individual rates are very

( rare an,d geem to be made only unde:r special conditions.- " Shippers of new

items and-i-expsrien-ced shippers, twe difficulties in furnishing full data,
ae required "by the conferences,,

adjustment.

in support

of thsir case fox- a rate"'

Thisj coupled with the practice of taking decisions on "rate

matters only at. headquarters? often results in delay in disposing of

shippers1 representations^ in particular in developing countries.1' "

■'

■

'

\*. The stability of liner rates which., are claimed "by conferences,
must be considered a relative 'concept-*- Liner rates are sensitive" to
increases in postsj insensitive to decrease in costs, relatively insensitive
to increases.in demandr but somewhat more sensitive to reductions in
demand* : Liner rates, are poet-based, bat .being administered* instead'of.
changing gradually as costs change, they change in steps when accrued cost

changes are considered sufficient to justify a rate change. The frequency'
with which a conference seeks to change rates, may depend to some extent

on the structure of the conferences and the number of members* General ' ■
rate .increases occur frequently^ whereas general rate decreases are most ■
rare.
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5* 3* 1

.Regulation .of conferences^ . ■-. .

'

.

...-"'.

337c

Because.conferences regulate, competition; because they are, or were,

338.

In; some, cases, .e.g.,.; the United States,. Australia and Canada, laws

secretive; and .clpsedj and because many of the matters mentioned in the
previous paragraphs are controversial as between -shipowners 5. shippers and
national governments/ many investigations into their nature and operation
have been carried out in throughout this century*
V

have been enacted regulating'conferences.
Especially in the United
States? where the regulatory laws are enforced "by the Federal.Maritime

Cimmi.seion'CBICj, conferences have been forced to abide in practice by

many rules:' eagV;open admittance of new;membersj filing of agreements, etc
33-9*
In discussions between the developed maritime countries and'develop
ing countries, conference mines have been prominent because the developing
countries have not been in a position to accept the unilateral behaviour
of conferences in matters that vitally affeet their economic development.
In order to avoid increasing regulation by governments, conferences
have bsen willing to enter into consultation .procedures with shippers,
and to establish certain "self-regulatory" measures which would satisfy
■

governments, both o.f the maritime arid non-maritime nations,, .that further

legislation or international regulation could be dispensed with*
5«3*2 ' Code of conduct.

341*

At the Tokyo meeting of Ministers of Transport from Europe and Japan

(see Annex 2), the ministers agreed that the time had come to determine

:'

what "further improvements were needed in connection with liner conferences".
342 *
Consequently? they resolved that they: should "promote the acceptance
by conferences o.f a published code of practice? which should, take due
account of the criticisms against conferences."

343S
In a statement made• by the 12 ESO countries at the first part of
the Fifth Session of the Committee on Shipping of UKTCTaI) l/»
"The twelve
Governments consider that shipping conferences play a,necessary'part in

the efficient movement of world liner trade by sea,'' They have nevertheless

recognized that conferences are agreements vf a kind:.which might in many
countries come under statutory governmental scrutiny or regulation--if
their activities were not essentially of an international nature- The
Governments have.deliberately refrained from such regulation because they
consider that -multilateral regulation by governments would impose a.,
stultifying rigidity on the service provided "oj conferences, and that if
each country .attsmpted to regulate in its own way commercial arrangements'
of an.international nature the result would be chactico The same

objections do. .not of course apply to the adoption ~by conference of a published

1/ See document

a?T>/B/G. 4/l«, 73(
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code ■ of-,»practive..-

the need therefore that

71

.Bearing in mind_ the ..need ■ f or. confez-aaces,

they -should- be- respected

and respectable,,

and.the

disadvantages of unilateral application to them of national regulation?
the Governments are firmly convinced that they should promote the adoption
of a suitable code of practice.-,"by .conferences serving trade to
their, countries.

■

■•

and from

--.,.,

•
"The Governments have therefore decided as a first step to. ask
their shipping lines to formulate such a code and have put forward to
them specific recommendations as to its content.
The Governments hav-e
considered it appropriate to place ,on their lines the responsibility
for formulating the. code as being consistent with their wish' to... see
the maximum degree of self-regulation in these matters, 'tut they have
asked, thsir lines to submit the code to them for- approval,, before the,
end of. 1971 in order, that th.ey may satisfy themselves as to its form
and content.
In allowing a substantial period for th-e .preparation

■

of the code, t heyv have envisaged that .their-lines will need to hold'
extensive consultations not only amongst themselves, but also with
other interests including shippers.
...

...

.."The Governments naturally accept that $&e trades to and from their,
countries are also in many cases trades to and from., otier countries, and.

that many conference lines.are not,seeking to make it a legal requirement,
thai; no conference line, may trade to and from their countries unless the .
relevant .conference has adopted-the code when-vf ormulated. and approved.
Nor have they addressed their requests to. lines,; of .oth^r nationalities.
Instead they intend, when a suitable code has been formulated, to request
their own lines to work for the adoption of the code in the conferences
in which they are members. . Secondly, they have asked their shipping lories
to take account in formulating tiie code of the. resolutions unanimously
agreed in UN CO? AD. .
....'.„.,,

"The Governments envisage this code as enshrining a set of principles
which will not remain unchanged for all time, but which may be modified or
developed as time goes on according to need and changing conditions.- They
intend to keep a watch on the development of the code, and to work for
its amendment from time to time as nacessary.
While being convinced that
say governmental interference may prejudice-the adoption and'implementation
of the oode^ they intend, if■'■difficulties 'Would arfse, to consider what
further steps may be necessary in order to achieve the* aim of the Decision.
nJis already mentioned the Governments are seeking to promote the
adoption of a code by conference trading to and from their countries
only.
In the long run, they would welcome the wider adoption of such
a code- throughout the world.
I%ey see this-as a long-term objective
and express the'hope that Eventually the experience gaiiie"a:1 frein the
operation of this -code will enable an internationally acoeptaile-world-wi.de

code to be developed and adopted by conferences. At present," howeverj the
Governments1 objective is to see an effective code formulated and put into
effective operation by conferences serving the trade to and from their '"

72
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countries, "and "they

consider'thaf this limited.' objective''should aot

"be

delayed or prejudiced "by the longer-*~tena objective of a uniform world
wide code, however desirabie--this may he as a'future development.
"The elements which tke Governments hare recommended for inclusion
in the

code

concern those matters which appear to Vt.em to present

■

the

most important issues -in connexion with liner conferences* ■ These matters
include the promotion, of greater openness In the procedures of conference^
to be met partly "fey the publication of .tariffs," partly' "by the production
of annual reports, and In suitable cases by the making available/by
■conferences of appropriate financial data to shippers as a -background for .
discussionThey' also include the difficult -problem of admission to
conferences,. questions- of admission sometimes .give rise to dispute, and ■"'

they have felt "tkaV an:' essential part of 'a' code' would \e a willingness

"by conferences to submit.'such disputes to consiliatlon.
Finally, one of
the key elements proposed for the code is full consultation with shippers
on all matters.of mutual 'concern including freight rates.
It seems
possible, that mapy countries would welcome reduction of their export '.
freight rates even at the expense of their import rates. Unilateral
governmental regulation of freight rates would'therefore "be liable' to
lead to an impairment of shifting' services, since if rates were forced '
down at both ends of the route, adequate services" could not be financed,
and efficiency would•■ suffer-.
The Governments therefore "believe that the

right ■ solution'is-'full "an* frank consultation,between conferences an^"
shippers as opposed to' governmental regulation, ; find' that through these
consultations account
the trade concerned."

can "is taken of special considerations affeiting

344* The Committee on Shipping of UNCTiiD (see chapter 8) has decided

that the matter of conference practices shall be discussed by the
"•forking Group, on International Shipping Legislation.
The Working Group

xapy prepare

a draft

code of

conduct

for l*irier conferences,

whioh may

possibly be ready for discussion by UHCtfitD IIT.-^ '
5,4

Previous- action, in UHCTiJ?

:

,

:

.

. .

345. The matters .concerning freigkt rates and conference practl,oes have

been discussed extensirely wit kin the framework of UKCTaD. . Relevant'
resolutions and discussions are quoted in Annex 1, IT, 1 and 25*5

■-

■ ■

Summing up

.

■

-

. >,

-

,

■

346"* Ocean freight rates have shown marked upward movement dnring the..past year. 4 number 'of conferences serving .ifri♦an trades increased ■ ::
their rate level a by 10-15 yer cent during 1"9TU. ■ Freight indices «how

steady increases.

■ ... .

■ ■

..'",.

..

■

■ ■■-.-;.■.

A number of cost items enter into freight rate making! nature of
goods, type of vessels, port efficiency, organisation of shipping services
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and trade.
costs*'

.
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nationalization in these respects would lower transport
.

■

'

.."...';.

■

■

■

■

34S- Lower transport costs Should "be reflected in rates on the "basis
of proper consultations in these respects between interested parties.
This is of primary -concern to .African governments, "because shipping
costs heavily influence the volume of trade.

..

■

34?* While conference traditionally operate in a unilateral faehioto.,
"by design or habit3 their decisions are so important for trade that
4fri.can governments must satisfy themselves that the interests of ■ .
shippers m& fcat^caael" eqpnomics'.are properly iiaksa %&■&'$ 3O£0iaai«
'" _.

350. It THCTAD III? this objective may probably "be achieved by agreeing
■ on a "code of conduct" for liner conferences.
The draft for nuch a code
may evolve from the third, session of-the THCTAD Working Group on

International Shipping Legislation early in 1972,

l

.

351 • In addition to writing out a code of conduct by which liner ;
conferences should voluntarily abide, it is particularly recommended
that African countries should- pursue the following policy-objectives
at

'■

(i) The question "of legislative action to regulate conference
"behaviour should be further studied within "OTGTiJ)= as an
alternative to developing a voluntary

code.of conducts.

(ii) i'ha UKCTiD secretariat should study the feasibility of
rationalizing and unifying conference tariffs, in parti
cular attempting to "base individual rates on.costs of.
and
avoiding the detrimental effects of averaging ratescarriage for the particular commodity involved?

(iii) The question of promotional rates should be studied in
aeptkj ics* taking into account the possibility of
creating an international .fund from which the difference,
between regular and promotional rates.could be refunded
to shipowners; as these would not be in .a sufficiently
strong financial position to subsidise trade to
meaningful extent*

.

any

:
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ChapterjS;

Consultation machinery between shippers and shipowners^'-

352- Individual shippers, or even groups of shippers dealing with the same
commodity, are often in a weak bargaining position vis-a-vis liner, confe

rences serving, their country or region. The'conferences, if not outright
monopolistic, often heavily dominate the ocean transport of- commodities., •

because-"outsiders" are few and do.

not find it .easy to.penetrate trades :

where conference liners axe already will established. ~

353, Whether the conference deliberately uses its dominance or monopolistic
situation or not, the fact that it is faced with literally hundreds or
'■''

thousands- of shippers, mikes the bargaining position, of the'individual ;
shipper very weak, 'and yei- he' has a legitimate claim, as customer, to be

■heard in matters, i»eM relating tot

■ (a)

.

(b)
■

-

(c)
.■

Freight rates: for example, fixing specific rates, general and
particular rate changes, imposition of surcharges,
freight rates, classification'of ports; • ■
■

promotional
'

Shipping services; all matters affecting the adequacy of services,

including frequency of service, types of ships, transit time, "
-dispensation to use non-conference shipping?

Contracts between .shippers and shipping lines regarding loyalty

and concessional rates; the conditions of carriage as laid down
in the contracts, conference tariff conditions and other rules
(container rules, packaging rules, etc.), "bills of lading,

booMng notes, and,

(d)
,

6°1

Shipping practices, ioe0 the usage and common practices prevailing

in the trade such as publication of-conference tariffs, advance
.notice of freight rate changes and surcharges, loyalty arrangements,

_?Mrole of consultation machinery

354- Oonsulte.tion machinery in shipping means a collective negotiating system

organised with a view to reaching joint decisions or recommendations on mat
ters of common interest to shippers and shipowners. It is intended to
establish a .forum £or reaching decisions between shipping conferences'and

lines and-shippers-in matters of mutual concern.- These decisions should be
binding upon the participants in the consultation machinery,,

355..Shippers can present a united front through the formation of a ship

pers7 council,,

a shippers1 council is composed of persons and firms having

common interests as shippers, but they may deal with widely differing

On this subject, reference should also be made" to; Consultation in
sMpping, .UST Publications, Sales No, 68BII,D.1, and dc^inT
~~

TD/B/C4/78, .Consultation in shipping. Second report by the IMCTAD
Secretariat.,

.

'

""

'

:—
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commodities. A nationwide shippers' body can achieve negotiating strength
by representing all the shipper interests in the country concerned, regard
less of the-commodities- the shippers trade in and the geographical area in
which they operate,,
To safeguard the interest of all shippers, a shippers1
council must have a broad membership in order to achieve a representative
character and establish an internal organisation that ensure equitable
treatment to all memberso

356,, Consultations and negotiations can also take place between national

shippers' councils in the same region on the one.hand and shipping confe

rences operating in that region on the other,

on major issues which may

be of common interest to tfce shippers and/or shipowners in.the region.

An

example of regional co-operation in this.field is the machinery for consulta

tion in shipping in Western Europe.

357 • Thus, there are two institutional requirements that a "consultation

machinery" must fulfills 'First,' shippers' councils must be formed, on .
national and preferably also regional level«
Seconds agreement must be
reached between the■shippers' council and the liner conference that
meaningf-ul consultations will indeed take place

358. The main conditions for the efficient functioning of a shippers'

council, whether-national or regional, ares

(a)
-

■'

It should be representative of all "shipper interests" in the
areas which .it is to cover5

(b)

It should be recognized by the Governments through legislative
or administrative action as a body representing shippersf

interests 5

(c)

It should be recognized l>y the shipping conferences as a consulta

(d)

It should have an executive committee or board, and an efficient

tive and negotiating partner; and

secretariat.

■

'

359. The basic requirements for the effective functioning of .consultation
machinery ares

(a)

: (b)
(c)

Both the shippers' body and the conference representatives

- these being the two negotiating parties - must fully reflect
■the interests which they represent! ■
'
"-■'" ''■

An agreement or understanding between the two parties to consult
each other,

and to negotiate on all matters of common interest?

Regular communication between the parties to keep each, other

'

informed of matters of common interest which may form the subject
of consultation and negotiation;

e/4
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(d)

Provision for arbitration in cases where the parties are unable
to.reach and agreement;

(e)

and

Ability on the part of both parties to ensure that the interests
they represent will abide by the joint decisions or recommenda
tions, reached and will translate these into action,
.
... ■

360, The consultation machinery must "be sufficiently flexible to allow for
adequate-consultations with interested parties.outside the formal-machinery
for consultation" non-conference lines, tram? interests, port authorities,,

inland transport and customs authorities, etc*
The formation of, effective
consultation machinery, .'does not .remove from organisations such as trade.. - associations, .their important functions as intermediaries.between the ,.
'individual shipper and the national or regional "shippers* body, w^as
. :

contacts with the conferences in certain'matters«

Nor does the establish

ment of consultation machinery diminish the. value of, or dispense with the
need for, almost, daily informal contacts 'I etween. all parties concerned
with shipping iratterr-o

■

.

.

■

. ■

361, Consultation machinery nay- be established either through private,
initiative, i.e« initiative of shipper- interests or shipowner interests,
or through government initiative* Because shippers in developing countries
are rarely organized in a way tc provide the initiative- to establish ashippers? council and establish consultation machinery., government assis
tance is usually required.
In any event, governments have a vital interest
in the consultation procedure since the interests of shippers may not be
identical

. ^.th the overall nations? 'interest*

362- The governments function in the :u:,ohinox-y for consultation in ship
ping is to?

■

.

.

.

■

(a)

'.fake the initiative in organising shippers;

(b)

Pdrsuado -;he conferences to negotiate with the shippers- body;

(c)

Provide financial, and. othor asBis-tance,. ae-appropriate,, to the
shipper- "body for its day-to-day operations\ and .

(d)

Provide guidance to the shippers1- body in technical matters.

363= The interest of governments is not necessarily restricted-to facili
tating consultation procedures.
It may, for example, participate directly
in the negotiations between shippers and shipowners in the capacity of
shipper, or shipowner,

-j. as the custodian of the national interest,,

364,, Very few shippers1 councils (o.c bodies with similar, wido functions)
have been established in Africa, but a few examples nr:?,y "be givens
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Ghana

.

...

3 65, The Cocoa Marketing Company (Ghana) Limited is organized on a national
basis, covering the whole of the Republic of Ghana. It is engaged, exclusi
vely in the sale and export of cocoa beans and its related products (cocoa
butter, powder, cake and liquor), coffee and sheanuts. Its interest in
shipping is limited to the transportation of cocoa beans and related
products,, The Company books space with shipping'lines that operate ini
Ghana and obtains bills of lading and other related shipping documents for
.foriTarding to consignees.

'

■

366« Up to 1965V. there, were discussions between the Company and the ship-^

ping conferences whenever freight rate increases were envisaged.

However?

in 1965? 19^7 and 1968 the American West African Freight Conference adapted

unilateral decisions fixing.freight rates for shipments to United States
ports, which were always the subject of■ protests by the Company. The main

subject of negotiation has been freight rates.

Negotiations with the ship

ping lines have also taken place on the booking of space on their vessels,
and these have been satisfactory. The shipments are made on time and the
goodss on the whole, arrive in satisfactory condition. The Company does
not feel that the same satisfaction, however, has heen achieved with theconference lines on freight rates.
.
,
.

367. The Ministry.of Trade of Ghana is in the process of forming a Shippers1
Council.

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Among shippers who have been invited to this Council are;

The Ghana Chamber of Commerce^
The Ghana Chamber .of Mines;

The Ghana Manufacturers' Association;
The State Cocoa Marketing Board,

Ivory' Coast

■

■:

■

.

■

.

368» The Ivory Coast Shippers' Council (Conseil Ivoirien des Chargeurs) was

established on a national basis by the Act of 9 June 1969 J/o

The member

ship of the Council consists of individuals and corporate bodies concerned
with the import and export trade-of the Ivory Coast. "Representatives of
the various ministries and departments of the Government concerned with
shipping and allied matters are.members of the Council.,
**

369/The Ivory Coast Shippers'. Council has appointed a Secretary-General
and an Executive Board consisting of ten members - four from the private
sector and six from the public sector,,
The Council has set up a number of
committees. The. three committees which.are already functioning are.(a) the

Committee on Freight-Rates, (b) the Committee on Port Operations, and
See Annex 15: Loi N° 69-240 du 9 .juin 196*9: Portant creation djun

Conseil ivoirien des chargeurs„

.

-

■
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. (c) the .Committee- on Products (import and export).

The Committee on freight

Hates studies, She-decisions of the Liner Conferences. This Committee also
intends-.to study, the^ structure of freight rates which are of interest to
- members,, of -the Council,. The Committee on.Products has begun a'study of- ■

the conditions.; .under which the main products of the Ivory Coast are despatched
and.received,-.and of: problems related to their preparation for shipment, '

7

tfhe-.Government of the Ivory Coast attaches great importance to the

'

working of the shippers' council. The Council has legal status and also
financial autonomy. The activities of the Council are financed through the
annual subscription of members and by means of a levy of.0,25 per cent on
the customs'Value of imports and exports to the Ivory Coast-,
' ■
■.

37i«.1lhe Council has. established negotiation procedures with a number of

.shipping conferences.

The Council has also established liaison with ship-

. pers. organizations in other countries and with the international organisa, tions dealing with shipping*

■

■

.372. So far, negotiations of the'Council have concentrated on'matters

relating to freight rates.: The Council has; however, prepared a1list of
other items on which negotiations may possibly be held with the shipping
conferences. The Counsil has requested all shipping conferences conceded
to hold prior negotiations before applying general rate increases. The •■
■Council has also asked the conferences serving the port of Abidjan:
■ '- '

.

■

•.

.■
.'

.

■

(a)
(b)

:{c)
-

.

(d)
.

To be represented locally by a representative fully authorized

.to take necessary decisions?

To plaoe..,their rate schedule and other conditions at the Council's

'. disposal; \;.

'

■

■

'

'

To furnish the Council with "model" contracts applied to various

commodities, as concluded with shippers, contracts for specified
.goods, as .well as their terms for the deferred-rebate "system's

To inform: the Council as.:soon as they propose to increase, freight

rates in general or for specific goods, and as soon as they intend

"", ■ -to impose a bulk or other surcharges.

. .

:

373. The Ivory Coast Shippers' Council has.embarked on a number of technical

s-fcuwLes with a view to achieving a reduction, or to prevent an increase, in
freight rates. The first study.on port .operations led to the easing of
customs formalitiess closer port, controls, reorganisation of the storage
of, packages in.warehouses, and rationalising of. all port operations*

374-.However1 the..concessions obtained .and the progress made as an outcome ■
of the consultations have been so far inadequate. There have been various

reasons for limitations of consultations?

....
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(a)

The preponderance of foreign interests among shippers themselves

("b)

The dilatory tactics employed by certain conferences;

(c)

The. conferences' refusal to give their local representatives

(d)
(e)

sufficient power;

Their refusal to give advance notice before deciding on any

' increase in freight rates 5

-

.

National flag has too small a part in the conferences*

375.1?fe aonoern for discussion has led the Conference of Heads of States,
and Governments of OCAK, held at Fort-Lamy in January 1971, to decide to
invite their member States to establish national shippers1 councils with
a view to the establishment of a united front to fight the frequent increases
in freight rates and in order to determine a common policy.
'

Kenya, United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia

376\ In 1967 the Eastern African Intergovernmental Standing Committee on

Shipping (ISCOS), which consists of representatives of the Governments of

Kenya, United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia, was established
for the purpose of promoting the interests of these countries in shipping
matters. The level of freight rates and other conditions of transport for
exports and imports as well as adequacy of shipping services are the main
concern of this Committee.

37'7- Prolonged negotiations were held by ISCOS with the East African
Conference Lines, which carry most of the trade between East Africa and
Western Europe, A close relationship has also been established with the
shipping conferences operating between East Africa and the United States
Atlantic and Gulf ports. The conferences carrying most of the trade
between Eastern Africa and the Far East were recently approached by ISCOS
■ with a view to establishing a similar relationship*

378* ISCOS convened a meeting at 2)ar~es-Salaam on 17 and 18 March 1970,
to which a large number of major shippers (exporters and importers) from
the. four East African countries concerned were invited to discuss the
formation of shippers1 councils, problems pertaining to the inland trans
port system, the harbours, clearing and forwarding, and shipping agents
and shipping,operators. It was decided at the meeting that, shippers'
councils should be formed on a national basis in each of the four- member
countries*
It was further agreed that each of the national shippers'
councils -should appoint two of its members as representatives for' regular
liaison with ISCOS* ISCOS proposes to hold regular meetings' with the

representatives of the four shippers' councils,

379- The Kenya Shippers'■Council was formed on a national basis on 12 May
197O?? on the initiative and with, the encouragement of the Government of
Kenya. The Council will act as an independent body and occasionally give
advice to the Ministry concerned with the transportation matters..

/
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■; 3 80o The- membership of -^ 'Council "oousis'ts of major."exporting and importing organizations .and companies in;Kenya* 'A representative of' the Kenya'- =
National Chamber of Commarce and Industry has been'appointed as the Chairman
■ of. Tha.Couneily At present the Kenya National Chamber "of Commerce and
■ ' ,
Industry acts .as the secretariat of the Council,. The Courier! has" not ' '
■ "
established any sub-committee- so far,

The--Council has not "so far estab-v .

lished B^r liaison with chipping conferences "and. shipping li.nes'.covering '." '

East African ports',

Two members ;of the Council represent the'Kenya ■■

shippers9' interests. onlSCOS,

"■ ■

'■■"

. \\ '

; ■■ '.■

. "■

"■

■ ' '■'■""■ ■ ". . "■

381..In Ug^tidaj- although it has not yet been- possible to" arrange a'meeting
, of' all the-, bodies .concerned.;.' representatives of -the. Uganda- Development '-v ■' .Corporation' and-of- the ' Fati oiial -Trading Corporation'.'imve been appointed " .'
.to be responsible*-foV-' liaison with ISCOSn

_

' ."

" . ' .... . ■.'"

'

"".'.■

\':'

.-.In the United Republic:, of-Tanzania, the. formation- of :a shippers1 -council:

is. m- an .advanced .stage of preparation. ' As the-country's external trade is'-

„mainly -fcne responsibility of the S.i.ate Trading. Corporation/ if" is' expected
that .most of-the members- of -tire shippers; council will come- from ^he".variousbranches of the .State Trading Corporation.

■

■

■

-

.

•■3S3- In .Zambia the" formation' of & .shippers' council is in an advanced stage
of preparatiori.7.\

■.."■•-;

T

-,.■;■■■■■__

, -

.

y

.-.

'

•

\

■

384- Annex 11 -Bec-fcien IV, .contains"excerpts- from relevant .resoiutions,etc.

which have .pre-Tiously been;- adopted, by IWCTAD,-

■" ■

,:

■ ' '■

\^ . "

/.",' .

385= Tha-:digpe;rBe-ivGf.cs.rgc^s constituteb a severe obstacle, -to' shipping '■

";--

efficiency in-African trades.-. The total transport volume is divided "into
many da?ff^rent typ^e of cargo" with wide ranges of stowage factora*. Coricentra-

tion.of carr-: in a;., few ports .has proved , impossible because -of. the' lack of .■■■>'

lancLtraaesp-:--t p^allel to the coasts, ...while'feeder.-.service alphg-the-'coa^t' ■■'
has been co;y:3.y and therefore of minor significance.' '"■' "- :■' ■■"'., .; :;.;' '-. / ■'.

386

Africa has raiatively few .'large produce- .ha:rbours-s ;and :ihere are very' ■ '

few-car^o^a, apart- from ' oil,;-ores and phosphate, which" accumulate fast ■'"
enough to be .handled by bulk carriers in single'shipment,, -The cargoes- . "
which offer scope f'or efficient consolidation, and- are .thus "'"suitable for ■-■
tramp pipping," have been effectively" inono^pliz'ed--by lines through the '"' ■ . .v:
liner conferences, "Those are the" main reasons why liner"services.remain
predomiitan-fc in the. carriage of African, trade,

. ■-..

■ ■

'V .■ :■

;

-

38j, Thecie a-e ai^o^ therefore, the.main reasons "why,.developing countries
.in Afrigawquld particularly benefit frpin an effective, negotiating^ or. ^

■consultation ^ohinery, and why on -the ' shippers * side there'must be both' ,
national-andv.re^ional bodies to/represent shippers^ interests- ■■ . . -,
'
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3S8. Since regional or multinational shippers1 councils should precede

national councils, in order to secure regional co-ordination and provide
assistance in-the formation .of national councils, the .African position"
should.b© to .press .ahead..with the establishment of shippers' councils or''

similar "bodies .on a regional and sub-regional basis.

"

389. Multinational shippers1 councils should as closely as possible reflect
the .coverage, givea to trade by the major liner ..conferences, Thus an ap
proach .by coast and .land-locked countries in-the hinterland, rather than' '
ths,es.tablished-sub-.regiQnal approach could be"-enviaa.gari.-:
' •■■ ■
390, However, establishing sub-regional shippers1 councils on the basis of

the present. Bub-regional-division .of Africa (see Annex 16) presents obvious

advan.tages.s e.g. the administrative facilities of ECA could be usea. Such'
a division would make two suVregional■ councils on the west-coast, but in

negotiating, .with conferences, ...these could appear as one co-ordinated ship
pers body. National shippers' councils that would "have-interests on two
coasts (e.g. UAH) should be enabled to participate in:the work of more
than one sub-regional council„'

391. -It Is. felt;, that .sufficient studies have been made on this subject to
warrant, actually establishing consultation machinery in practice.

However.

at the Conference, African.countries'should seek the commitment from-

developed countries.-that,they will offer technical assistance in this

field, and that they will secure the co-operation of liner conferences in
establishing consultation machinery en an adequate basis with shippers'

councils m Africa. ■ further, assurance should be sought from the developed
countries that adequacy ^of .service, freight rates'and conditions of car- .

riage will not ■ be kept outside the scope of the consultation machinery.
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Chapter 7?

Development

of ports

. 392. "The.more efficient a port is (a) the quicker the turn round of'ships

will'"be, and (b) the lover will be the costs of the actual cargo handling

operations a
As ships "become more capital intensive, the need, for port ef
ficiency "becomes greater.
The tremendous economics which have been secured
■ in the carriage of oil by the use of large ships could never have been,
realised-if overall discharge" rates'per hour had remained the same as.when

T-2" -tankers were the main means for the carriage of crude, oil. Similarly,
improved"efficiency in handling ore has been the major factor'in- enabling
large ore carriers' to be used.

■ •

393* "Efficiency in ports, however, is not only a matter of finding more
sophisticated ways of handling cargo.
It applies to every aspect of the
operations of the port.
Today when most of the world's bulk cargoes have,
either as buyer or seller, a large scale organization -able to, plan-all
a'spects of :"fcfre carriage of the goods, integrated efficiency of cargo
handling and transport tends to be secured,
394. The problem area is in the handling of general cargo where a multitude
of buyers and sellers

rare involved? none of whom is individually large,
stages-.

enough to perform an integrated operation and secure economics at all

Yet a significant part of the import and export trade of developing countries
in Africa is general cargo.
Any inefficiency in handling this in ports

would burden trade with unnecessary costs,

'

'

.

395,'increased efficiency in ports reduces the factor inputs required to
provide a given volume of ton-miles of trade. -'The increasing amount of .
'time spent by ships in handling cargo which has occurred .over most of the
post—war periodj

increased the number of ships required,,
The impression )
is that in recent years turn around times in African ports have improved-' .

A1continuation of this trend will produce eventually significant improve
ments in productivity.and so reduce the number of ships required,

7.1

The port as a link in the transport chain-^

396 , A port is essentially the point at which goods in transit are transfer
red from one medium of transport to another.
On the seaward side the port
is concerned, with a flow of ships which bring in cargo for discharge, which
take on cargo and which then depart.' On the landward side cargo is brought
by road or by rail to the port and is transferred into ships, and whence

cargo discharged from the ships is removed by land transport.

In order '

that the operations should be efficient, both sides of the port must be
considered.

y

lie the storage

See Annexes 9 and 10 for a more detailed description cf some African
portSj

2/

Between the land transport and the sea transport

and connected rail links«

See UMCTAD document TD/B/C.4/42 and Adds 1-3, Improvement of port
operations and connected facilities.
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and handling areas of the port, and in the organization of -these a like . "

degree of efficiency must be attained if the whole port is to operate as
an efficient unit,

397- As'a meeting place of modes of transport,- the port is a complex unit

consisting of a multitude of parts, each of which has its own role to per
form in effecting- the transfer of goods from sea to land transport and

Y^6e vei'g.a> . In i'fcs complexity even a relatively small port has a great
deal in common x4th large multi-product industrial undertakings, and a

large port has a degree of complexity that is matched perhaps only by a
few of the world's largest integrated companies. The complexity is at a
minimum in the case of commodities such as oil, which is pumped through
pipeslines with little manual intervention or use of cargo handling equip
ment, as the term is generally understood. The complexity is at its
greatest in the case of liner:. cargoes which may comprise hundreds of dif
ferent packages of manufactured goods shipped for the account of perhaps
.an equal number of traders.
Some of these packages may be fragile, some
may be adversely affected Ipy heat, or by cold, or hy humidity, Many of

the goods may be of high value and provide a temptation for theft, in
which case the risk- of pilferage is. another adding to the complexity,,

The same ship, -in addition to these packages, may be carrying material
such as- lumber, oil in deep tanks, bagged grain'and other, products which
require quite different methods of handling.
"
.

398, I£ a port was nothing more than a complex organization requiring sound

planning and administration, it would not necessarily be of such great' ':

".

interest to traders and shipowners in all countries engaged in international
tradee What adds to the port's importance is the contribution it .makes
to the total costs' of maritime transports The proportion of these costs
which are incurred in port is largely a function of the complexity of'the
operation required for loading and discharging the type of ship concerned.
In any. port the handling of general cargo is much more expensive than that
of oil or iron oree

399,. A niatter altogether different from the question of the actual costs
01 nandling cargo is that of the cost of the ship's time spent in .port.

Of this time only a small proportion may be spent handling .cargo. The
other part of the ships1 time in port is taken up by weekends, public
holidays' on which no work is carried out, idleness for two-thirds of the
day if only one shift is worked, by time spent in moving the ship from
one berth to another because of the requirement of cargo, or because the
port authorities need the berth, entering and clearing the port, waiting

for a berth and finally lying idle, with'the dock gangs also idle, because '
congestion on the;quay or in.the storage sheds prevents any further cargo

from being handled until previous cargoes are moved. This latter"factor'
may be the most important in may cases' and, in so far as it is operative,
high costs of handling cargo and high costs in port.arising from delays
to ships arise from the same causeo

■

-
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400» Since a. considerable .proportion of the costs of ocean transport", particularly of ocean, transport by;cargo liners, is incurred in ports,
. improvements in ports are an essential part of all endeavours to reduce
the costs of ocean transport. The means Toy which these improvements are
achieved/ may take the form either of new investments to increase the '
physical, capacity of the port, or of new rules for operation which maice it
possible to put the,existing physical .capacity to better use. Whether or
not to undertake new investments .is a dynamic problem and is concerned ... with changing the physical .capacity of the port to meet present needs and '
future expected requirements., ■■ Whether to make changes in the operating
procedures, is a. static problem concerned with making the best use'of the
existing facilities.
..
.-.:■■
-.■'.'"
401. In, addition .to improvements in the part,as a means of reducing costs
incurred, any improvements in methods of carriage also have a vital role

to play. Historically, the, impetus towards the introduction of containers
arose largely from the fact that ports in the United States of America,
while relatively .efficients have very high wage costs* Because of their \
relative efficiencyj measures for reducing the amount of labour involved
were the only ones capable of effecting significant reductions in transport
costs.
In the carriage of bulk commodities, the use of specially designedvessels and the designing of,.for example, increasingly powerful pumps
for oil tankers have succeeded in-keeping the port-rela-fced part of the

cost of the transport of such commodities at a minimum.

402. Such improvements in ships and in methods of carrying'cargo have
implications also for investments in portso For example, although
containers may be loaded and unloaded at ordinary quays by the use of

ship's gear, this is a relatively inefficient way of handling them. An
efficient and economical container port /requires- heavy investments in

special facilities, the economic viability of which has to be judged in
the light of the expected cargo flow," and of the'extent' to'which this is
amendable to the use of containers,,

403. There is usually a choice of ports to which to send goods.

Several-

ports may be competing with one another; or else may be working in asso
ciation, each specializing in particular types of cargo.
However, the
handling of. general cargo destined for the particular hinterland'of each/

that is the geographical area from which they receive- and to which they
send goods by land transport, will be determined by several factors. The
most important of these factors is the-relative cost to traders of moving
their goods to and from each of. the.portsy and Having'them loaded and
discharged there,.
The costs which tHe-traders .incur, may be closely

related to the real costs of providing-the transport facilities needed,
or they may be dependant-on the prioring'system in use in the transport
system.

For example,, the shipping-lines serving a port may absorb'part

of the.:Cost of the land transport of goods' to distant inland destinations,
and so make it economical for traders to use a distant rather than a nearer
port«
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.404. The'"relevance of "those considerations thai; a problems for .example, i,>
of congestxbn^iii-one'pbrtj :ma^arise largely "because, cargo which,, in terms
of real cost^ could most economically be .handled at a competitive port, is
diverted by the:pricing practices of'land, or sea transport operators to

the port which is congested. In theory such a situation should lead traders
and shipowner^ t6 avoid the congested port and make it attractive to use
the under-utilized competitive port« In.practice, however, "because the
pricing "bodies concerned are institutional in nature, they may move slowly
in rectifying the imbalance caused by their pricing policies, even if they
recognise the role which these pricing policies are playing in creating
the imbalanceo

fa2

Hht> benefits from improvements? .

■ '

.

■

405,'In the context'of the improvement of ports an important question is

the^way in which the benefits of the port improvements are allocated*

Apart from improvements arising from purely administrative changes,, the _= _
process Of port improvement involves investment. Such investment is
economically sound if it can be shown that the discounted future net /bene
fits from that investment are at present worth more than the investment
required to effect the improvements.

These benefits, hox*ever, may accrue

to shipowners in the' form of a reduction of delay which increases the
productivity of their ships, or to traders in an increase in speed in the
handling of their goods and a reduction in damage and pilferage.
406 Part of the advantages will lie outside the country which has affected
thfc'port improvements, and this may happen even in the case of "benefits :.
accruing to traders if the port handles the trade of o-ther countries in
addition to its national trade„ Any national authority, in considering
whether to make investment funds available for port improvements, has a.
legitimate concern to see that, even if the improvements do not result in
an increase in revenue for the port authorities, they accrue at. least to
interests within the same country*. This would be achieved if the shipp
ing: lines "benefiting from the improvements'quoted lower freight rates to
that port, or refrained from making increases in freight .rates,
407

Where the cargo concerned is'handled in tankers, bulk carriers or

tramps on voyage charter or time charter, improvement in the port may be

expected to be immediately reflected either in lower charter rates or in .
a reduction of demurrage payments by charterers.
Where, however, the
shipping is carried on largely by liners, all or part of the benefits may
not accrue to national trading interests through.lower freight rates.
The reason is that liner conferences normally average rates over a group
of ports.
In this way, improvements injone^&ort.^ich-_may\be considerable
in .terms of the costs at that single port become very small when averaged
over all the ports in a shipping rangeo -Even'■■ if .the' consequential small
reduction in the costs of liner-serving that whole range of ports is ...
reflected in lower freight rates, the country which has improved its ports,
is sharing the benefit with other countries which'have not made similar
improvements.

......

.

,

■

;-.-..-,

...
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408. An alternative way of securing to the country which has made the port

improvements the benefits of those improvements, is to charge increased
rates-'for the use of the services'of the port, or to tax the-users. In-.
practice, the prices which are charged for port.services-probably rarely

■

reflect the actual costs of providing those services, and it may be that

the actual costs of each'■■service cannot be separately determined "because
a substantial part of the total costs of ;the port cannot be precisely
attributed to any particular service.
7°3

'.-■'.

Fort statistics-^

. .

\

:

" .

409. There are several reasons for collecting statistical and other data
related to ports* The traditional one is to show .the role of the port
within the national economy,, This appears in the amount of investment
expenditure, the number of ships visiting the port and their tonnage, the
volume of goods loaded arid discharged, classified by mam groups of com- •
modi ties,--the number of workers engaged in the port industry, etc.- In
many ports, the statistical function is still limited to the production
:
of such traditional aggregates, which are published for general informa
tion.

415.

"

''

■

'

, '

Statistical and other data are, however, also necessary as tools for

improving'port operations.

The management may wish , to- compare, on a:

continuous basis, the actual port activity with its potential. The data
collected for this purpose should enable-an intimate understanding of the
functioning of the port^ to be gained. This-.is essential in order that ^
- the necessary decisions for increasing, the efficiency of the port.can be
taken.

.

'■

.

.

411 . Another purpose of collecting information and presenting it in a"
systematic form is to provide an appropriate basis for planning port

development. The concern of pbrt authorities and national planners with
port planning is justified by the very large cost of providing and ;
maintaining the port facilities, such as"breakwaters, locks,, dredged deep
water berths, etc., by■the'.frequent indivisibility of port investments,^by the difficulty of changing the layout of a port once made, and also by
the uncertainty regarding forecasts of. future traffic and new technologies.
The problem of how much, where and when to invest is therefore1 of crucial
importance because a mistake may have a strong negative influence for a very long time to corned Hence the need for having adequate and accurate
information,- since this forms the real basis for any decision-making
process.

7;4

previous action in MCT&D

.

.■

412. Annex 1 /Section"III, contains relevant extracts from UMCTA2 decisions
on improvement- of- ports and connected facilities.'

\j

See UMCTAD document TD/b/C.4/79* Selection, collection and presenta
tion of port information and statistics.
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7*5

Summing up and conclusions

.

-

,:

413. Costs incurred in ports constitute an important component of total
transport .costs*
In the case of liner tradet this element is larger' than
for other forms of shippings tank, bulks
414. In African ports? the situation in respect c? delays to shipping; etc
has been improving during recent years«■ However, especially in view of
the probable introduction of integrated transport systems involving unitrloads and coastal feeder services, there is important reason to consider
future port planning carefully.
This should be done, in conjunction with
planning inland transport facilities^ waterways, roads and railways*
415. In order that savings occurrig as a result of port investments shall
benefit the investing country, increases efficiency" must be reflected in
reduced freight rates or in increased dues and charges upon shipping using
the port„

:

416. Careful statistical systems are necessary to evaluate the role .of l
ports in national economics, improve operations and plan in the long-term.

417. In particular, it,.is recommended that -African, countries consider

creating .an African Association of Ports and.Harbours, .which may serve to
unify their positions,'assist in standariaation of statistics and procedures,
and. to develop common interests,
Such an association may promote regional
and sub-regional training schemes, and play an important role in the
channelling of technical assistance*
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Chapter 8 s

International Shipping Legislation:

418, International shipping, law-'

(i)

.'. ■

....

deals, with the following principal subjects;

Status of merchant ships5

. (ii). Regulation of sea trafficj,
(iii)"

.

Carriage by sea:,
■

(iv)
(v)

(a)

of goods,

(b)

of passengers 5

Marine insurance,;

.

. ■
■..-.-..

:

■.

._ ■" ■ "■;■.■■ '■■::-.' ■

',

.

.. :■.-■

-

.-

■• ..

Limitation of liability of shipowners and. others.

419* It is to avoid conflicts and divergencies between national laws. in. .

the different spheres of international shipping that a body of interna— . ..
tionally accepted legal norms are adopted by, means of conventions* The
principal object of a maritime conventions whether it formulates existing
norms ..of creates, new norms or 'amalgamates conflicting norms/or whether'' it
lays .down rules of public law or.private law, is therefore to build up a
■
body of internationally accepted.legal, norms for .the settlement of problems
conn cted with.maritime trade.

. •

■

"■■-.■,

.

.■..■-■

42OCA list of conventions relating to maritime matters would count more

than one hundred g/,

Most of these conventions, and notably some of the

more important e.g-, concerning bills of lading, were drawn up before African
and other developing countries achieved their independence.
It may there
fore be considered that existing international shipping legislation has
been formulated in such a way as to serve essentially the interests of the
developed countries and maritime nations. . The developing countries there
fore feel thr.t it should be modified to take into account the needs of
shippers, particularly in developing countries, and the interests of develop
ing countries and non—maritime nations-.

8.1
4^1.

UNCTADJs role

Following discussions in the Committee and decisions by the ponference

at its second session _3/s the Committee on Shipping at its third session
decided to

establish the working group on International Shipping Legislation,

composed of 33 members and wiUh the following terms of reference ^/j

\j
2/

See, i.e. UNCTAD document TD/32: Dr. T.K. Thommen, International

Legislation on Shipping.,

For a complete list, see; Nagendra Singh, International Conventions
of.Merchant Shipping, British Shipping Laws, Volo 8, 19^3-

]J
4/

See Conference resolution 14(ll)«
See report of the Committee on its third session, TD/b/24-0, Annex 1.,

resolution l~((H'i)o .

/
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"(a)
.

To review economic and commercial aspects of international
legislation and practices in the.field of shipping'from the
standpoint of their conformity with the needs of economic develop

ment" in particular of the. developing countries in order to identify
areas where modifications are neededj

(b)
:■■

*

In the light of this review, to make recommendations and prepare
the necessary documentation relating thereto to ^serve as a basis
for further work in this field, to be submitted to IMCITRAL for
the drafting of new legislation or other appropriate action and,
when necessary., to consider other measures to.fully implement

the provisions contained in paragraph 1 of resolution i4(ll)s

(c)

To report its findings and recommendations

*

to the Committee

on Shipping".
422, At the same time, the Committee recommended that the tforking Group,
in drawing up its programme of work, shoulds i.e., include:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Charter parties;
Marine insurance and general average;

Bills of lading and related matters.

The programme of work was established accordingly-^ } and the Working Group

has since discussed substantively bills of lading 2/ and deliberated on
other matters;

the liner conference system? marine insurances

charter

parties| and a proposal for a-joint KCO/lMCTAD/UNCITRAL programme of
training in the field of maritime law

423,

During the course of its

second session, the WG ISL decided to '

oonsider the subject of liner conference practices at its third session,
and the subject of charter parties at its fourth session*
It expressed
the hope that its work on.conference practices would lead to the formula^tion of internationally acceptable, appropriate rules of conduct for liner
conferences, which itfould take full account of the needs of international
trade and economic development,

in particular of developing countries*

The decisions of the Working Group in those respects were unanimous*

424, ^e resu'l^s °? "fche deliberations of the Working Group at its third
session will be available before the third session of the Conference*

These, may then possibly include an agreement on "rules of conduct" (see
also Chapter 5)6

j/

See report of the Working Group on International Shipping Legislation
.on its first session (TD/B/289)*

2/

See Annex 1, section VIIO

3/

See report of the WG ISL on its second session, document TD/b/c.4/86.

E/CI\T.14/U^CTAD III/2
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8.2

Conclusions

■

■

.

.

425,.It is recommended that..African countries demand that, within the
framework of the Working Group on International Shipping.Legislation,.
studies are made on the introduction of national maritime codes in African
countries, adapted .to their circumstances*
Also, that the Working1 Group
should.carry out studies on the unification of existing and new codes,

since the international-character of shipping.makes-.unified laws of indi
vidual countries highly desirable,

■/.

.

.426* A* ,UNCTAD-.IIJ,>. the assurance should be sought. f,rora developed countries
that they will assist the developing countries in carrying out relevant

studies on the national and regional level, bearing on the questions1
concerned with formulation, introduction and enforcing-of suitable maritime

law.

Pa

Chapter 9g
■

Special measures in favour of the least developed among the

.,

developing countries'

427* In 1969,

a group of Experts on special measures in favour, of the

least developed among the developing countries \j concluded as follows
in regard to shipping?

42Q.'

"The least

developed countries stand to benefit .from the various

measures' envisaged" for all developing countries with respect to shipping
and other invisibles.

However, owing to their specific .characteristics,
special issasur-ss should "be taken in favour of the legist developed countries
!Bie special measures that might "be taken'in favour of the least developed
countries ars as1 set

out

429% Given the typically small volume of international trading engaged in
by the least' developed countries, the following lines of action are
suggested;

(a)

The least developed countries might be encouraged and helped
financially and technically in the formation of multinational
merchant marine fleets %

(b)

Action should be taken at.the international level with a. view
to ensuring that liner conference freight rates are set at
levels which ara not detrimental to the interests of the least
developed countries 5

(c)

■

.

The use of promotional freight rates for the least developed
countries might be urged upon the shipping companies of develop—
x

ed countries 1

(d)

Owing 'to poor port facilities the least developed countries
■are particularly liable to delays in the turn--around of ships,
.
loading and unloading gf' cargo.
Technical and.financial
. assistance in this

field should be accorded special .priority;
y'

(e)

Since" in the least developed countries trading enterprises are
few and small rr additional international assistance might be
provided for- the consolidation of export1 and import trade on a

'
'

regional or multinational basis.
A regional or multinational
trading agency with an affreightment section could more easily
avail itself of expertise and thus be in a position to initiate

effective consultations with shipping lines on freight rates,
of service.anda.il other shipping conditions,, to

adequacy1

influence the terms

of shipment.

No less important,

such an1
of member

agency would be in a position to protect the interests

countries from restrictive business practices indulged in by 'ship*
ping monopolies*"

2/

See XMGTAD document TD/b/299;- Report of the Group' of experts
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430.' During its-fo-arth session, .the Committee on Shipping unanimously .

adopted a resolution \j with the following provisions in favour of the
least developed among the developing countries;

(a)

■■■■-■■■■■

That the governments of States members' of lifCTAD should urge

liner conferences to make their "best efforts to set freight
rates at a level which.will encourage and promote the export
. " "and import-interests of the least developed among the.develop- '

:

. , , -. ing; countries, arid; that special efforts .should be "made to ."■: ;' .': "
establish promotional freight rates for the export products of
the least developed among the developing.countries?

(b)

a&at all possible financial and technical assistance be provided,

expeditiously by developed countries, within'their technical and.
financial institutions and United Nations "bodies and specialized
agencies at the request of the least developed among the develop
ing, countries, so as to enable these countries to undertake
.projects for reducing the costs of their maritime transport
taking into account the special problems of the land-locked
,

countries;

(c)

■

......

That the secretariat continue consideration of the'problems of

" the least developed of the developing countries, in the course
of its studies in the. field of shipping and poftsj '"
.

United Nations bodies and specialised agencies to give., priority,
under their technical assistance programmes, to assistance
■towards fostering projects of development of ports and shipping
of the least developed among the developing countries."
431- The problems of ocean .transport of the least developed countries are,'
of coursef similar to those of other developing countries. However, the■
economic-repercussions of costly or irrational transport solutions are
relatively more serious for the least developed than for other countries.
Particular care should therefore be taken that the..solutions recommended
by UffCTAD and_ elsewhere should be implemented in respect of the least
developed countries, and that in the field of'shipping and ports^? they
apply to,all African countries.
'This should be stated by IWCTAD III, in
a form binding upon participants.

.

432. Through membership in shippers1 councils (see Chapter 5),"the least
developed countries, should gain the special attention of the conference,
supported by their governments, the governments of other developing
countries and those of the countries in which the lines members of the

j/

See .TD/B/3Q1, Heport of the Committee on Shipping on its fourth
session; Annex 1.

''.'

■

'

"

'

111/2
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conferences are domiciled,'
The governments .concerned should impress upon
their national participating-in the consultation machinery that preferential
treatment

of the least developed countries,in respect of freight rates.and

other conditions is unavoidable,'.'and .'tiiat' ithis should not be considered ■

discriminatory"as against shippers 'in, other- developing countries, since,,/
its only purpose is;to put ail shippers-'on' an equal competitive footing

423, In respect of the land-locked least developed countries, a number of
special problems arise;

transit to and from the' coast,

transport? terminal congestion inland,,

In many cases.,

costly inland
the inland transport

capacity of the transit country is such-that undue competitition occurs

between national

and transit trade 2/.

434» These special problems of the land-locked least developed countries
tenet i6 decrease their competitiveness in the markets for their export
products, and raise the price of imports.,
Particular study should there
fore be made of whether it is possible through technical assistance pro- .
jects, -and through 'preferential arrangements in inland-, .port- and ocean . . ■■.'
rate fixing to put these countries on an equal footing >ath .other develop-^
ing countries^ In this connection particular efforts should be made to. .'-.facilitate transit services and create free-zones in portso

j/

As an examples i"& could be mentioned in this connection that the stated
principle behind, the United States shipbuilding subsidization is non.discrimination in that the subsidies are meant only to put American
shipowners on an equal footing with their European and Japanese
.counter-parts o.

2/

■■

■■■'--.

■

■.'

■ .

■

■■

Sefc UMCTAB document TD/B/3O8, Report of the Group of Experts on..the

special problems involved in'-the trade and economic development of
the laxtd—locked'developing countries,, ■
■
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Chapter 10:, Financial and Technical Assistance

435,

Ho precise survey of financial and technical assistance projects,

or_requirements for such projects, for developing countries in Africa
exists.' However,.the following extracts from a statement made by the

T/mrvn^Ve.°f
Uganda at thS fi^th sessi0n of the Conunittee-oi Shipping
of imcTAB 1/ give an indication of the needs felt by individual countries
and. the reasoning behind those needs!

3»

.

■

.

■

.

.

...

Tfibcogsg of

Taking the case of Uganda, which is a member of the 3ast African

Community consisting of Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda, its foreign trade by sea--finds.-ita outlet through,the port of Mombasa. The Eastern Africa
National Shipping Line (eA^SL) is the national line of the partner States
of-Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and Uganda. Established in I965 with only one

vessel, the "Harambee", it has today only four vessels of its own. The
iaatAfrican ports jointly handled•cargo traffic of 7.925.OOO tons in 1969
as&U°wn in the following table which also' shows the likely growth by

Traffi-9 at the East"African ports: _.

(in Million- tons)

TEAR

1969

197 5

Kombasa:

5.300

7.730

9.870

Dar—es—Salaam

2. 250

■ . 3.620

4.960

Mtwara

0.153

0.245

0.319

Tanga

0.222

O.422

O.536

UDC Jetty

.

-

7-925

Source:

1/

'

0.494

.

1980

0.494

12.511

16.179

Traffic Forecasts for. the Sast African Ports': 1970-1980

by the Economist Intelligence Unit.

■

■

.

See document TD/b/C-4/L.84,'Financial assistance for the aquisiticn

of new and Second-hand ships for developing countries, note submitted

by Uganda.

See also TD/b/c.4/65, Manpower requirements and. training

facilities for merchant marines in developing countries.

111/2
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■:
^Sinoe1-the1 EANSL has only four vessels of its own, most of-its
transportation'.: requirements are uiet by hiring charter vess.els.^at exorbitant

rates.

On account of this situation, . and of .other factors, the SAITSL

is in1 financial difficulties;
The 'problem would worsen as the traffic
increases unless :the size of the EANBL fleet is expanded as early as
possible.
The participating- States are eager to mobilise resources to
finance the SAffSL,- "but their- efforts alone would not help, much because:.

(a) vessels, new and even -second-hand are costlyj
■ (b) .parallel facilities required' at the East African ports' ."
need, finance,

and

■

. -

■

.

•■ -

-

"■"'.-

(c) inland transportation facilities -k&ve get to-'b# ©^paadftd
simultaneously at a .heavy, financial outlay* ■

Hence?

problem.

'

international financial help is needed to overcome the

Since, the foreign exchange earned by developing'countries falls

short of the1 cost of essential impcrts,' much- of -what' is necessary".for .'
transport, improvement must be. obtained through loans, ■'grants and foreign
private investment-- that furnish capital and foreign exchange*
Even" with'
■liberal terms of repayment in respect of time-and interest rate that are'
available tu finance transport, development through' agencies like the IDA,
there are a number of'discouraging factors,

■

"

/

.

■

Firstly, .the lending countries" insist on-the "sound economic Tia.bi'litT■ of "the project before sanctioning aid.
Much as .this is desirable, it
becomes very hard for developing countries to■ establish viability in '■
certain projects at their current levels of development,' transport$ as

mentioned earlier, being the link sector? "it has a responsibility .to provide

mobility and on this reasoning may be-regarded-as" a-n "input" like othora^
Independent viability justification on the part of'each input may,net be
highly desirable ...as long as .the overall viability of the main project has
been established. .Further, ;.the application' of rigid opportunity 'rate of
interest" sometimes turns ths viable-'transport proj'ect into a non-a-iabie
ane.' There is perhaps a', greater- case for application of social rate of '
return and evaluating of social benefits while* assessing the economic
Viability in the case of developing countries,
If this is dones"it will"
reflect the true index of utility,,

Secondly,, the

time/-spent in negotiating a loan under the existing

schemes is often annoying*

Perhaps the donor countries .-would.like to.have

a second look and. simplify the procedure, so that the'-aid-really serves the

purpose for which ""if;'is"meant and serves'well in .time,-'-

"

■■-::

'■

-

E/(JH.14/OTCTAl) Hi/2
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Thirdly, taking into consideration that the developing countries
£?witial stages to devote their limited foreign exchange to

°f f°°f' h°USinS and Ol°mns for teeming millionsf they

"tpe»ely har<i *° "pay in terms of hard currency. To
f™l°Pmg countries and serve the cause of transportation,

f
lS tO °reate a BNftlrt* fund"' ""** tho IBM or the
developing cout4Liroo,^°nf lo^3 f°J. ^ansport could he financed, and the

thl loan in th? > hL»

aid Z.lfS

I

haVe thi?ption to r^a^ a substantial part of

currency.

This system is not unknown in international

aid since the USA have over, years helped,India in overcoming her difficult

S™i+°bleras.unfr m 480 which provides for rupee payment? These rl°eo

cultu^l Zl^^ H,ilable *° the USA f0r "^ °^ economic and ^

'

enableihP^v
^ S'°f *heirS ln India' Suoh a ^o^dUre of repayment would
enable the developing-countries to take full advantage of international aid

? °0Stlyy *—^ti
Pon dfvelopment
such iif
riT3 fln^Oi?g
dfl
of course full government guarantees,
'

10,. 1 Assistance requirements^

436-

■

,...''

No quantitative survey exists of assistance requirements for shipping

the Sit? tw- ,A1f,°'- " 1S UP t0 -^^1 governments to decide on ■
of
the eco^r P
°UM T17 iQ th6Se field3 SS OOm^ed to other sectors
IL L + °UOmy-+1,^gramme.,, for action in regard'to assistance to hiig
even
tLT
f^^
&S geDera1'
even f?
if the
needs,
per se,Va3?y
remain
stable. de™l°P^nt P^ns are i
filid of =M™reVe^ Pos?ible to enumerate-the various branches mthin the
field of shipping and- ports, m which financial and technical assistance

S™!* W°Uld C0Dtritute to *e efficiency and competitive^,^ of African

arfbetteHhL
are better than

"{* ^"^"ed.aB grants or loans on 'terma-Which

those normally accorded :on a commercial basis. " In paT-ticu^a

in view of the. infant industry stage in which atoy natron^ ■

P

'^

shipping ventures in Africa, find themselves, it-'is important'that firaiicial

assistance should be forthcoming from developed -countries, on

basas, and via the international organizations.

1

'

1/ .The_most important multilateral sources of financial and technical

assistance are given m UNCTAD documents5D/b/ov4/48, Technical assistance

!andjports....*.._,, and TD/b/C/4/49
D/b/c.4/49 and Add I;1 Review of"lFbSdiii
in the field of shining and ports

a^jhejgnljgd^xate^rs^^
^jhejgnljgd^xate^rs^^

and by non-governmental organizations.

"

:

fnd t.T^fTf^ °n °ommeroial °™ait» ^r the acquisition.of new
and second-hand tonnage by developing countries,

-.

-■

'

.14/UNCTAD III/2
"

^ is' equally important,

■
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that in considering requests for1 financial

.assistance, ..international organisations :and individual government should
not apply-more.-rigid .^conditions: on .sea-going ships than on coas'tal vessels
and port .facilities. —There has -been a market tendency- 'to react negatively
on requests for the former and channel such aid as is available to portsand coastal shipping.
Although priorities should depend on national policy

in each, developing country^ and on the contribution of .each ■project to the',
economy,

it-is- probably justified, to state* that,

as a1 matter 'of policy in

developed countries and certain international, organisations (n^ahjy'IBRD),'
expansion of tonnage_has net been encouraged through financial assistance.

44On

'

At their Tokyo-meeting l/ the '".transport Ministers "Agreed that-.•■••

they should consider sympathetically requests for. assistance for. the:""
'■;'■"
establishment,and oparation of ■ competitive-and■ €So*noBiir»aily viuVZ.** ■'
" ' vi;-.r

merchant marines* in developing, countries by^sachimeasures as..

..

.•

*-. ■:

i
..assistance for investment, in .ports, in -feeder and - ■ ■■ ■*■'■
>^<
,; coastal' services., and,-in.purchase..of .-nev.-and second-hand :torinagei-.:.;n:o1! ■

.

441. . In the agreement above, economic viability, is empahsi-2iie1d^as-vdh&'bphdition'
of assistance.
It should >© stressed at; .UHCTAS III that ."Shie ;must: be : :- ■ ■'; ■ ' .
in^erpr^tedvin^ the.understanding of the DD II test on shipping: and; isortg -■■ .-i

(see chapter l).

That tez"t must certainly be read as'an-ao-oeptansfc 'b4"*^ei""'" ■

infant industry agreement,

(" ... upon request made by developing countries

withi^,,the_;. framework, of: their ■ •derail.-.development, priorities'- ,«*,.> {,'*) and *'■ "
the "ecpnomic viability" fcon?ep;t should: therefore1 be- given'-wider -;than1- strictly
commercial interpretation.,. >Ty,

,■.. ■

■

,..- ■-, .

-. ■

■

■■■■

,. ■

".- ■ ..•*.'. x'-\:r±<. !.'":

.^v/1

442 > -• Technical assistance projects in the field of shipping and ports

should comprise: establishment and operation of shipping companies, technical

planning,

training of personnel on shore and aboard ships9 port development,'

public administration, surveying and all other fields in which know-how couldbe transferred to *ontri"h:ite toward making shipping and port operations as '

economically sound as possible.

443.

A field of technical assistance which should be given priority is

that which would make the "shipper side" more able to cope with their
.transport problems; forwarding, stevedoring and the establishment of
consultation machinery.

444, Also in this respect did the Tokyo-meetings reach certain conclusions
as to the attitude of donor-countries among the traditional maritime countries

1/

See Annex 2.

'.

■

2/ ' See also chapter 3.7 on joint ventures.

E/CN.14/UMSTAD ill/2
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"Agreed that ._•■.... (see gfcove paragraph" 331)
Technical assistance for, inter alia, feasibility studies5
transfer of know-how,, training-of personnel, establishment of ■
shippers' councils and consultation macMnery, and improvement
of ports,

«,,.."

■-V

;.

5The remarks on policy in respect of conditions for aid that were ■
made in respect of financing (lO.l.L above), .would also apply-.to technical
assistance*

i0« 2

:

-

.

. ■

■

'"

■; •

Implementation, action in UOTQTAP
.

..

'

'

■

■

-

■

,»t.

■

■

....

446* Annex 1 contains references to adopted measures on technical'andfinancial-assist^ce. The "relevant M II text is also-reproduced in
chapter 1.

447-

■

■ ■ .

"v

■

■

"*■

In view of the Tokyo-decisions of the maritime developed countries

and the unanimous-decisions in UNCTAU9 implementation Would now rest
partly with the developing Countries, in that request for assistance in the
fields of shipping and ports, given sufficient priority, will probably meet
.with positive interest in many developed oouirtriea^-_Ho-w^rer# the developed.,
countries sh--Id-underline their willingness to assist, by providing help

m identifying projects of value to developing-countries, and in formulating

assistance programmes.-

....-.■

.

448.
At IOTCTAD III, there is also reason for' the developing .countries of
.Africa to seek assurance that financial and technical assistance will be
given without political and economic strings attaiieU '

j±nnez.
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2

Introduction

■

'

1. ' This Annex contains extracts*.of resolutions- adopted by;

UNCTAD I
..■■.:-BHCTAD II

(Hef'. IHCTAD I Final Act - e/COHF-46/14-IjVoI.I)
(Ref. Report TD/97) ■ '
. '
■
"
.

Committee on Shipping, second session (Ref-. TD/B/ll6/Rev.l)

■

" " '

Committee on Shipping, third session (Ref- TD/B/24Q)
Committee on .Shipping, .fdurtft session ;(Ref. TD/b/3O1) ''■-,.

"
'

Committee on Shipping, .fifth session.; (Ref, TD/s/347 - TDyl/C.4(5)/Mi80.4)
Working.Group on International' Shipping Legislation,, second session

;;

{Ref -TD/b/c. 4/86)
''
'
' ■
DD II Strategy "(Ref- G.A.. Res.. 2626(XXV), para. 53)

2- The Annex contains extracts from resolutions as well as proposals not
put to the vote. For each topic the extracts show the highest level of
consensus reached, positions adopted by majority vote and the recent proposals
or statements of position of the-developing .countries which go "beyong the .
existing level of Consensus. The annex is"not comprehensive, "but is thought
to contain the most

important ;issues".

■ .

3- For full understanding of., the extracts, it is .advisable to read them in
the -context of the entire resolution or draft resolution.and to read as well
the report of the discussion preceding the resolution.

For this purpose

full references have been included.

4. The inclusion of some texts and the omission"of others should not be taken
to imply that the former are more important than the latter or that the
latter are less than fully valid.

IL

1o

; ■

■

■

Development pf_ national'-merchant marines

Establishment,.and-'expansion (including admission to conferences-and

assistance to shipping)

. -

■

UNCTAD resolution _i2(ll) /'(I968)t p.aravj.:

■:

■

"1. Reaffirms, the right of all countries ..to establish or. to expand their

national merchant mariiies;"

-

'."

'

"

•

•

■

DP-IT'Strategy (October 1970) >.._para» 53(a) - (c)

"(a) The principle that the national shipping lines of developing countries
should' be admitted as full members of liner conferences operating in their "•
national maritime trade and have\-an increasing and substantial participation
in the carriage of cargoes generated by their foreign .trade should.be
implemented in the Decade;

."-.-•

,: . ;

/

■"
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(b) -Further,: Governments should invite liner conferences to consider favour

ably, fairly and on equal terms applications of' the national shipping lines-

in particular of developing countries, for admission as full members to wayport trades related to these countries''own foreign trade, subject to the
rights and obligations of conference membership, as provided in paragraph 4,
Section II,. of Resolution 12-(iv) of .4 May" 1970, adopted by the .Committee on
Shippings ■

L-

■

-...,■■■'...

...

-

hdt theidevel°PinS countries have an increasing and substantial

particxpatxon m the carriage of maritime cargoes, and recognising the need

to reverse toe existing trend whereby the share of the developing countries in
the -world merchant fleet has been declining instead of increasing, developing

m^ffL^°\ ue efbi?d t0 QXJ?axld- their ^^nal and multlwion&i merchant
S L*™f ^ ad0ption of such measures as may he appropriate to permit
S?E
+ ^P
t° C°rapete ln ^.international .freight
market and thus con
tribute to a sound, development of shipping;-"
' "
.
adopted J^

assist or in some cases protect-

d take place within the;framework, of: their developnient plans of

,n accordance wxth the priorities determined by the countries t

shiPPinS industries of developing
H^Mr
!
pg countries
es may
Sion assistance,
assistance promotion
ti
o
at the i?"rnT* a^eSion'
andd protection

at the imanv stage of their development,

:

f^ff^~f fere!°f that devel0Piae oonntrlea have the same right to
? t0 promote and tD P™^ot their merchant marines throiigh the s

?

f°r the »8i»t«oe, promotion and

marines, all countries should'respect the respons-

towards Ship0TOers, shippers and related interest!"
2*

St£°L^LiS£Sg,..P.f shipment on ohoingnf ships

^£EjS5i2O£S2S£Siig

—_
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"Taking note of 'the present situation.in regard to terms of shipment, which,,
because of existing/institutional arrangements, may tend, in a number of trades,
to limit the'developing countries'
«•»•»''

2"

_

choice of, ships for their trade,

.

.

.

•

■

.

.

-Reoommieads that the United Nations Development Programme and the regular

programme of the United Nations give favourable consideration to request from*
governments of State
members of UJtfCTAD for technical assistance' for the purpose
of .r.eviewingterms of shipmentjand that the UHCTAD secretariat provide substan
tive-support for su'ch assistance;
'' ■
. . ■
.
......

3»
Recommends■that 'the economic implications of.terms of shipment for the
'developing countries should: receive adequate, attentionj
■.
. ■
,

3•

Terms and conditions for purchase of ships (commercial credits)

(a)

-

DP II Strategy (October 1970)» para

"(g)

The terms and conditions on which bilateral aid and commercial credit

are available for the purchase of ships by developing countries, should be kept
under review in the light'of relevant resolutions of the United Nations Confer

ence 6n Trade and 'Development, namely, Conference Resolution 12(ll) of 24 ■' ■■-" .
March 1968f and Resolution 9(IV) of 4 May 1970, adopted by.the Committee on
Shipping?" 1/
.
..
..,-.-

-. Committee resolution 9(lV) (.May'1970), para. 4:

•

■ ■

■

■

"4--Invitee governments signatories to the "Understanding" of the Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development', .to pursue in that organization the ■'
question of a more precise definition "of the- conditions of implementation
"
of the ^'Understanding" in respect of the sale of ships to developing countries
and notes the request of developing countries that the results o.f these efforts
may be commLuiicated to the Committee, on Shipping?"
.
" '
, ■

Cc-nmiitte_e_^resolution 9..(lV) (May 1970)? para* 3 (on guarantees.).: .

■■:■-.;

"3» .'Recommends that governments; of developed countries accepts. where appropriate;
the guarantees given by the national financial institutions of the developing
countries as adequate cover for the deferred portion of payments for vessels,
both new and second-hand, purchased by developing countries"„
■
' .

1/ UNCTAD resolution 12(ll) and Committee resolution 9(iv) contain, inter.SiiS? proposals by developing countries"concerning "terms and conditions
for the sale of ships to those countries»

The latest proposals - those

in resolution 9(iv) - are. given under (b) proposals of the group' of 77.
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(b)

proposals of the group_of

Committee jresojuto^nj^i]^^
ft....ships should "be sold to them (i.e. developing countries)on the following
minimum terms and conditions:

(.a)
New vessels should "be sold to the developing countries on deferred payment
terms involving repayment over a period of ten years after the delivery of the
vessels,

(b)

with a suitable period of grace;

-

■■

.

Suitable second-hand vessels should "be sold to developing.countries

on deferred payment terms extending up to eight years $"

(c)
The cash down payment up to the time of delivery of vessels'sold "to
developing countries should not exceed 15 per cent of the price of the ships
in the case of new vessels and 15 to 20 per cent of the price in the case of
second-hand vessels\

The rate of interest for such deferred payment should not exceed. 5 per
cent pel- annum?"

-

Memorandum submitted to Committee, fifth session (19.7!). (

including following elements of withdrawn draft resolution

"Regretting that despite the unanimous recommendations of the Committee at
its fourth session the governments signatories to.the OECD "Understanding11
have not communicated to the Committee a more precise definition of the con
ditions of implementation of the "Understanding" in respect of

ships to developing countries^ in terms of resolution 9(lV),

2*

tue sale of

Expresses jjts^cqncern that the payment terms on which ships are .'dold

to-developing countries have hardened instead .of improving s:mce the

"

fourth

■session of the Committees

SS

governments .signatories to the OECD "Understanding11 to pursue

this matter within the OECD on an urgent and expeditions r"basiE4 and- ^o- cornan
the results of these efforts to the UNCTAD secretariat at an early date with a
request

that

these may be communicated to the governments members of UNCTAD;

4»

Decides that it is urgent and necessary to take firm and concrete steps
immediately.-to reverse the trend under which the shars of developing countries
in the world, merchant fleet is expected to continue to decline;

5°

Recommends that at least 10 per cent of the ship-building capacity in

developed countries should "be earmarked for sale of ships to developing
tried on a preferential "basis 5
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Z
£EaiS£
governments of developed, countries members of UMCtfAD to provide
adequate commercial credits, bilateral aid and other forms of financial assis

tance to_developing countries for the purchase, .of new and second-hand ships
with a view to promoting a substantial expansion of their merchant fleets,
and where necessary to provide technical- assistance for this prupose-

J°
S3^hexj£vrtes the governments of developed countries members of UFCTAD
to see to-it that the terms of payment for sale of ships to developing countries

should as-far as possible conform to those incorporated in the last preambular

paragraph of resolution 9(iv);"

^'

■

..

Malti-national_shrDpJ.ng enterprises-^

■

adopted by consensus
-■■

■

that the developing countries should examine the feasibility
feasibility

of tou^oT^^
^01^ °P SUlD"regiona:i
SUlDregin:i raerohant
ht fleets
flt or merchant fleets
III -

I3eyelopment_ojf_po rt s
consensus

l

.

"(i) In view of the common interest of member countries of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and development shippers and shipowners in improvLgL
g

fr

P

*** Permitting reductions"

, a concerted national and international

effort should

x developing countriesj"

"2.

fossiZSSSteJwrtte* *nat governments of State members of mCTAD invite

liner conferences and equivalent organizations, directly or through the slip-

owners members .of them, to take into accounts

-,

^

P

With+P°rt ^^^ties in developing countries

improvements;

(b) Port improvements., leading to a reduction in the costs of

tions, for the purpose of reviewing, and adjusting freight rate

1/ See also para, 53(0) of m> II Strategy, II, 1 above
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.... Committee;-..re solution 6 (ill). (1969) » paras, 1 and 2: ■

■

"■*■•
Invited the.-governments -of developing countries members of U.NCTAI) whose
ports are suffering from or threatened with, congestion, to request technical
assistance through the United Nations Development Programme in order that
measures may be taken to'eliminate or avoid port congestions

2o■

Invites the .governments of developed countries members of UHCTAD to take

suitable steps-to improve the turn-round o.f ships in some of their ports vrhen-

ever-..necessary so as to secure economy and reductions in port costs;"

"

Committee resolution l8(y) .(l5?7l)> first and second preambular parasB

■ and'"para7™2__yJiS"Information and statistics):

' '

"Considering that adequate statistical and other information on port operations
is essential for the efficient working of ports and for the formulation of
policies concerning improvements..and investments in.ports and concerning port'
charges and dues?

■

.

Further considering that the comparison of data collected in various ports
would fapilitate. a-meaningful assessment to be made of the efficiency of these
ports, .■;■=■'
e a 0 ■ o

'

"

,.•■-.■■..

■

'

'

".

-

-

■

■

■-■

■

,

2° ...•■ Comme-nds .the. seore'tariat's manual (on the selection, collection and./

■■■■■'

''

-

presentation of port■information and statistics) to the attention'of'the'state

members of UNCTAB for transmission to-port administrations'and iffipletoentation
as appropriate, in particular of developing countries, and suggests that the

attention of all interested parties "be. drawn to .this.-manual; ■■■"•-■ •'--'• --■■■■■
rates and conference- practices'

'

-structure of freight rj,tes ;

(a)

■'"

'

. ■ " ■
"

"'

"'""

'

''": '

,

adopted by consensus

^

■ ■. ■

nl" Reoommends that the governments of State members of UMCTAD, particularly
of those, developed,-maritime nations whose shipowners have a predominant parti
cipation in the liner conferences, invite the conferences and equivalent orga

nisations t directly or through the,shipowners members of them, to take into
account the following areas of possible action:

(a)

To review and adjust, if necessary, freight rates which shippers and

other interested parties of developing countries consider to.be higli? bearing -

in mind the importance of as'lowa-Tevel of freigftf rates' for the' traditional
exports of devveloping countries .as is commercially possible;
: ■"' •
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(b)

To provide special freight rates for non^traditional exports in order

to promote the expansion-of the trade of developing countries, subject to
the provision in sub-paragraph (a);

(c)

To avoid freight rates set at levels which cannot be justified by the

normal- criteria for freight rate structures, and also conference practices,

which will have the effect of frustrating the export of a product from a

developing country in order to encourage the export of the same product from
another country served by the same conference, subject to the provision in ■
sub-paragraph (b); .
■
...
. ■.-.
■
.
■ .

(d)

To recognise port improvements, leading to. a reduction in the costs of

shipping"operations, for the purpose of reviewing-and. adjusting freight
rates as appropriate $"'

Committee resolution.13(lV) (May 1970) ,„.para. l(a):
"1.

Recommends s

(a)

That the governments of. State

~

DP JI S^a-tegy (October 1970), para. 53(e);

members of UNCTAD should urge liner■

conferences to make their best efforts to set freight rate's at a level which
will encourage and promote the export and import interests of the least
developed.among the developing countries and that special efforts should be
made to establish promotional freight rates for the export products of the
least developed among the developing countries".;-

.

■

"(e) In the determination and adjustment of liner freight rates, due considera

tion should be given, as is commercially possible and/or appropriate, to:

(i)

(ii)

The needs of developing.courtries, in particular their efforts
to promote non-traditional exports;

The special problems of the least developed among the developing

countries, in order to encourage and promote the import and export

interests in these countries j

.. (iii)
, (iv)
(v)

■ ■

;■

'

,

■

.

Port improvements leading to a reduction of the cost of shipping
operations in po^ts;

'

Technological developments^in maritime transport;
Improvements in the organisation of trade;"

Committee resolution l6(y) (1971), paras, 3 and &%

"3.

Represses concern that a continuance of the' recent rising trend in freight

rates, resulting in part from'an increase in transport costs, may have some
adverse effects on the efforts of the developing countries to expand their
export trade and may handicap the achievement of some of the objectives of

the International Development Strategy?

,

'
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Ujg,es governments, of State

9

members of UNCTAD. to continue their efforts

to give""effecf io "UHCTAI) resolivfcions. "by inviting their shipowners to pursue
their efforts to reduce maritime, transport costs and.freight rar,es,. taking

account of the special needs of the least developed among the developing
countries- including, the land-locked developing countries « . •"

(b)

Proposal of the group of 77

■

-

'Draft resolution.^ gp/E/C'g4/L«8la para0 2j[v) (Committee,, fifth-..session)

"2=

Recommends that the governments of state

liner conferences and equivalent bodies:

members of UNCTAD urge the

• .*•-,.

■

.

(v)
to ensure stability in freight rates, no general increase in freight
rates (to) be effected at intervals of less than two years"6

2«

Linerjponference practices (code,.of conduct)

"H?he Gonfe-rence: agreed that :■
1*

The liner conference

and regular services.

'

■

.

i '

'

system is necessary in order to

However^

■

■

secure stable rates

in order that the system might function

properly,1 it is necessary that there should be close co-operation between,

shippers and the conferences *

a

«"

: '

"(d) It is also necessary, that, further improvements be made in the liner
conference systera? and all unfair practices and discrimination where such
exist in'"lli.er conference practices should be eliminated;"
'
■

-■

Committee resolution 12(lV) (May 1970)? fourth preambularparao and

SJS °~ ^ne example of a traditional conference agreement in Annex
IX to the report and of another ll"-ype of, conference agreement adopted by the
member lines of a conference opei-^ing in'the trades of a developing .country
in South America in Annex X to the report;
'
"
i

6.

•

5

£££i^£S»

-i-n v;'-ew of ^-^G importance^ to transmit the report entitled

"The liner conference .system1' to the UNCTAD Working Group on International

Shipping Legislation for its consideration^'

Annex I
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(April 1971), paras. 1 and j
■"!■.

Takes note of the report of the UNCTiLD Working Group?

3a
Jte°£5i2p:2£3 that the Board at its eleventh session, in its' preparation
of the provisional agenda for the third session of the Conference, give due
and sympathetic' consideration to the inclusion in that agenda of the report
of the Working Group on International Shipping Legislation on its third
session,,"

.....

■

■

.

■

■.,.•:

...

_
Working Group on International Shipping Legislation, at its Second Session
in February 1971* adopted the last preambular para.,.and operative paras, 1 and
2 ^22"votes for,

10 against):

"Convinced that it is essential that liner conference should observe and be

.seen to^observe principles of fair practicer particularly in the trades of

developing- countries, and that appropriate rules of conduct for liner confer
ences

based upon the needs of users of shipping services and shipowners,

should be formulated;;
1,

third session

It

to consider the subject of liner conference practices at its

-^H'^sesjhe^hopg tha* its work on conference practices would lead to

the formulation of internationally acceptable appropriate rules of conduct
for liner conferences, which would take full account of the needs of inter
national trade and economic development, in particular of developing countries;»
between Shippers and Shipowners

n+ +uF°r the T"^Uf "SSUeS that arise in this connexion, the original position
of the group of 77 (withdrawn draft resolution TD/B/C84/L8lr Fiftk Session

of uhe oormnittee on Shipping) is. listed,in. the right-hand column, while the
corresponding paragraphs of the consensus are listed in the left-hand .column.

governments
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HP;II Strategy (1970), para. 53(h)

"(h)\.]?reight. rates, conference prac-r

tices, adequacy of snipping7seryiGe.E."
and other matters of common'interest
to' shippers and shipowners- slio-uld "be
the ^Ufcject of consultation between <
liner" "cdnferencss and shippers andj.

where'appropriate,

slippers' councils

or equivalent "bodies and interested
public authorities•

Every effort

should"be"made" to encourage the

■'institution and'operation of'■shippers1
councils? where" appropriate, or equi
valent bodies and the establishment
of effective consultation machinery

•■•.-"

-

■ .

■'

Publication ~by conferences of.

(b)

Increases in conference freight

. ■

decisions,"

■

Effective representation of

(e)

The adequacy of. shipping ser

deferred rebate agreements;

■ .

conferences in major ports of deve
loping countries where appropriate?

vices in the"trades-concerned;

■ ■ ■

'

^ Action to be undertaken"'in'order

to improve and -promote exports--of -■

developing countries and, in parti
cular, ' intra-regional -trade; - \ ' ■'■■ -

(g)

Rationalisation of routes and

to give adequate opportunities

"mf."fe^?£L}3efore. announcing. their ■;■;; •.■„,.,.■;'

giving of reasonable advance notice

(d)

"2o Hecomaends that governments of
State members of UMCTAD urge liner ■
conferences- and equivalent bodies •»

ping services? and to further discuss
with the governments of the developing
countries concerned on all such ■

etc,

The. terms of dual rate and

and that it is essential
that governments of;these countries
■participate in "such c6n£uli^,,iuns
in order to promote their exports,"

ces and economic operation of ship

(a)

(c)

inherent' weakness of shippers^organisationsj

increaes, adequacy of shipping servi

their tariffs and regulations;-

'

freights, established or to be estab
lished .in accordance with the national
aharacteristics of production; market
ing and development requirements."

'

in the developing countries due;.to 'the

and equivalent bodies, on all matters
of common interest, including freight

"■•••■ The following matters, which
may need consideration^ could "be
raised within such machinery:

in this regard?

shippers and liner conferences-alone

has not been effective, particularly .

for full and detailed discussions
with shippers, shippers1 councils

of topics)%

levy of surcharges,

"fieco'^nig'ihg "that consult'atibh'between

(iii)

- UNGTAD,! -(1964), "Common Measures
of Understanding", para. 1 (list

rates,

..5th,!preambular

and para. 2(iii)

:'

'■„.',■

.;
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(c)

powers of conference representatives in developing countries location

of

consultations

-Committee res, ll(iv);- (19.7P.).par_a.__2
."2.

Reiterates the recommendation

that the governments of State.- mem

bers of UNCJPAD should urge liner
conferences and equivalent bodies to
designate official representatives
with sufficient power to negotiate,
particularly .in developing countries,
and to hold consultations as often
as possible

.

.

•"

■

> -

"

■-■-■■■

„..-...

-L.8l'(1971)t 4th preambular para.
and para.

1:

Being aware that

.

■ .

consultation machi

nery, where established, has' not "been
effective in fulfilling the object
ives, partly due to, among others,.
the absence of.local conference
representatives,, or where they are
appointed such representatives lack
ing adequate negotiating.and decision

making authority,"'
"l0

Reiterates that in order to

-.

establish and strengthen the consulta
tion machinery.,

the governments ,o.f the

State- members of UNCTAD enjoin upon
the liner conferences and equivalent .
"bodies to appoint their representa
tives in the developing countries
where they are still not appointed
and empower them with sufficient
powers to negotiate and decide on

appropriate matters within their
competencejn

- Committee res. 12.(.IV) (l97O)i Part
II»
n10«

para.

10

Recommends further that as

often as practicable
tions

such consulta

should be held in developing

countries whose.trade is served by
the conferences and that

such con

sultations be facilitated by the
appointment of local and regional
representatives veste&_with sufficient
authority."

(^)

notice of freight increases

- DP II Strategy (1970), para-, 53_(hl

~ L.81 (1971) Para* 2(i):
"(i) to give adequate prior notice of
a minimum of_ six months while pro--.

"•.. Such machinery should provide
for consultation ."by liner conferences

posing general freight increases', and

well before publicly announcing

increase in freight on individual

changes in freight rates/3

commodities,"

a minimum 'of three months'notice for

Annex J.
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provision of., information by conferences

- Commvbt_ee res,i 1.1 (IV) ■ (lg70).

~ L:.8l (1971), para, 2(ii>^/

(Liner conferences) "should also make

tions, including the data on cost/

"(ii) to provide ail relevant informa

their■tariffs.and relevant notices
.available to all interested parties"

revenues on- individual- trade routes
for the member lines,"

machinery'

I (I964)_v ^Common Meagureof
.and para«

**»■*#. As an initial step, a we 11organised consultation machineryshould "be established, with adequate
procedures for hearing and remedying
complaints, "by the formation of
shippers' councils or other suitable
bodies on a national and regional
basis «•••«"

- Committee, resolution (a), second

3

that the regional
g
association of shippers3 "interests
can stimulate the development of
national shippers' councils or equi
valent bodies and also play a useful
part.in consultation with shipowners
on appropriate matters at the regional
level,"
.'
.
■'.■■-■
b

b

-a

■

"3* Requests the'United Nations

"Calls on the Economic Commission' for
Asia and the Far Bastj

the Economic

Commission for Latin America and "the "
Economic Commission for Africa and -,■

their secretariats to continue their

effortss in co-operation with the ■
UHCATD secretariats aiming.at the.
establishment of shippers' councils

or equivalent/bodies.and consulta

regional economic commissionst in
.co-pperation with U¥CTA£ and other

regional'organizationsp to convene

as a matter of urgency ,.„.,„

sub-- ■

regional and regional conferences ofshippers' prganizat.ibns in order- to
take.steps to establish appropriate
machinery for regional- and sub-regionaJ
associations pf shippersr-interests„"

tion machinery in individual coun
tries and in due course at the

regional level*"

' in Shipping

ession (1971), Report,para, 79

"79. At the^same meeting the Committee, noting that it had undertaken
at -thxs seasxon a preliminary review of the economic aspects of cargo uniti

tion on the bas^s .of the WCTAD secretariat report entitled "OnitiJtion of

Cargo ,_ expressed its appreciation of that, report, which included five studies,

III

of
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It considered that the report provided useful information fox1 governments
wishing to formulate policy conclusions on the "basis of a rational economic
analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of .different methods of handling
and transporting-maritime cargo* It noted? however? that there had not "been
sufficient time since the publication of the report for it to be studied

fully and for policy conclusions to have "aeon developed oj governments*

The

Committee- requested the Secretary-General, of IWCTAD 'in the light of the above
to "bring the Committee's discussion on this subject to tho attention of the
Trade and Development Board at its eleventh session under the. item dealing

with the provisional agenda for the third session of the' Conference,
Committee took note of a preliminary statement on cargo uuitiaation

The
(TD/b/

C4/L.9O) prepared "by the developing countries members of the/Committae, incor

porating amendments of delegations of some other countries members of the

Committee, which may: be taken into account, together with otLsr relevant parts
of this report and the secretariat report,■ by governments in'studying the
question and which, it hoped, would facilitate further consideration of the
subject in the appropriate bodies of

D

Unitization of cargo in_d£yelopingjoojmtriea:
^L^Jh
£^^J^_£^

i
Committee, incojrggjratingj^^^

Prelimina

oFT

j^e'"other

1. The^trend towards unitization of cargo arose as a response to the high
and rising cost of handling break-bulk cargo in the ports of developed market
economy countries*

Cargo may be unitized by pre-slinging, palletisation, or

containerisation- cellular container^ roll-on/roll-off or barge-carrying •
vessels are. essential for the" effective carriage of such units.. Each system
has different needs with regard to ships and to the infrastructure of ports
and inland transporto

■

- ;

2. Judging qj present trends, the larger part of cargo on the world's major
Trading routes, and also on a number of other'routes, is likely to be unitized
by the end of the'present decade. Break-bulk ships will continue fco .be used
on routes which have not ^oeen unitized and will carry cargo unsuitable"
for unitization on the major routes,,

3. Unitiaation in ocean trades has occurred mainly- within liner conferences,
whose character may well change as a result, In some cases.- lines which
-

formerly competed inside a; conference havs'formed a- consorti-om to o-oerate"

container s.erviceso. The use of a standard freight rate for vo^uns or w^ght
■tor cargo m containers'may spread.1 These developments all could tend to

greater concentration of commercial power, in the structure of the shippingindustry and could have a significant effect on tho■conditions u-de- which
the imports and exports of developing countries are transported, to the extent
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that these are affected by unitization.* ' Whatever happens, cargo unitization'
. appears to be a revolutionary force which will transform many -traditional
aspects of liner shipping and of the trades using this- type of shipping.

4- 'For all countries, particularly developing countriesf .the. present situa
tion presents a. number of difficult problems. Container ships, barge-carrying

vessels and roll-on/roll-off vessels require a great deal of capital,'which-'
is expensive- in developing countries, and relatively little labour, which

is cheap, in those countries*

There is still uncertainty as to the'most

appropriate form of. cargo .unitization in different trades*;

;rt is therefore

difficult for developing countries f.o- know which -jype "of shij shouid be adopted

in a programme of fleet expansion or replacement, At the same time, the
introduction-of new ships, .may retire heavy investment'in port facilities,

without soy oert^iaty that the type of unitiaed services provided will, ' in ■
the long run, prove to be the most economic. In particular, the t^dss of

'

some developing countries may not be suitable for specialized container ships,
although.other forms of cargo unitization may be: viable.

5* -In deciding which type of cargo unitization to adopt, the impact on inland
transport facilities must.be.considered. The relative economics of different
types of unitization are affected oy the extent to which unitization can
penetrate,the inland transport .network. -The inland transport of pallets and
■ of pre-slung cargo may be easier, .than the inland transport of containers. The
latter, if.heavy containers were involved, might "require the adaptation of
roads, railways bridges, trucks :and" rolling stock at a probably high cost which
could be uneconomic for a developing country*

^J^
Of^e hif °apital °°st> " is like1^ that most developing countries would not be able on their own to establish a,service by container ships

or barge-carrying vessels. If containers or barges were introduced into the
trade _ of a developing country, that country might retain ..its stake in shipping
by joining m a consortium and contributing one or two ships or through other
co-operatxve arrangements,, A number of developing countries within a *eo'
graphical area might also create a multinational shipping; enterprise. °
. : ' "
short'sea trades between developing countries, th- roll-on/

than eithe
,In longer-trade- routes between developing countries, large cellular

rss.
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9. -Opportunities will

continue to

exis-t for the^useof break<~bulk ships.

Break-bulk ships are also often suitable for conversion into pallet carriers,

side-port, loading vessels,
10o

or partial or even full container ships»

. Container handling facilities in ports are expensive to install and it '

is -essential that developing countries should assure themselves that they
will receive .an adequate
port revenues:.

these and other
facilities^

return from lower total freight rates,

lower internal

transportation costsP

relevant:, factors,

increased

or a combination of

before making and investment in such

l

;

The return is likely to "be lower if containers are packed-and'

unpacked in; .the port than if a full door-to-door service were"feasible0

:>

lla
;Phe important social implications of introducing labour-saving cargo ;' ."
handling-.methbds should be taken into account by governments in formulating

their policies, on cargo unitizationo
12c
In order for the developing countries, and particularly the least developed
among them, to benefit from technological progress in shipping in some of its
forms, financial and technical assistance will often be needed from the developed
countries, the UNDP.and other international agencies,
'• ■

13«
In view of the problems and uncertainties referred to"in this statement
and in the secretariat report, developing countries should exercise caution
and base.theii^ decisions concerning the introduction of cargo unitiaa/tion
on a careful study of the facts and requirements of each case* ' ■• '

2. TQM Convention-^
adopted bff consensus

■

.

- Commi&tee resolution 17(v), paras,., 1 and 2;

"^-« ^®P_°iHESl® that, through • the. appropriate channels, the Economic and
Social Council.be.invited to consider .undertaking a study on the economic
implications, in particular for developing countriesj of the proposed TCM
convention so that such implications' may be fully taken into account at the

United Nations /iMCO Conference on International Container Traffic;

2*

^£2HE®S^LJ^£iiiS£ 'feha"b» through the appropriate channels, the Economic

and Social Council be assured of UNCTAD's readiness to participate in such,
a study 3 inasmuch as shipping is the :ma-jor leg of .combined transport operations
on a world scale?"

■

-

..-.■■

■

1/ Draft Convention .on the International Combined Transport of goods (TCM)
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■VII.

international shipping legislation

■

■

.

adopted by consensus

~ Committee resolution'7(111) (1969),. para* 2 (te'rms of reference of WG ISL)
"2°

Decides that the Working Group shall have the ■ follpwing terms of references

(a)

To. review.economic and commercial aspects of international legislation

and practises .in the. field of shipping from the standpoint of thejr conformity
with the ;needs of -economic development. in particular of .the developing

countries is. prder to.identify.areas where, modifications are.needed?

(b)

'

. ■

In the light of this review, to make recommendations and prepare the

.necessary documentation relating thereto to serve as a basis for further
work in this field, to be submitted to the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law for the drafting of new legislation or other approp
riate action and, when necessary, to consider other measures-to implement

fully the provisions of paragraph 1 of resolution'14(11);

(c)

.

To report its findings ^nd recommendations to the.Committee on Shipping?"

" WG ISL, resolution (a) (second session 1971)? paras. 1 and 2 (bills of lading)
"1* . Considers that the. rules and practices concerning bills of lading,

including those rules contained in the International Convention for the'

unification of certain Rules of.Law relating to Bills of Lading (the Brussels

Convention 1924) and in the protocol to amend that Convention (the Brussels
protocol 1968), should be examined with a view -to revising and amplifying

the rules as appropriate, and that a new international convention may if
appropriate 'be prepared for adoption under the auspices of the United Rations;
2°
Further considers that the examination referred to in paragraph 1 should
mainly aim at the removal of such uncertainties and ambiguities as exist
and at establishing a balanced allocation of risks between the. cargo owner
and the carrier, with appropriate provisions concerning the burden of proof;
in particular the following areas,' among others,- should-be'- considered -for

revision and amplification: .BO (for list of points see text, of resolution)*,,"
VIII»
■

Financial and technical assistance for shipping and ports
• adopted ~by. consensus

■■-■.■

-..■■■'

Several recommendations concerning the provisionjof financial and

technical assistance for shipping and ports in developing countries, have been

adopted unanimously: UNCTAD resolutions 2(ll), 7(ll) and-12(ii),'Committee
resolutions i(lll), 6(lII-),.. 8(lll), 9(l\T), .'10(lV)f 11(17), 12(17), 13(lV)
and 18(V), and the DD 1:1 Strategy, . The essence of all. these'may be summed

up in the following extracts

■

.
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- DP II Strategy (1970), Para. 53(f)t.
"(f)

, ,

Governments of developed countries members of the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Develoment

should, upon request made "by developing

countries within the framwork of...their over-all development priorities,

■

duly consider extending directly.or through international institutions?
financial, and technical assistance, including training, to developing
countries;.to establish .and expand their national and multinational

marines.,

.

■■

merchant

including.tanker and. bulk carrier fleets, and to developAand, improve

their port faiclitieso

Within assistance programmes,.special attention

should be paid to projects,

..

including training projects, for developing the

shipping and ports of the least developed among the developing countries and
for,reducing their maritime transport costs"-;
IX,

Implementation of. BSD II objectives in shipping and ports

adopted by consensus

'

■

.

- Iff) II Strategy (197O). para. 53? chapeau and sub—para*
:"53»
The objective is to promote, by national and international action, the
earnings of developing countries from invisible trade and to minimise the.
. i*et outflow of foreign exchange from those countries-arising from invisible
transactions, including shipping*
In pursuance of the objective, action
should be taken, inter aliaB in the following areas,, by Governments and
international organizations and, where"necessary,■appropriately involving
liner conferences,- shippers* councils and other relevant bodies:
• • • o

(j)

'

■■■''"

Maritime transport costs, the level and structure of freight rates,

conference practices, adequacy of shipping services and related matters
should continue to be kept under review within the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Dsvelomentj and additional measures to attain the objectives
set out

in this field should be considered within the work programme of the

permanent machinery of the

Conference,"

.

- Committee resolution 16(V) (i97i)t Paras. 1 and 2 and 5(a):
"1»- Expresses the hope that ;the objective of the International Development
Strategy in the field of shipping and ports will be effectively implemented
in the course of the Second United Nations.-Development Decade and that
additional measures to'attain the objective will be considered within the
work programme of the permanent machinery of UNCTAD;

2.

Calls upon the Governments of all States members of UNCTAD and inters,

national organizations to take measure^, .individually or collectively,
which will encourage the achievement .of -this objective ancLVi where necessary,
appropriately involve liner conferences, shippers' councils-and other relevant
bodies;

,

"

.,..■.
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5«

Requests the UNCtfAD- secretarial;;1.'. *'

-

- . ■-.."■ -

.

.

.

■

(a)

to prepare a background paper indicating possible approaches to put

into effect the objective and policy measures adopted on. shipping and ports

in the International Development-,-Siipategy for the Second, Development Decade,
in order to assist, as.appropriate,

consideration of the subject in UNCTAD

Annex I
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Relationship between the section on shipping and ports.of the Charter

of Algiers and relevant decisions/proposals made in UNCPAD subsequent
to the adoption of the Charter. 1/

Charter of, Algiers,

Section-D

.

.

. . ■

Remarks and References.to resolution
extracts in this annex

Developing countries reaffirm the
competence of UNCTAD in shipping
matters.

The

■ -.

competence of .UHCTAD in shipping

matters is no longer questioned.

1.

International

shipping legislation

(a)

Developing countries ask that the

second session cf the

include

.

Conference

should

See Section VII notably extract from

Committee resolution

)

"international shipping legis

lation" in the work programme

of the

Committee on Shipping which should use

such technical and expert advice as
necessary;
J

may bs

(b)

In accordance with the obligations

undertaken by the international
community, all developed countries
should give

full

expanded by the

UHCTAD secretariat by providing
complete

information for studies
field

of shipping including freight rates,
conference practices,
shipping services,

(c)

Committee

on Shipping,

The UNCTAD secretariat reports that
it is in many cases able to obtain
the information it needs for its
studies although problems are still

co-operation to the

being carried out by it in the

See work programme of UNCTAD on
shipping- and ports as adopted and

encountered.

adequacy of

etc.;

These studies should take into

'account the
advances

implications of technical.

in shipping in respect

of the organization and structure
cf conferences,

cost

levels,

rate

structure and techniques of port
organization and operations as well

as the implications of technical
advances for the expansion of merchant
marines of developing countries.
2*

(a)

■ Freight rates and conferences practices

Immediate steps are needed at the

second session of the Conference to
provide a basis for future

See Section IV.1-notably extract from

UHCTAD resolution 3(ll).

action

on freight rates which are not only

,

continuing to rise but are still
discriminatory and restrictive vis-a
vis the developing countries;

\j See TD/97, Vol. 1, Annex"IS for complete text on Charter of Algiers,
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(b)

Developed countries siiduld press

freight

_. .

conferences and shipowners to

.

..

abolish the widespread practice of fixing

.....

■ <■

".' .'■

special high freight rates for the transport

'

of non—traditional products of the

developing countries and to lower freight

.

rates applied to traditional exports of

.

/■

*,; :
-■".

Developing countries ask the second

session of the

.

" ■

the developing countries?

(c)

" . .
-...

.

;..-.

Conference to adopt the

following principles%

(i)[ i?he right of developing countries
to take part in any-freight conference
affecting their maritime traffic on an

See SD II Strategy, para. 53(&)
and (b) contained in Section II..I
"

'

equal-footing with shipowners of'

developed countries;

(ii)

:"

Freight conference to have

representation in developijig

countries;

(iii)

See Section V(c).
■

.

'

.

"

■

Publication of informatioiij: ih&Iu**-'See Section V(d).

ding advance publication of any proposed,

'£.;■

changes

'

on freight rates and other cargo-

-;

arrangements by freight conferences
affecting the foreign trade of developing
countriesJ

(d)

•

■

Developing countries should

'

-

■

See Section V(e).

intensify their co-operation among

themselvesj
'basis,

to

inter—alia on'a regional

secure maximum benefits and

better bargaining positions in the
field of shipping;

in particular

regarding freight rates,.

3*

Expansion of merchant marines

(a) Developing countries affirm
their unquestionable right to establish
and to expand their marchant marines
in the

context of rising freight rates

and the prospects of their .foreign
trade?

•

See UljCTAD resolution 12(ll), para- 1
(in Section -Ii.i)v
'

■

■

mtinrr tilinririinflmiiiinrinrritnnriTi' t >■
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("b)

Developed countries and inter

See

Section VIII.

national agencies, should extend financial
and technical assistance to developing;
countries for the

establishment

and-,

expansion of national and regional
merchant marines and related facilities.Such assistance

should include the

training of personnel

managerial,

in the

economic,

technical and other

aspects of shippings

Financing

arrangements should 'be in favour of
national enterprises?

(c)

All" -;CO£tnt pis s ■..should:,; re cognize.

the right

See Committee resolution 15(IV)
(in Section 11,1)• See also
Annex IIF decision I (CSG Tokyo
decision on flag preference)*

of developing, countries to

assist their merchant marines,

inclu

ding the right to reserve a fair share
of

the

those

(d)

cargo transported to

and from

countries;

The regulations enacted by

developing countries with a view to
achieving the

objectives aforementioned

should not "be

considered justification; K,.

for the adoption of retaliatory or
other measures by the developed countries
and their shipping conferences which.
may have the effect

of rendering

ineffective the measures taken by

the developing countries;

(e)

See Conference resolution 12(ll)j

Developing countries should be

enabled to make the maximum use

of

;

their ship—building industries and
expand thenu .

4.

.(a)

para. 55*

'

Consultation machinery

Specific action should be taken

See decisions aoid proposals on
various aspects of consultation
machinery contained in Section

by UNCTAD in collaboration with the
United Nations development-Programme
and the regional ec.onomic-:commissions
to give effect to the resolution of the
Committee on Shaping on the establishment

of national and regional consultation
machinery in various parts of the
world in accordance with the provisions
adopted;

.
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(b)

Financial and technical assistance

should be given to developing countries
.for the establishment of such machinery
where necessaryu

5»

Port improyemezrfes

,(a) -Practical measures should be

devised at the second' session of the
Conference for financing and giving

See Sections II and

technical assistance to developing
countries for port development and

allied wa&ks. aod prograaraes relating
*e P8r% 0j®miie*% tgfci^ into account
technical advances in shipping;
.
:

(b)

V-

Measures should "be devised, at the

second session of the Conference for
ensuring -that savings achieved by the
improvement of port facilities in
shipping operations are utilized to the
advantage of developing countries

through reduction of freight rates in

respect of the port achieving such
■ improvement ■>

■

This point is covered in UNCTAD

resolution 3(ll), para* f(d); UNCTAD
resolution 7(11), para. 2(b) and W II
Strategy, para. 53(e)'(iii). (See
Sections IV". 1 and III)
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Annex 2:'-DECISIONS TAKM BT THE MEETING OP EUROPF&N AND JAPANESE MINISTERS
OF-TRANSPORT,

TOKYO, FEBRUARY 1971

'

■

■

.

1Ministers and ministerial representatives-of Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France., the Federal Republic of. Germany, Greece,. Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom met in Tokyo, in the first week'of Feb~

.'ruary 1971 !/♦

During their meeting, they heard statements by their countries'

'shipowners and shippers.
The texts of-the decisions taken by the minsterial
.
meeting, are reproduced-below.
The Ministers, whose previous meeting was held
in Oslo .in 1966, agreed.to meet again in the Netherlands-in 1972. ■
2*

Decisions taken by.the Ministerial Meeting in Tokyo,. 1 to 5 February 1971:

Goverament* of Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France* the Federal.
Republic of .Germany, Oreeos, -Italy,. Japan, the Hstherl&mle, tforttt^-, Sweden and
the United Kingdom,

.

.

,

-

.

Recalling the resolution of 15 March 1963 and the decision of 13- December
1963 and 2 June 1966;

Reaffirming the undertaking they

had already given in the Code- of

Liberalization of invisible Operations of the OSCDj

Recalling the relevant UNCTAD resolutions to which they had unanimously
adhered;

Reaffirming their, conviction that a free flow of shipping services bet-,
ween nationals is to the advantage of both providers and users of these
services,*

Considering that it is of great .importance -that their countries continue
'to -pursue a common policy to promote this,;free flow;
Recognizing the need to expand world trade and the foreign trade of
individual countries^

^Confirming their belief that' international, shipping may significantly
contribute to this aim if operated on sound economic principles, in parti. cular including the freedom of choice of flag by shippers1 and the freedom
of shipowners to compete for all cargoj

Have concluded as follows:.
Preference

'."'." "

' "

'

...'-.-.

1* ' ' I°ii£S witk concern that since their last meeting in June 1966 the
application of measures of flag preference and cargo reservation had
become even more widespread?

1/ This is known as the Concultative Shipping. Group (CSG)D
meeting,

Spain has joined CSGO

.

Since the Tokyo
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2a

Reiterating their conviction that

flag preference

and cargo reserva

tion lead to increased costs of transportation and reduced standards

of service to shippers,
lead to a serious

and that the spread of these practices' will

disorganization of trade;

3O

Reaffirmed their earlier decision to continue their common efforts
to halt the spread of discriminatory practices5

4,

Acknowledging, ■ however,

the legitimate aspirations of developing

countries to expand their merchant- marines and to increase their
participation in the carriage of sea-borne trade

on a competitive ,

basis, and taking into account in particular the special problems
connected with the infant stage of development of certain merchant
marines;
5°

Agreed that,

with a view to meeting these

aspirations and solving

these problems, they, should consider sympathetically requests for
assistance for the establishment and operation of competitive and
economically viable merchant marines in developing countries- by such
measures

(a)

as:

Technical assistance for,
transfer of know-how,

shippers1
ment

(b).

councils and consultation machineries,

of

and improve

of ports;

Financial assistance for investment in ports,
coastal' services,

.

inter alia, feasibility studies,

training of personnel,establishment

tonnage;
with the

and in purchase

in feeder and

of new and second-hand

and that they should be ready to hold discussions
developing country concerned,

with the

aim of finding

solutions acceptable to all Governments to any remaining
problem connected with, the

development

of the liner; services

of

that country, taking into account the long-term interests- of
all parties and bearing in mind, the trading interests of third
countries;

6°

Agreed, however,
.

governe-mental

■

"

that such discussion should not lead to inter-

cargo

sharing or prevent

the possibility of outside

competition to liner conferences or hamper the

■■

eventual

development

."'■of containerization and other forms of unitized cargo transportation;

7°

Agreed further to facilitate participation by fleets of developing
■

countries

in international

shipping by inviting their shipowners to

admit lines of developing countries

as full members of liner confe

rences operating in their national maritime trade and to consider

favourably,

fairly and on equal terms applications,

from lines of developing countries,
wayport
.

trades related to these

in particular

for admission as full members "to .

countries'

own foreign trade,

to the rights and obligations of conference membership;

subject

Annex 2:
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8D

Agreed that free access to the market in. tramp and tanker shipping
must "be maintained in all trades;

9-

.

:

' Agreed not to pursue a deliberate .policy which .would enable measures
taken in another country-

-.

"

Page 3

.

regulating the participation of its mer-

chant marine in the carriage of seaborne tia.de, to have any adverse
effect on the freedom of competition between their merchant marines;

10*
■

Agreed that in case an equitable solution could not be reached with
a Government practising flag preference, Governments remain free, in
accordance with existing .international obligations,, to. take, in any
■'. trade, either individually or, preferably, on a co-ordinated basis,
'. such countermeasures as they consider necessary to preserve the free
dom of trade and shipping as well as to protect the interests of
their shippers and shipowners-

lit

Liner Conferences
1-

■,

,

-

"■

■-.<..

■

Confirmed their view that the liner conference system played an
essential role and that it should continue to function by selfregulation to the greatest possible extent;

2.

Noted with satisfaction the wide range of subjects on which consul- '
tat ion between their shippers and shipowner's had developed since

1966?
3°

.

.

Noted that the conciliation machinery in respect of unresolved
disputes over admission to conferences has
operation;

4°
-

'

Recognized that,

in the light of the criticisms which were still

made against conferences? there
was a clear need for strengthening
public confidence in the conference system and for making improve
ments

5-

shown defects in its

"

in conference practices and activities;

Noted further that other Governments continued to intervene uni
laterally in conference activities and that the danger persisted
that this practice would spread;

6-.

Agreed that the time had come to determine what further improvements
were needed in connexion with liner conferences;

7*

Resolved that

(a)

:

it was essentiel that conferences should not only observe but
also be seen to" observe certain principles of fair practice;

(b)

they should promote the acceptance by conferences of a published
code of practice, which should take due account of the criti
cisms against conferences;
■
*
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;

(c)
.■

.

they should, aim initially at acceptance of the code by conferences.serving the trade of their countries while bearing, in :
mind the ultimate, objective-that such a code should receive .
world-wide

8.

endorsement;

Requested their shipowners jointly to elaborate the details of such

.

a. code and to- present them tq the Governments for further conside-

:

.

ration, before 31

December .1971,

of the progress of this work;

"9>
. ■'

and to keep the Governments informed

•

.

■> ■

■Hecpmrnended; to their shipowners that the code should "be designed to
strengthen confidence in the working of the conference system, to
avoid allegations of unfair practices and discrimination by ensuring
the observance of- a high standard of fair, dealing in conference
activities:, and to attain in particular the following objectives:
.

(a)

conferences should publish annually full reports about their
activities-, which gb.ould.be generally designed to provide
material of concern to their customers and for general infor
mation, and should include important consultations held with
shippers, changes in membership,1 overall trends in costs, and
major changes in services, tariffs and conditions of carriage;

(b) . conferences should maintain close contact with shippers with a
view to the establishment, strengthening and extension of
consultative arrangements on all' matters of common concern,,

They should also make a particular effort to assist in the

establishment of machinery for effective consultations with
shippers, either private companies or organizations of a public
'■ ■ character, and shippers1 councils in developing countries in
step with the efforts of the governments of developing countries

1

to ensure the establishment of shipper representation.

■■

■■

'■'■■

They

should further ensure that shippers in developing, countries
,have easier access locally to responsible conference represen-

';
. ■

tatives "with whom to take up questions concerning the tradeAs a background to* their consultations' conferences' should where
practicable and appropriate arrange for the preparation on an

aggregated basis of a financial analysis designed to indicate

''■'■.■

the trend of costs and profits*
-

■■■

Bearing in mind differences in regional circumstances ship.owners are asked to consider various possibilities, for applica
tion of ..the consultation .machinery,

not ruling out the possibi

lity of independent panels to whom'commercial issues arising
between shippers and shipowners might.be referred,

with a

neutral chairman not to be a governmental official or an
official

of an intergovernmental body;

,

<

.

■
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(c)

conferences.should "refer all unresolved disputes over

admission to a separate panel of conciliators, which would
of the views expressed by shippers- concerned
and should be in a position to put forward proposals fox- a

take account

solution;, due regard should be paid"t'o such proposals by the
parties concerned;

(d)

conferences should adopt and apply the Good Conduot model
clauses and machinery for complaint

and adjudication

recommended "by CMSA in 1 963 to ensure the elimination'of
'■ ■

-

malpractices where such exists; this-is particularly important
"

" ■ (&)

with the

development of unit load system;-

conferences should make their tariffs publicly avail&bl« a-t
reasonable cost;

(f)

conferences -should refer disputes between shipowners arising
in the application of the 'cade for which no conciliation- or

■ ■

10.

other machinery had so far-been established, either within
conferences or otherwiser to OENSA or to some other suitable
body -provided hj the shipowners for consideration with 'a view
to recommending a'solution to the parties concerned;.'

..Recommended their shipowners

■

in formulating the code to.tefce

conveyed to them by their governments?
^'*

.

'

■

'

Invited their shipowners to make every -effort .to ensure i'liat

■

account

of those resolutions that had been unanimously accepted by the
United Nations Conference ■ on. Trade and Development and. ali-eaSy

in ...

conferences of which"they, were members the" GEtfSA conciliation
■machinery wotdd not "be frustrating by the unwillingness of non:CEK"Sa lines t6
Agreed' that,

when they had approved a code of conference practice,

their shipowners should wor.k for

its

adoption by the oQRfar-enoes

in which they were members #*d should provide regular- reports on
progress made in this

direction;

Agreed further that consideration should be given to- supe
the implementation of the code of conference practice on a-

basiSj

e.g. by the provision of reports by their sh'ipQw&es1®,' aM to

its amendment from t-ime to time as appropriate?

Agreed that, while their intention is t;o 'avoid in principle any
governmental

interference in commercial

shipping matters,

they

should nevertheleea.wish'to stress the necessity for shipowners
and conferences to comply with:the provisions of these decisions * ■
and for the code to be functioning satisfactorily; and agreed that-

if difficulties should arise, they should consider what -further rfc"
steps might be necessary in order to achieve this aim?

iltmex 2

Page 6 ■

15*

■■■■.

Recognized that unilateral governmental --regulatory-' actions-may
. prejudice the adoption and implementation of

16." - Instructed.their official to.explore the possibility of improving

.-.

the means "of defending .their interests against governmental regula
tion of convention and .through transport services., possibly through
an appropriate c^-operative plano

III,

United; States Regulation of. Snipping

1-

■

.

■

.-._.-■''■

■'■

Hecailed the willingness they had expressed in 1$66 to negotiate
with the U.S.

to'reach an'equitable solution to the problem arising

from the adoption ~by the U.S. of unilateral measures in inter- ■
■national shipping" prejudicial "to the interests of their Governments

.-

and burdensome to their shipping interests?

2.

■;

Observed that the administration of existing statutory provisions
in the-U.S. relating to shipping had continued to present the same
.

-difficulties and that it seemed likely .to pose additional problems
■ 'for their commercial interests, including uncertainty .about the
effect of these provisions,

and.for their juridiction and'to impair

the economic development of their .trade as the result of the
extension of U.S..
■ .:

regulatory activity into new fields.

cular they noted thatj .. ■-

(a),

■ "

. ■

■

In parti-

._-■■__.

in connexion with the development"of intermodal maritime
transport facilities the.U.SB

Government had issued regulations

covering inland movements in other countries;_

(b)

there was an.", increased tendency on the part of the'3f.M.C.
towards unilateral rate regulation and towards investigation
of the principles ~hj which conferences, arrived at purely
commercial

3»

decisions;

Noted also'that the U.S-

Government

is.considering.the. functions

and organisation of regulatory agenqie-s,- including

Recalled section II on Liner Conferences of these.Decisions;
Hoted the relationship between the UaS.o
other aspects of U.S.
Agreed

that

it remained of great

standing with the. U.S.

regulatory .policy and

snipping policy;
importance to reach' an under-

Government-tand that they.? should-therefore

seek consultation with ths._UvS.

to find ways of. ensuring future

operation and to make more effective arrangements for
sion and settlement, of problems;-

.

joint

co

discus

,-■■■

Agreed that they should invite the U.S. .Government to. consider the
necessary means for making this

co-operation effective.

Annex 2
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Flags of Convenience

1o

l°iM tlie verT large increase in recent years in the number of ships

2" -

Recalled that registration of ships under flags of convenience was

registered under flags of convenience and the growing tendency in
some of their countries to register under a flag of convenience;

-

3-

not in conformity with the principle reflected in the Geneva

Convention on the High Seas, 1958, which required that a State must
effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control in administrative
technical and social matters over ships flying its flag;

Took note of the concern

expressed that this practice encouraged

'in general a lowering of standards of safety and of social benefits
to seafarers and was affecting the competitive positiion of their
merchant shipping, and could lead to a loss of capital, of employ
ment and of taxable capacity;

4-

Agreed to instruct their official to examine the nature and extent
of the above-mentioned problems and to recommend possible solutions,
taking full account of studies in progress in the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development, in the International Labour
Organisation and elsewhere-

Containerization and other Unit-load Systems

1*

. ffP'ted- the rapid introduction and development of new techniques and
services providing for through-transport of unit loads;.

2o

Considered that it was particularly important to avoid erapeding or
distorting their growth and further transformation by prejudging

the pattern or organisation for the future;

3-

Agreed t0 instruct their officials to examine the situation taking

account of all relevant information available from other prganiaa-■

. t.ion,

and to report."

.
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1s020

820
850
930
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.
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6

5
7
13
7

6

.

570-

600
640

.. '

'

' .

■

.

a

e

-

384 ■
■419

352

340

. 327

.

.

'.■

269 ■ ■
308

246"

239

228

a

e b

e «

t

■

."■■

..."

■ .

■

e

9

9

4 "
"4'

14
6

3

5

B

. -9'

S

• •

*

o e

previous year

decrease over

metric■
tons

increase/

Percentage

Mill:Lon

2,240

2,060

■ 1,870

1?77O

1?64O

1,510 ■

1s35O

1925O

1,080
1,150

970

920

930

800
880

.

■

■"■

..

"
'

. ■

.

10

9

10

6

9

"8

12

8

9

. 6

5
11

■ 6

13

previous

■

•

■"

.

'

Provisionalo

.

c/

.

Data on iron-ore, grain, coal, bauxite and alumina, and phosphates? figures before i960 not available.

'.'■■■■

b/

refining and re—export.

Bulk Carriers in 1969 (0 elo, 1970)

•■

year

metric
tons

increase/

decrease over

Million

Percentage

(all goods)

Total

For tanker1cargo, total dry cargo and all goods;" United Sfations-j Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsj .
for main "bulk commodities! Pearnley and Egers Chartering Co<■. Ltd* i Trades of World

■

-

1

12

January- issues;

.1,220"

1,130

950
1,020

870

790-

.-" ■"-.

13

2

-6
10

•

4 '"■

9

15 :

540

490 ■

480

■
.-.

510

■ ■'■

490

450

previous year

decrease- over

increase/

Percentage

main "bulk

commodities b/

Of which:

cargo

(Goods loaded)

Excluding international cargoes loaded at ports of the Great Lakes and St. -Lawrence system for unloading
' at ports of the same* "system. Including petroleum imports into Netherlands Antilles and Trinidad for

■■

.

.

. •

tons

. metri c

Million

Total

Dry

1955-1969

a/

Sourcess

1969^/

196-8

1967

1966
"■

'540

710

.

1963
1964
1965

■-.

580
■ 650 ■

:

5
■9

9

11

440
48O

' '
8

.

420 ■

390

350

. previous year

decrease over

metric.

tons

increase/

Million

Percentage

cargo'

Tanker

IEVELOB33NT OF WORLD INTERNATIONAL SEABORNE TRA

1961
1962

1958
1959
1960.

1955
1956
1957

Tear

Annex 3s

-■

'

Annex 4!

1^1959. J96.7.

International aaafrorna

^

and

lares of arenas of countries

{ >eroentages of world total)

Crude
petro
leum

Total

Crude

leum

Dry

all
floods -

petro-*
lenra
,

pro

cargo

leum
pro-

x daots

Petro

Petro

. Petro

ducts

1969

1968

1967

1959

Total

Crude

leum

Total

Total

Dry
ears©'

all

petro
leum

pro

Dry

floods

ducts

carso

all
mods

goods

1 ,870.8

855.8

278.5

930.0

2 ,064.3

(41.53

(13.5)

(45.0)

100.0 .

100.0

100.0

100.0

28.5

all

GOODS LOADED

A.'

Million tons

World total
Percentage share of each category
of goods in the total

315.9

164-7

488.8

(32.6)

(16.9)

(50.4)

969.5
(100.0)

756.2

263.5.

851.2

(40.4)

(14.1)

(45.5) (100.0)

100.0

100.0

100.0

1O0.0

0.7

24.9

54.5

28.6

0.5

23.6

55.7

1.2

2.3

1.2

- '■

2.3

2.2

2,248.3

(100,0)

PeroentageB
•i.

World total

.

Developed market-economy countries

(excluding Southern Europe)

Southern Europe

100.0

1O0.0

100.0

100.0

0.3

22.0

55.5

31.8

0.2

3.3

1.7

.-.

Socialist countries of Eastern

Europe and Asia
Developing countries,

total

-

100.0

■27.3 ■

1.3.

1.3

2.7.

6.6

6.2

5.1

4.4

9*2

3.8

7.5

4.0

10.1

8.9

7.0

6.7

97.0

71.1

35-0

61-4

94-9

64.7

33.4

62-7

95.5

64.O

33.2

63.2

64. T

or which:

.

15.0

1.0

0.4

9-4

5-1

I8.4

1.2

9.6

12.0

21.1

1.4

10.0

13.5

in Asia

60.8

25.3

9.3

26.8

58.4

24.0

8.6

30.9

58.5

25.4

8.8

31.6

31.9

in Latin- America and Caribbean

35.1

45-5

15.5

26.9

18.0

39.5

14-5

19.4

15.9

37.2

13.5

17.7

17.4.

0.9

0.4

0.7

0.3

0.9

0.4

0.4

^ ,852.9

2 ,038.6

2,224.6

in Africa

in Oceania

'

-"

■

_

S.

-

-

-

-

'

GOODS UHLOABED
Million tons

World total
Percentage, share of each oalegory

of goods in the total

316.9

151.5

498.4

(32.8)

(15.7)

(51.5)

966.8

(100.0;

756.0

234.4

862.5

(40.8)

(12.6)

(45,5)

(100.0)

859.6

246.3

932.7

(42.2)

(12.1)

(45.8)

(100.0)

Percentages
World total
Developed raarket-eoononiy aountries

(exoluding Southern Europe)

Southern Europe

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100,0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

72.5

64.1

74.6

72.3

77.4

75.5

73.4

75-3.

77.9

75.8

74.3

76.0

75.9

2.4

2.0

3.0

2.6

3.4

1.8

3.6

3.8

1.9

3.3

3.4

3.3

1.0

3.9

2.2

,0.6

1.3

5.1

2.8

.0.5

1.3

5.P

2.6

2.7

18.6

21.4

17.9

18.6

1T.8

21.0

17-4

18.0

18.1

3.1

Socialist aountries of Eastern

Europe and Asia
Developing countries, total

_

25.1

32.9

18.5

22.9

3.3

cf which:

in Africa

1.5

5.5

4.8

4.4.

2.2

4-7

3.8

3.3

2.1

4.7

3.5

3.1

in Asia

4.7

■12.2

8,3

8,0

5.6

9.6

9.7

8.1

6.1

9.5

9.3

7.9

7.9

16.9

11.0

4.7

10..4

10.5.

6.3

4.2

7.0

9.6

6.1

4.4

6.6

6.6

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.2

-

0.7

0.2

0*2

0.2

In Latin America and Caribbean
in Ooeania

SourceI

-

-■

United Nations estimated data| the world totals do not correspond exactly ttt the rounded totals in Xftbla 1.

"gj See note $/ to Table 1.

Ore it Lakes and St, Lawrence trade (in dry flsi^o

37 million tons' in 1968 and 37 million tons in 1969.

To/ Break-lows by type of cargo for 1969 not ye-t available.

amounted

to 26 million tens in 1959, 34 million tow in

1967-

Annex 5

1*4

Annex j$t" growth of international Beaoorge trades'19S9-1969 olaaaifiad far types of cbjmb

Al

World total
Developed market—economy

countries (excluding
Southern Europe)

271

.

Developing oountriea,

181

787
121

267

of whioh

123

131

138

125

138

104

100
-

See Annex 4.

121

126

213

191
165

272

292

203

169

in Oceania

4/ See note a/ to Annex 3.

petroleum

130

103

667

138

191

180

152

182

260

Sourcel

118

259

402

. in Afrioa

and Caribbean

115

2/

total

in Latin America

190

169

13S

Southern Europe

Europe and Asia

Crude

Dry

PPOdttOtB

410

Sooialist oountries of Eastern

Bi

Goods loaded 1966

Petroleum

Crude

etroluj

180
167
186

flrminn

fit 19S9 - 100/1965 ■ IPO)"

132
112

115

115
106

143

219

126

126

271

450

243

350

133
104

143

157

111

10*

119

153

138

105
-

91
400

118

107

116

241

127
270

94

232

230

199

138
242
131

303

105

280
133

245

181

138

145

677

161

124
173

114
158

210
121
120

112

139
219

103

130

257
150

up

198
140

132

113

129
115

229

146

142
152

111

152

*

1969 figures estiasatad from data in Unitad Sations, Kanthly Bulletin of Statietiofl,

Novamfaer 1970 and January 1971 issues.

•bf Indices shorn on the first line refer to bane year 1959 - 100) those on the second line to base year 1965 - 100.

0/ Croda petroleum loadinga in developed market economy-countries (eioluding Soutiero Europe) amounted to 0.4 million metric tons, in 1965
aid to 4.1 million motric tone in 1968,

139

144

139

165

100

136

292

Great Lakes aid St. Laurence trad* (in dry cargo) anounted to 26 Billion tons in 1959i 37 million tons in 1965i

37 million tons in 1968 aad 37 million tons in 1969.

1969
All goods

170

260

Goods
unloaded

All goods

124
222

99

1969

176

198

178

211

121

208

100

126

234

186

80
113

All
goods

cargo

109

150

173

192
381

186

208

140

l-o

163

141

439

129

products

loaded
Dry

Petroleum

192

291

559

140

138

Goods

Hoods unloaded

-

d/ Crude petroleum loadings ia developing oountries in Afrioa amounted to 3.2 nillion petrio tonB in 1959 and to 180.8 million nwtrio tons in 1968,
0/ Loadings of petroleum products in oountries ia Southern Europe amounted to 0*4 million metric tons in 1959 and to 6.3 million netrio tona in 1969-

244

156

Annex

WORLD SHIPPING TONHAGS2/

Annex 6;

z/ ?

Other s,hi

Tankers
Million

Mill on
Tear

grt

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

26 o4

196O
1961
1962

1965

49-9
54.4

77*2

1969
1970

dwt

59»3

—

67,1

-

64=1

69.7
76.3

72.1

_

87-1

—

94.0

—

■100.3

-

107,0

94c 8
98*7

71.6

- .

157 0 7
164-1 ■
171*9

112.4
119-3

79*6

102,9

124c2

83.7
87.9

109.3

130=1

113,7

204o 5

99*2

118.4

137-8
146.8

126^7

159-0

221.1

138,4

171,1

240.9

149*5

184 = 0

262.1

I8I.4

■

19009

92.1

94-4
102,5

107,2

112.6

115-0

77.1

127-0

125,0

161.3

202 00

288,3

85.8

I480O

132.1

178-1

217-9

326,1

'

Lloyd's Register of Shi pping.:

Sources:

82 *7

56.3

86.1

63*9
68,9

1968

grt

62-9
65*4

69 »o

59-8'

1966

1967

Million

grt

—

46-5

1963
1964

Million.

.—

44.7

Total

dwt

_

43o1

s*
Million

_

29*9
33.1
37 = 3
40,8

(, mid-year figures;

Million

dwt

27.8

1955—1970

6

Statistical Table 1955-1970 and sup-

,plementary data regarding the US Reserve Fleet and the Great Lakes

fleets of the United States and Canada published "by the United
States Department of Commerce,

Maritime Administration.

Figures

in dwt up to and including 1969 &re fcased on data from statistik
der Schiffahrt,

Institute of Shipping Economics? Bremen,,

gotos:

j&/

Excluding the United States Reserve Fleet and the Great Lakes fleets
of the United States and Canada*

b/

Up to and including ^969, figures in grt and not strictly comparable

with those in dwt as the grt series (based on Lloyd1s) refers to all
commercial vessels (including ecg» fishing and research ships) of
100 grt and above while the dwt series (based on Statistik der Schiffahrt)

.includes only sea-going cargo and/or passenger carrying vessels and ton
nage for commercial purposes ,of

300 grt

and over.-

For strict

compara

bility with the figures for previous years,

tanker tonnage in 1970 would

amount to 145«O million dwt,

173<4 million dwt while, the

other ships to

total would be 318o4 million dwt»

0/

Ore and "bulk carriers (including combined ore/bulk/oil carries)
comprised.in thi& group amounted to the following tonnages (in million
grt); 1964: 14.2; 1965; 16*3? 1966s 20,7$ 1967- 26O4? 1968s 32.2?
1969s

39-0 and 1970s 43-9*

-

Figures for previous years are not availableo

-

'Annex 7s

Share of world tonnage {grt) tor type of vessel an at i Jala
Ore and talk

All chip

carriers 2/

Tanker

General

owgo b/d/

Container

Ships h/

Share of total tonnage, 1969 and 1970 (peroentage)
World total:

1970

100.0

39.4

20.2

1969

100.0

38.1

19.3

30.2

0.9

9.3

Tonnage isorease, Index 1970 (1965 - 100)
World total

148

158

269

Shares of groups of oountries in total tonnage^'

in each class, 1970 (percentage)

World total

100.0

100.0

100.0

Developed market-economy

:. countries (excluding
Southern Europe)

57.0

57.3

62.1

52.9

98.5

53.6

Liberia,

Panama

17.9

26.4

24.1

7.6

1.0

3.6

Southern Europe

8.6

7.1

6.5

12.3

0.5

7.8

Socialtst countries of
Eastern Europe and Asia

8.9

4.7

2.1

13.1

29.1

7.6

4-5

5.2

14.1

5.9

in Afrioa

0.6

0.2

1.3

0.7

in Asia .

4.4

2.0

4.1

8.5

2.7

2.6

2.3

1.1

4.2

2.4

Developing countries,
exoluding Liberia,
Panama; total!
of whiohi
.

in America ana

the Caribbean
Source:

Compiled from Lloyd's Register of Shipping Statistical Tables, 1970, and supplementary information on the United States Reserve Fleet and the United States
and Canadian Fleets.

a/ Eioluding Great Lakes fleets af the United States of America and of Canada (3.3 million grt combined °f Mhioh 3.0 million grt bulk carriers) and the United States
Reserve Fleet, estimated at 0,2 million grt million grt tankers, 0.01 million grt bulk carriers, and 6*1 million grt of other ships.

,

b/ Vessels of 100 grt and more.
o/ Ore and bulk carriers of 6000 grt and more including oombined ore/oil and ore/bulk/oil carriers; oombined carriers amounted in 1970 to 207 shipB with
tonnage of 8t317|29O grt.

.

.

a total

d/ This category includes both liners and tramps,
aj Figure referring to combined tonnage of the last three categories.
f/ Tha peroentage figures on dirt basis differ, in'most oases, less than 0.5 per cent from the table presented below.

The largest discrepancy is recorded with

respect to all ships of Socialist oountries of Eastern Europe and Aeia whose relative share would be 6.7 instead, of 8.9 per oent.

kaniat 8

8:

tonnage (grt) bar flag of Tegjstration.s/ 1955. 19gi. 1969 ana 1970

Distribution of world

Shares of world tonnage

Tonnage

Flags of registration

Share in

in groups of countries

World total

1955

1965

1969

82.7

146.8

202*0

61*4

90.6

197

0^

1955
■

197 0^

1969 - 1970

1965 - 1970

(percentage)

(million grt)

In
million

world total
increase

Index
1970

snare in

In

world total

grt

(percentage)

million

inorease

1965

1969

100.0

100.0

100,0

71.1

100.0

148

15-9

100.0

36.1

(percentage) (IQffi.100)

217.9

100.0

124*2

74.2

61.8

56.6

57-0

33.5

47 .1

137

5.7

38.9

10.1

15-0

17-1

17-9

16.9

23 .8

177

4.3

27.2

9 .8

159

.3.1

1.9.6

Developed market- economy

countries (excluding
Southern Europe)

Libeiia, Panama-^

8.3

Southern Europe

4.1

11.7

15.6

18.7

4-9

8.0

7.7

8.6

7.0

3.5

10.9

18.1

19.5

4.2

7-4

9.0

8.9

8.6

12 .1

179

1.4

8.9

5-4

11.4

15.3

16.6

6.6

7.8

7.6

7-6

5.1

7 .2

145

1.3

8.2

0.6

1.1

1.2

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.6

.0.6

0.9

211

0.1

0.6

uS—

6.3

5.9

9.6

4.3

4.4

4.4

3.4

4.6

5-2

5.7

3.1

2.6

2.6

1.6

124

0.5

3.2

Sooialost oountriss of

Eastern Europe and Asia
developing countries,-'
total
u of which:

0.2

in Africa
in Asia

22.0

118,5

.

34-6

in Latin America and the
Caribbean

4.1

Source:

Compiled.from Lloyd's Register of Shipping Statistical Tables and supplementary data.

Hotes;
"'""

a/ Excluding, respectively in 1955, 1965. 1969 and I97O1
i. United States Reserve fleet of about 14-4t 10.4, 6.6 and 6.3 million grt.
ii. United States Great Lakes fleet of 2.5t 2.0, 1.8 and 1.7 million grt.
iii.

1.1

.

Canadian Great Lakes fleet of 0.9, 1.2, 1.6 and 1.5 million grt.

b/ Tonnage by individual countries and by type of ships as at 1 July 1970 is shown in Annox II, Table II.

0/ In million dwt, this coiumnlreads, frOm top to bottom: 326.1, 186.4, 67-5, 27.3, 21.7, 23.2, 1.6, 14.O and 7-5.
d/ Based on dwt, this ooliacnraads, from top to bottoms 100.0, 57.2, 20.7, 8.4, 6.7, 7.1, 0.5, 4.3 and 2.3.
e/ Tonnage under these two flags is shown separately since it is believed that most of it is effeotively controlled by interests
foreign to these countries.

The Honduran flag used to be in this category and its tonnage of 0.4 million grt is inoluded with

that under Liberian and Panamanian flags in this table for 1955.
f/ Excluding Liberia and Panama.

Ifonduran flag tonnage in the 1960s has been of a much smaller order.

.
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irniex 9i ^eohnisal., aad-operatiouaX-, qfesractariaticaof selected;
4frioan ports

. I.

Mombasa, Dar-es-Salaam and Port Sudan located on "the Bast African.

ooast are.important terminals in a world sense*
1-

, The port. of Mombasa serves Kenya, Uganda and soine northern part

of Tanzania, Rwanda and JSastecm Congo.

:

..:

■

:

■

The port has a natural harbour; the entrance channel i© wide, presents
no navigational problems and has a depth of 40 ft.
There,- are 13 deep-water
berths with 30-33 ft. depth alongside.
Petroleum terminal can accept tanker
up to 65,000 dwt., all berths are adequately equipped with quay cranes,
while stacking area are provided with rail mounted portal cranes.
One 60 t.
floating crane is available.
:
. There are, however, some physical problems that reduce efficiency
including a general lack of storage space in and around the poH, a^sabrtage
of mobile 'cargo-handling equipment.
These difficulties are generally ;
recognized and.;in,jthe._..period 1970-1974 more than K.&13 million is expected
to be spent on improvements to Mombasa harbour.
Extra deep water berth is
to be built and handling facilities to be improved.

The port operating statistics are as follows:

-

'-

1964

1965

1966

Dry cargo ships (Mo)

1,106

1,030

1,039

Tonnage handled ('000 t.)

1,570

1,798

Ship-days waiting,

... 841.

1,663

Ship-days working

3,376

3,430/ '

4,011

Total ship—days

4,217

5,093

6,501

Tons per ship working day.

465

■

Tons 'per ship day in port

373

;-'

Source:

- 524

353

1967
.

1,066

2,097'
-2,490 i

1,863

■■
.

521
3,518

-'

4,039

:-523 ->■ ■

■ ■ 530

323

'

461

IBHD* Report Ifo. PTR-8a. - Sas.t..African Harbour-Corporation,"
Appraisal of Port Development Programme 1969-1972; June 9,

1969,

■

number of berths
stacking grounds

a/
b/

Annex 9.
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. 2'

Bar-es-Salaam serves most of Tanzania. „ Zambia, Burundi and the

eastern Conge also rely substantially upon Dar-es-Salaam for their

overseas traffic.

.The present shipping capacity of the port is 13 vessels - 3 at d£ep
water berth (30 ft. of water alongside), 1 at the petroleum berth (35 fto)
and 9 at anchorage in the, harbour. Adequate quay cranage,, IJ^itors. and
towing tugs are available. There is a shortage, of warehouse space in the

port and in . the area generally.

As the expansion of. the hinterland of the-port .to-Include the Zambian

Gcpperbelt-is a. vitally. important stimulus to port growth, a port exce^lc::*

area was being developed and the construction of three new berths wasstarted in late l%J

'

The port operating statistics are as follows:
1964

1965

754

779

.

775

814

491

549

■ ■

72I

935

113

547

755

^2

Ship-days working

i;i69

1,527

1,808

25O43

Total ship-days

1,282

2,074

2,563

2,605

Tons per ship-working day

42O

359

399

458

Tons per ship day in port

383

265

Dry cargo ships (Ho)
Tonnage handling ('000 t.)
Ship-days waiting

Sources

'

.

,

'

282.

. 359

IBRD, Report No. FTB~8a - East African Harbour Corporation,
Appraisal of Port De/elopment Programme 1969-1972; June 9/9

Future new facilities and new.cargo-handling methods are now being
introduced at Mombasa and Dar-es-Salaam. Both the ports are rail and road
served, the services are adequate. For the long-term "solution of Zambia's

overseas traffic the construction of new railway from Zambia to Ear-es-Salaar

was due

to

start

in 1970.

■

, .3" -J2lt Sudan is the only deep-water port on the Sudan coast,

The

port is adequately supplied by berthing space and cargo-handling equipments
there is still room for some further extension of quays in the harbour.

"

Jsnn&x 9
Page 4
;

-

,However,

important problems face the port in other respects.

include the extensive and remote hinterland;
port to

quays

accommodate

all

ships callings

and'in the transit' she'dsy

These

the frequent'inability of the

the problem of congestion on the

and the probable .inadequacy in-.future of

the water supply of the town and 'port» '

'

iill of that lowers the handling output of the port,

handled per heffech hour is usually 8.6 tons/

.

,

.

the average tonnage

Goods sometimes remain in the

port warehouses or in ■ open storage for over six months before being

-transported'lip country. "Since 1954 the port has been unable to provide
immediate berthing facilities for all vessels balling.

The situation has

not been eased by the increase in the length of quays in 196Q»
The main reason of;tEis congestion is that tlje. whole Sudan; rather
,'tkan an immediate area, has become.the hinterland of-the., port, but t&e
most productive regions are situated far inlandThe potential of the
single-track railway as an instrument of economic growth is restricted
and the

cost

of transport is .inevitably'high*

.although,

there

are no

paved roads between Port 'Sudan and any other part of the country; lorry
transport has become quite important to the port in recent years.

-However,

lorry transport is unlikely' to offer a solution to the problem of
congestion in the

port.

These circumstances are

clearly among'the main factors preventing

the use of Port Sudan as an entrepot for traffic originating, in or
destined for Chad

and the

Central .African Republic^
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II,

West and Central Africa

)
!•
The port of Points Foire is-'serving a hinterland which stretches
beyond .state boundaries.
Its.tributary area, linked by road, rail and river
rotates, stretches-'as- f;-ar;-as--?orirL-amr"'in"Chad. .Since' 1963 the' hinterland
of Pointe ISFoire has included the Franceville region of Gabon, whence .timber,
as 'well as managanese is exported by rail via the Dolllatie route.
,■
Favourable factors have included,the water site of the port and the
.overall layout of the port installations which now I include seven berths,
extensive-stacking-grounds and good land communications.

;
Problems of congestion have become apparent, particularly in; the conte:.
of timber exertsShe number of waiting days lost by ships fc&ces©
unacceptable by 1964-65? and a new mole was built offering two supplementary
berths and several other possible moorings.
The'total investment on Points
Hoite Port covered in the plan 1964 to 1968 was l,8'8u million francs
CFA
and;included 610 -million -for a" qusy'to'export'potash;

j

-

......

A good supply of labour is available and the loading/discharging rates

are; average.,

■

■

;

.

2o ■Takoradi is an artificial harbour.
Six vessels can be accommodated
at the main cargo wharf with a dept alongside of 28 feet.
A tanker berthand:a bulk bauxite loading berth are provided, -ffine sets of mooring "buoys

are capable of accommodating vessels with a draft of 33 ft. All berths
are (acceptable by both road and rail,
_ '
;
. '
,

■■"
'■■'

An adequate labour force of £-ood quality is available at all times.

3.
T_ema is capable of being expanded to provide berths:':.for 22 vessels.
The entrance to the harbour has a minimum depth of 36 ft.
Each berth has ■
a large transit, shed and is served by both, rail and road.
The labour is
adequate and average quality for West Africa.
All cargo is 'worked to and

from- -quays ' a's there""are" no lighterage facilities .available at Tema,
■

The port is alejo supplied by repair facilities.

^ .As. the.-country-(-Ghana)-has a rational port system.and capacity adequate

for its needs,- no increase in port installations was expected in the two-year
development plan;period 1;o I97G but action, .was. indicated to improve ^
organisation" aT'the'" two harbours.

":

'

"
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The port of Monrovia handles'82 per cent of the country's general
oatrgo traffic, 76 per cent of its petroleum products and:-55 per cent of its
iron ore.
The port has an effective network of roads and railways,

although the

latter is exclusively designed for transporting of iron ore, and all cargo
arrives :at: and leaves the port by way of road "transport or"small coastal

craft.
Monrovia's road .links .include., nearly ..all the country' s> paved roads
and also two of the international connexions, namely to Guinea and to
Sierra Leone •
'
■•-•
..'.."
; __As no floating or quayside portal cranes.are available all cargo'

loading and discharging operations are performed using ship's own gear-.
Ample labour of reasonable quality is always available and loading/
discharging rates are of average for West Africa.

oils-are -available as required.--■■■-;"■
\

■

Fresh water and:fu&r\

Technical problems of general, concern.are inaufficienoy of warehouse

and cool storage 3paces of oranes.andv'handling equipment for general cargoThe; present draught is insufficient arid the growing size of the ore

carriers

is .a matter of special concern. ■" IrTApril' 1969 & world bank loan was being
sought for.dredging Monrovia-*s- free-por-% .to allow larger ore- carriers to'
enter.

5*
The port of Dakar acts es.the;.main centre of import and .export
for Senegal., Mauritania and Mali and. as a major bunkering station ori- the
routes between Europe, Southern African and South America.
Vess-el3 :
dro.wing up to' 36 f$« may enter the' port at any state, of the tide;;-

Dakar is in fact one of the best equipped ports in the' whole- of .
tropical Africa?" and cargo handling facilities in the port, are1 well laid out
and quite adequate to cope with current traffic flows,

'

The majority o'f bertEs'are ser-ved'by'bunkering' anct'fresh water; points*

An adequate supply of- labour of a- satisfactory standard is available.-,
The
cargo operations are reasonably efficient.
'Although1 berth occupancy'has.
been increasing, ships have not had to wait for berthing space*
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■

Repair facilities' are available at
The port has extensive

hinterland,
itself.

Lome,

and efficient rail

and road links with its

which includes parts of Mauritania and Mali3

The port

is also

Cotonou and Doualaa

,along the

three shipyardsc

served by coastal

shipping to

as ■well as Senegal
Sassandra,

Abidjan,

Siver transport links Dakar with the river ports

Senegal River,

■j'here are

some ojher ports

of valuable importance in Wes.t and;'Central

.Africa such.as Freetown? Abidjan,
Lome, Cotoncu, Matadis etc*
_;

Lagos?

Port Haroourtj
-.:

Libreville,

Douala,
:

long ago ports in Forth Africa had rather modern conception of
infr'astrcrcturs"

which made

them possible for almost all vessels

their

of the

merchant fleet to enter regardless of the season" and their abundant and
varied equipment could be adop.ted to all kinds of traffic.
However,

due

to the

rapid rise of,traffic

the

present

installations

and facilities are found insufficient to meet the increasing demands l/«

In Morocco port congestion (in Casablanca,;1 Safi., JCenitre and others)
is alreadyacrtrixj^ablo during peak
to avoid keeping ships waiting,

traffic periods and it is becoming difficult
especially during the

citrus and early vegetables.

export

season for

;

There is a project for increasing the ports1 capacityInvestment
expenditure in the development plan to 1972 is 151 million DH with- the largest
sum being- spent..on. .Safi port to improve, facilities for: the anticipated increase

in phosphate exports to 15 million tons by 198Oe
Algerian ports
connexions

have

surplus

capacity*

by both road and rail with all

the

The

port of Algiers has excellent

districts

of

the

country.

one of the main concenrs is the relatively low efficience of the Algerian
port because of the low productivity of port labour^

XJ

See an EGA draft preliminary survey on maritime transport in Forth
African countries.5 April 1968,

But
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The growing traffic through Tunisia's ports, also, .demands the.

considerable improvement both of infrastructure and superstructure (shortage

facilities in .particular-).

The drawback-of Tunisian ports is also' that

the railaways, which are serving them,

1,000 mm)-

This hampers the traffic and involves difficulties with the

■clearance of ports area1,.

1971

have.different gauges (1,435 mm and

'

*

.The proposed investment in port facilities for the ten years to

was 4,1 million dinars most of which was to be spent on Tunis-La

Goulotte,

The extension, -improvements and "equipment of both the important

Libyan ports (Tripoli-and Benghazi) are vx&bt"way and some small ports are
also being provided with certain modern cargo handling equipment,

..Harbour statistics; ship and.passenger.traffic, and composition of
freight, of these selected African ports can be seen from the following
Table 1:

Harbour statistics

([ T000 tons)
Freight

1964-

1965

1966'

1967

1968

867

928

1,518

1 *_5£4

1969

Port Sudan
Cargo loaded ■

.

■

Cargo'.unloaded

■■'

Total'' ■

788
1

"

'

,.653 .

2 ,441

905
1 ,441

■-.... 1

I

2

941
,428-.

2 ,369

2,395

■— 2

,-52-2 ."■

1

925
,583

2 ?5O8

Mombasa
Cargo loaded

1

,671

,733

Cargo unloaded

■1

2 ,431

,881

3

Total

4 ,147

4 ,584

(including tranship

2,1423,024

2 ,231'

5 ,112

5,183

5 ,529

780

948

869

1 ,286

1,227

1177

■ 2- ,041

,277
*

C

a

ments)

Bar-es-Salaam^
Cargo

loaded

Cargo

unloaded

Total

:791
770
1 ,561

1

,649

2

,356

1 ,282

1,606

1 ,8^

1 ,962

,234

2,833

3

,189

3.,244

1?882

1 ,960

2,,323

552

506

2,512

2,829

1

Points Noire ■
Cargo loaded

Cargo unloaded
Total

,458
46O

1 ,738

1 ,746

460

524

' 581

1,918

25198

2,270

2,463

1

■

'■
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(oont'd Table, l)

Tema - Takoradi
. Cargo loaded

:

;

..
■
■■■■..■
Car^o unloaded (
"

Total.Monrovia

. ' .'

■

■ 2,192 2,550

.

'*■

4,742.

..

Cargo loaded

'■ .

Cargo unloaded

-

Dakar

"

Cargo unloaded .

■

■

."., ; Total

Algier-s

""

■'

Cargo loaded.
Cargo unloaded

Total

19§]_

' 1968

2,347 ■ .' 2,138
2,777 '
2,272

1,961
2,211

2,144.
2,361-

5,124-

4,172

4,505

„

4,410
'

2,314

2,357

4,227

■ 4,140.

1,783 '

9,527

9,176

10,076

2;2O5
2,945

5,150

■

■

.

629

542

10,732

10,695

"1,101*

•

8,704
8,837
.2.,034. -.: .2,240-

10,219 .

'

10,104"' 'lO,153

549

'4,977

■

1,559^

-2,136

.1,974

3r843

"3,533 "

."■.". ...

• 8,435
1,.784 .

10,3.20.

'■ ■

1,743 '; g;l93:

4,308

1969

■

■■ 2,565 ' 2,784

■

8,519
1,8C1

■■

8,574
602

. 7,817,

1,913-

.
'

'" 1966

544

. ■

Cargo loaded
Cargo unloaded

1965 .

7,273

497

...

Cargo loaded. ■■

v

.5,593

;6.sO9O,-

Total

Casablanca

1964'

. rt ,««'''

,.,.' .... ..;..'^_...

9,100
2,350

10,73.8

11,077

11,45^

1,595
2,766

1,820
3,211

1,8953,488

10;l63
3,067-

13?23O

.

.

.

1,716
2,748

'". ;"•• -4,464' '

-

1,620
3,084

■

4,m" "■" 4,361 '.. 5,031

5,383 .

2,128
3,765

-

-5,893"

Source: EGA, Summary of economic data of Sudan, Kenya,'Tanzania, Congo (People's-

Republic of )Ghana, Liberia,..S'enegal,. Morocco and Algeria.

a/ deluding traffic through Tana .and Mt.wara. . :
b/ Excluding oil to ships-

- .

;

. ■

'

■'■

"

.

, ,

V?-^

"
.

L

Export

.

and

iron

oargo unloaded-1,983",000 "tons

■

849,000 tons

Including national cabotage

b/

cargo loaded -

Figures for"1968.

a/

France.

4,581

2,021

45

26

-

68

18

615

1'406
980

15,244

14,393

1,028

3,471

79

69

287

14U

jP

2,284

1,138

"

2,830

1,525

46

11

23^

5O7

255

■

1,972

lf-ao

3,541

1,128

Pointe

Uoire

■

.

5,149

77a/

2373/

439^

■

2f&

2>944

6,710

1,887

. ■

Tema -

Takoradi

.

'

e-7£

■ j f o

■

9^
■

606
250

1,644

'

10?300

q
y

„

■

.

3,533

■

"XT

1,974
974

18,355

„

5,332

...18,565

*'°*"?oviaar Dakar

'

11,797

1,048

74

n

AJ,

9,700

2,097
574

12,222

4,844

9,366

'

.
.

.

'

.

t

"

"

.

Casablanca

Hote d'information SUr lee installations et les trafics des prinoipaux" ports africains en 1969 ■-

Ministere des transports,

ore

aluminium

bauxite

phosphates

manganese

sisal

cotton

tea

vegetables

fruit

vegetable oils

derivatives

groundnuts and

cocoa and coffee

•of which: petrol fuel

Import

Mmrklng

Disembarking

Passengers

1'OO0HHr

®TnnVw ships ^itine

Ship traffic

Traffic total

Source:

T.

IV.

III,

II.

I.

Salaam

ss-

traffic,, composition of freight,

MM

9? &
"*§ «

"

5,893^

8,4*3

59^5

6,Q&

3.277

Algiers
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Annex ■ 10:

ADEQUACY' OP PORTS AND IHL^TD SRANSPORT
RAILWAY TRANSPORT: PORT+S - HINTERLAND

■
Bottlenecks in the cargo-flow through certain .ports may exist or
occur - as far "as railway transport is concerned - "by
■

'

the inefficient handling of goods cars in the port areas especially
the marshalling,' loading and -unloading of' cars
and by

.

the lack of-transport capacity of the railway in regard tp
■ peak seasons influencing backlashes of transport, goods
.

at the ports and the shippers.

The ports under■consideration with their respective railways■are;

Port Sudan, fconibasa, Dar-es-Salaam, Casablanca,'Algiers,

Tunis, Alexandria, Dakar, Port i*arcourt, Lagos,_ Konrovia,
Abidjan, Tema, Takoradi, Point Foire, Boma and 1-atadi.

Since eontainerization becomes more end. more effective the

following remarks consider the transportation of the biggest containers
also,

namely

lo

■

length.
m m

height

/

"mm.

width
mm
2,.

-

.

Sea Land -

40?

container

container

Dimension

;
v

ISO - 1 A

.

"

.

40'
12,190

. 35'
■

-10,663

8f

8»!

2,435

. , 0!

2,590

'

&

2,435

2»435

30

25

Total weight

Gross tons
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\andling of floods -cars.in the ports ,
In. cases where the administrations of- ports and railways- are
different bodies,

railway officials mostly complain that they do not have

any influence on the .handling, of their railcars as soon as these ..are. in

the port area.
Port administrations are.keeping cars sometimes for more
than 5 clays and it is not seldom that cars are used as intermidiate store8
For smooth and economic railway operation it

is,essential that

railway operation in the ports must "be done "by railway people in order
of the port management*
Railways must have a. control on the operation
and its effectiveness...;.-Co-operation between.port .and.railway authorities
must "be secured or.,, inhere missing' inaugurated.
Railways carry any kind of cargo without any difficulty unless the

loads do not exceed the so-called "loading guage" (see Annex)•

Exemptions

are possible under certain circumstances and special preparations but
loads must not

exceed in any case the so-called■ "structure gauge".

The ports under,consideration are served by

. .

Fort Sudan:

Sudan Railways

llorabasa:
Sar-es-Salaam:

Sast African Railway Corporation ..

Casablanca:

CFCF du Karoo

■

.

■

East African Railway Corporation and most probably
after "the construction of the Tan-sam.Railway'

(1976/77) "ky "^e 2ambia Railways-

'Algiers:

Societe Rationale Chemins de Fer Algeriens ()

Tunis:

Societe rationale des O&smins de Fer Ttmisiens

Alexandria; ■'
Dakar*

Egyptian Republic Kailways
C.F. du Senegal

(SNCFT)

Port tarcourt)

Lagos
"Konrovia:

)
a)

)

v.

Higerian Railway Corporation
Freeport:
Iron

No public railways

ere ports

- only private operated:

National Iron' ore Company
Liberia Lining Company '
Bong ? ining Companjr

Abidjan:

Talcoradi)
Tema
) .

Regie du Chemin de -Per Abidjan - Niger (RAN)
Ghana1 Railways and Forts'

Point Koire:

Chemin de U'er Congo - Ocean (CFCO)

Boma:

Chemin de. Per du I-ayumbe

ICatadi:

Chemin de Per I-atadi a Kinshasa

■
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The Annexes-show the loading gauges of the various railways mentioned
above except fhe one for the Egyptian Hepublic Railways and the Chemin de
Fer du Kayumbe, which are not available and .those for the private iron ore
railways.in Liberia which do not transport any public cargo and therefore
last should not be considered further more.
The drawings for the loading
gauges include the-upper countours of an ISO - lA-and a Sealand-container.
The transportation on the lines of.the railways mentioned above - except

the Chemin de ?er du Kayumb'e (Soma - Port) - is no problem, as far as the

exceeding,of the loading.gauges are concerned. . The loading gauge of the ■

..

Chemin de Fer du layumbe (route length 136 Ion.) seems to be similar to the

one of the Vicicongo - railway (Congo E) (see Annex) because both-gauge ■ ■

widths are nearly equalo

Vicicongo: 60C mm, C«.F. du tlayumbe: 615 mm.

The ISO-lA.and.-Sealand Containers exceed extremely the limits 'of the small
loading gauge, of the Vicicongo-railway. and therefore most probably'the one
of the CF,

du Eayumbe also.

If seems that the railways do not operate container carriers specially
designed and only utilised for the transportation of containers*
The

railways however operate f.o, 41* platform wagons on-which the largest
containers- can be fastened* The stock of these cars of the East African
Railways Corporation e.g. is approximately 1100 cars with a carrying capacxty
of 30 tons each and more, which means the maximum load of.an IS0-4Q-0ontainer,
.There is no "doubt that the- railways must purchase special container
carriers with:.

a)

.

.

devices for the automatic adjustment of the container on the
car including simple locking' devices to allow quick loading
and unloading and

b)

.

heavy duty, high quality shock absorber systems to avoid '.
damages to the container and the goods during shunting
manoeuvres

.

;

■'

.

■

■■ ■ ■
■

.

.in order io utilise the full advantages of,heavy container

traffic. Any other solution may be seen a© provisional. It
may be assumed that container carriers can be delivered after
12/l8 months of the date of order.

As far as bottlenecks in the port areas in connexion with railway
transportation, is concerned the following may be stated as a general
guidance: The port management has to inform the railway on all developments
concerning handling of goods and their transport in ■order, to give the
railways the chance to undertake the necessary preparations on both
technical and financial matters in time.
Substantial.changes: in systems
of railway transportation in,the ports such as

new realignment of rail links to speed up traffic,
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inauguration, of freight wagons.with sliding roofs and walls to

permit.loading.and unloading of.goods both by. cranes and f-orklifts"
in order to shorten the turn romd times of wagons in the port, etc,

introduction of traffic control systems to increase capacities of

rail links between the port and the traffic exchange points,.

at^east 1,5. to," 2-years, from the date of technical' clearance/up^ ■

St:? r5^106 " ^ ^^ * ***** ^financing--

■

Tier.efore.it. Is essential that :discussions on future trends in port

developments should be held between all surface transportation partners in
order to minimise bottlenecks as far as possible.
[
partnersm

The target to which all-railways are working is t a lower the'

■ ■

llTlllT^TtoT^^ mQ3nS ^^ailability and high utilisation of
l^flvfrtt Vn
-?Vaf+De Said that ^^ a l0t of Africa^ railways ".
lfltl/TOm l0" avaa^Uity and low! utilisation of rolling stock and
therefore cannot use the capacity of! their present technical system,

finatf!TTT f Owned^ailw^B do! not receive :.gen^lFTnrn^iSsary

financial funds to economise their systems. Other railways or. certain
rail lines - e.go the Mombasa - Nairobi - rail lines- have reached a

point where substantial changeS,0f their transport systems are ne esLry
e.g. double lining, electrification etc,

■

««BJ??? foll°wi^ proposals may be seen as means of increasing railway
capacities and economising railway transportation:

1.

.

■ '

Shortening of tumr^nd time of rolling stock

■

■

■. a) ■-, Increase of maximal permissible speed and travelling
. :■

,
■

■

,

.

time h^r dieselisatidn and electrification ' ■

"

introduction of heavy-duty air brakes, with anti-skiddevices (to avoid skidded wheels) and self ad-justing

brakes gears

■

.

.

■

.

.

s

shortening of. the block intervals to increase the density
01

trains;

*

■introduction of a central traffic control system to shorten
the times of handling signals, points, clearances of ways etc*;

reduction of temporary and permanent speed restrictions to the

minimum by mechanising the maintenance of the perment way
by working during hours of low traffic:
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by new realignments of tracks to eliminate permanent
speed restrictions once and forever?

and by welding raiipoints to reduce maintenance time and
costs5

.

;

shortening of times for splitting up and forming trains
in the marshalling yards by automatisation of humb yard
operations and by heavy duty.central buffer couplings

b) Shortening of loading and unloading times by
utilisation of modern rolling stock e.g. wagons with sliding
roofs and walls which permit handling of goods both by cranes
and forklifts

information of the customers on the arrival of cars in time
to avoid'stabling
'-

c) railway owned telecommunication system that stations can
report to the wagon distribution central office the
availability of and the request for wagons in time,

to report and irregularity immediately to headquarters-

2.

Running of heavy and longer trains by

Changing to heavy duty central coupling systems with higher
permissible traction efforts

enlarging the diameter o±: the main brake pipe to shorten the
times for releasing and applying brakes
dieselisation or electrification
enLarging the lengths of sidings to keep longer trains

increasing the axleloads from 14-16 tons at present to 20 tons by
shortening the sleeper distances up to 1,600 to 1,700
sleepers/km,

replacing the rails of 28 to 36 kg/m at present by heavier ones
e'g» 49 kg/m and
3-

Increase of the availability of rolling stock by

standardisation of the rolling stock to a certain extent to
shorten repair and inspection times
using wear resistent parts to extend times between inspection

and to lower repair costs.

10
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In Europe the capacity of a double, electrified railline by using
the most modern equipment is at present approximately 300 trains per day
in both directions together.

For the time there are no informations, available on heavy bottlenecks
in rail transportation except Sudan Railways. Since years the Sudan Railways
are trying to overcome the ezisting difficulties on the line Port Sudan to
Eaiya Junction. This part of the single railline is approximately 160 km
long.

The difficulties are

washouts during the wet season and

low traffic density of the line (only 18 trains per day in up and

down direction)*

■

.

.

■

The^result of these difficulties are heavy -backlashes..of general cargo

in Port Sudan and export goods in the country.

It is not seldom that

cargo are stored either in the country or in Port Sudan for 3 to 4 months

until transported by the railways.

EGA made a few recommendations to

overcome the difficulties, but lack of financial funds did not permit
substantial changes on this line so far.
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African shipping companies in overseas trade-

Total national
Country

tonnage in GRT

Company

Algeria

-.

Compagnie nationale al-

gerienne' de navigation

28,929

Compagnie, maritime Congolaise (CMC)

28r8l7

(CNAN)

Congo (Dem, )

Ethiopia

(all vessels above 5Q0

;

The Ethiopian National

49t266

Shipping Lines

Ghana

The Black Star Line

Guinea

The Guinean Shipping Line

I66r465

was to l^ave "been established
■■■ with 5 cargo ships

Kenya f

).

Tanzania). )
Zambia and)
Uganda
)

The Eastern Africa National

Libya

Nat ional Navigat ion Company

Morocco

12,212

Shipping Line (EANSL)

Compagnie Morocaine de navi

gation (COMANAV)

■

.-

.Nigeria

The Nigerian National Line

Somalia

The Natiorial Shipping Line,

Sudan

The Sudan Maritime- Company Ltd.

Tunisia

"

22,153
.221089

Societe generale pour la

navigat i on . marit ime ( CAE)

a/

369

Compagnie tunisienne de

navigation (GIN)
U.A.R,■

54,725

Source: ECAf May 1971
Somali tonnage probably includes flags
of convenience carriers.

-.

2381282
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Annex 12s" OECB UTOESSTAMOTG Oil EXPORT CREDITS FOE SHIPS

.-.-■■
...
■■
:
--- ■'■
I
.
■ 1, .
Fnr any oontra:crt- relating to any new ship to be negotiated from

1st July,

1969

onwards,

governments participating in this Understanding

agree to abolish existing official facilities l/ and to introduce no new
official facilities for export credits for ships on terras providing;;

-

■ ■
■■

■

'

- (i)

■

-

ii)

'

■

'" " '

2/.

- of normally six months and a maximum of 12 months;

payment by delivery of less than 20' per

■ an interest rate of less than 6 per ceht;
2.

'.

a maximum duration exceeding 8 years from delivery —y and
.repayment other than by equal instalments' at regular intervals

met of all charges-'

This minimum interest rate of 6 .per oent will apply to

the

credit

granted with official support hj the shipbuilder to the" buyer (ki a supplier
credit transaction) or by a bank or any other party in the shipbuilder's

country to the buyer or any .other party, in the buyer's country (in a buyer

credit transaction), whether the'official support is given for the whole
amount

of the

credit or only part of

it.

3. / 'The minimum interest rate will also- apply to-, the credit granted with
support by governments participating in the Understanding,, in the shipbuilder1
country to the shipbuilder or to any other party? to enable credit to be
given to the shipowner or to any other party, in the shipowner's country,
whether this official support is given for the- whole, amount of the credit
or only part of it.
.
. ,
.-..■..
4*

Insofar as-other public bodies.participate in measures to promote,

exports^ participating governments agree to use all possible influence to"
prevent the financing of ship exports on terms which contravene the above
principles.. .

1/

.

Official- facilities are /those which enable( credits to be insured,
guaranteed or financed''by "governments,1 ~by governmental

,.. -,■

institutions;

or with-any form of direct or indirect governmental pc^isipation* -..- •■>' In1'genuinely exceptional.cases,

however,

a participating government

could extend'this period of'"repayment to a maximum., of ten,|yea;rs$\

provided tliat the' economic nature of the transaction makes such
facility necessary.

In

such

cases

the government would give

partners adequate notice of its intentions*
By .interest rate? -net of all

its

■ -■

charges^ ^is meant that part of - the credit

costs (excluding any .credit insurance premia. and/or any banking'charges)

which is paid at .regular intervals throughout the,, credit period and
which is directly related, to- the amount-of cred.ito

"

•

■
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i

Xr5ng S°vernments> recognising that it is highly desirable

to Set a limit.to credit terms for export of ships,also, agree to make their
best endeavours.to ensure that no more ..favourable terms than set out-above
will be offered to buyers by any.other means.

6.

It is clearly understood that aid policies and practices must not be

used to circumvent the Understanding.

■

However, exceptionally, any ^vernmen^

participating-in the Understanding whioh wishes, for genuine aid refsonl

to_concede more favourable, terms in a .particular^case is not preclude ?rom

doing so, provided that adequate notice of its decision is given to all the
parties to the Understanding. .For these cases adequate notice shall be
interpreted as requiring ..that notification be made to all paTticimtW

governments at least 6 weeks before authorization is gtve"/?o commit tie

use of funds for that purpose.

7For the exceptional cases referred to in footnote 2 to Clause 1
adequate notice shall be interpreted as requiring that notification of the
decision to support terms more favourable in any way than those of the

In
olttrUtnAT ^ ^ nt0 a\1/other Participating governments before
an order has been finally place' 1/ and in time for them to be able to
compete effectively on these - terms..

In cases where tenders are invited

notice must be given at least seven days before the closing lite fir
n^t^' ^PPort (including the provision of aid) will be refused for any

order finally placed 1/ on more favmirablo. terms before all other government*
participating m the Understanding have been given such advanced-notice.' . ;

8.

Any government participating in the Understanding may, provided' that

the maximum possible notice of its decision is given to alloLr, Srtioipatir

governments, support more favourable terms in a particular substantiated case "
to match terms oi officially supported transactions or contravention of the

?l?^?^^
hf-PartiCiPating ^^^S'
or competition
from nong countries*
•.
■

<

II

9.

Any government participating in the Understanding may obtain JnfoJ-Entiw

from any other participating government on the terms of any official cup^o*

for a ship export contract in order to ascertain whether the terms contravene'
this Understanding. Participating governments undertake to supply-all poaaibl
information requested with'all possible speed. According to the rules and '
practices of the 03CD, any participating government may ask the Secretary-

general to act on its behalf in the aforementioned matter and to circulate

the information obtained^ to all participants in the Understanding.

1/

An &rder shall be de.emed to have been finally placed, as soon as the
buyer has committed himself irrevocably under1a written aud'signed

agreement to buy from the exporter and -co pay, according to specified

terms, even if the agreement is subject to reservations which can be

withdrawn only- by the exporter.
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10.
Bach participating government will submit to the Secretary-General
a protocol describing its system for the prevision of official support
for ship export transactions and the means "by which it proposes to implement
the Understanding.
If there is no objection from any government participating
in the Understanding, these implementation protocols will be annexed to the
Understanding and will .form an integral part, of it.
Each participating
government undertakes t« notify the Secretary-General of any change in its
system for the provision of official support and the means of implementation
of the Understanding.
Ill

11.
This Understanding becomes effective as soon as all Members of Working
Party Ho. 6 have notified the Secretary-General of their adherence to it or,
as soon as governments having so notified the Secretary-General decide that

they constitute a representative majority of Members cf Working Party 2fo. 6j
any government which disagrees as to what constitutes a representative
majority would not be bound by the others' decision.
The Understanding is
open to other Member countries of the OSCB.

12*
This "Understanding shall,be subject to review as often as requested
"by participating governments, and in any case at intervals not exceeding
one year.
Any participating government may withdraw from this Understanding
upon giving to its partners three calendar months* notice of its intention
to do so.
Within this period, at the request of any of these partners, there
shall be a meeting of Working Party Ko. 6 to review this Understanding,
and any other participating Government, on notification to its partners, may
withdraw from this Understanding at the same effective date as the Govemmont
which first gave notice*
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE ACQUISITION OF NEK AND SECOND-HAND
SHIPS BY DEVELOPING. COIWRIES.

.

....

..

Memorandum submitted "by: ■ Argentina.., Brazil, Chad, Chiley Colombia, ■ :■ ■ '■ Ethiopia,- Gabon, Ghana,- India, Indonesia? Iran, Iraq;?. Ivory Coast., ■ -■ ■
..^■Madagascar, Mexico, Nigeria/.-Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Bepubli'c ''
■ g£ Korea, Senegal, Thailand, Uganda,'United Arab, Republic, Venezuela ■

-(document TD/b/C04/L.o8)

■

■

1.
Developing countries attach great importance to the establishment,
expansion and diversification of their merchant fleets and have urged that
adequate assistance on suitable terms should be made available to them for

thiB purpose.

Resolution 12 (il), which was unanimously adopted by the

Conference at its second session, invited the Governments of developed
countries. State
members of UNCTAD, to give close and sympathetic con
sideration to requests from developing countries for assistance in connexion
with the establishment or expansion of their national merchant marines.
The resolution also made some specific proposals for this purpose for the
consideration of, the Governments of developed countries.

2.

This subject ^as again discussed at the third session of the Committee

on Shipping when the representatives of developed market eoonomy countries

reaffirmed their support of resolution 12 (il) and stated that thejr would

continue to give sympathetic consideration to its provisions (TD/b/C«4/55»
para. 91)»
3.
At the fourth, session of the Committee, developing countries drew the
attention of the Committee to the "Understanding on Export Credits for Ships■",
signed by certain Governments memberd of the Organization, for Economic Co

operation and Development (GBCD) in May 1969* which prevented signatories
to this "Understanding" from providing liberal credit terras to developing
countries for the acquisition of ships, except for. aid reasons, and provided
that the minimum rate of interest on deferred credit should be 6 per cent
per annum and the period of. amortization not less than eight years*

Thus,

more liberal commercial credit terms which were earlier.available to develop—ing countries for.the purchase,of. ships from developed countries were withdrawn

through this "Understanding"*.. Since it was olaimecLon-^behalf of the signatories
to tne GECD ^Understanding11 that it was not incompatible with resolution 12 (il),
the Governments of these,, countries, were invited by the Committee, in resolu

tion 9.(l7), unanimously,",adopted..at.' its fourth session, to pursue in the GECD

the question of amore precise.definition of the conditions of implementation
of the "Understanding" in respect of the sale.of ships to developing countries.
The signatory countries were also'requested to communicate the results of these
efforts to the Committee on'^hipping,_
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Resolution 9 (tV) also took note of certain specific proposals put

forward by developing countries in respect of the minimum terms and con

ditions which should govern the sale of ships to theme The resolution
reiterated the Committeers support for bilateral aid for.the sale of ships
from developed to developing countries and also recommended that inter-, :
national and regional financial institutions should give close and sympathetic
consideration to requests" from developing countries for financial facilities.
5.
Despite the fact that the question of assistance for the establishment
and expansion of the merchant marines of developing countries has been before
the UNCTAD for several years, the relative position of developing countries
continues to deteriorate in this respect*

6.

In 1964, developingcountries, excluding the flags of convenience, owned

6.1 per cent of the world fleet. By 1970, their share in the world fleet had
come down to 7.6 per cent, "which was in sharp contrast to their participation
m world trade,, their aggregate share in 1969 being 64.7 per cent of goods""
loaded-and~..l8,:L.per cent of goods unloaded. The position of developing coun
tries is bound to deteriorate further in the coming years as their share in
shipping tonnage on order in 1970 was only 4.5 per cent. Qualitatively also,

-1C!!?PO

iOn °f th? fleei:s of devel°Ping countries compares very unfavourably

with that of the world fleet-as a whole- They have a much larger proportion
of old ships ia their fleet and their shares in 1970 in the tanker and bulk
carrier fleets of the world, which have been the main growth points of world

snipping in recent years, were only 4-5 per. cent and 5«2 per cent respectively.

7-

If developing countries are to take their rightful place in international

snipping and if their national merchant fleets are to serve adequately their

large and'growing seaborne trade* concrete and effective steps are necessary
to assist the growth of their merchant marines, and the current trend in which
their relative position continues to deteriorate must be reversed.. Such steps
can be undertaken only with the active support and co-operation of developed

countries, which (including countries of Southern

cent of the Jotal world tonnage in 1969.

8,

Europe) built nearly 95 per

Assistance to developing countries for the acquisition of ships must

operate simultaneously at two levels:

assurance of availability of ships to

them and adequate financial assistance for. their acquisition,, In a market
where buyers from developing countries have to compete with those from
developed countries, who are backed by large financial resources and have
heen long in the field, the former have hardly any scope for effective
competition. They are also further handicapped by the, scarcity of financial
resources in developing countries*

It is, therefore, essential to earmark

a certain proportion of the shipbuilding capacity of developed market economy
countries for the sale of ships to developing countries on a preferential
basis. Simultaneously, they should also be given adequate financial assistance
from different sources, namely bilateral aid, commercial credits on liberal
terms, assistance from the international financial institutions and other

financing arrangements.
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9.
Keeping -in"view these basic requirements j" developing countries sub
mitted to the Conmittee at its fifth session the following draft resolution

///)
"FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR TKJ5 ACQUISITION OF NEW A11D SECOND-HAND SHIPS
BY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Draft resolution submitted by;
Argentina».Br;a_zil_?_Chi3.e-t
^, Ghana, India,. Jndon
y Coast,

Madagascar,"

Ml^_ine_s!_Republio

ganda, United Arab Republic,. Venezuela
"The Cainmittee on" Shipping

"

"

-

■

resolution 9 (BT) adopted unanimously by the Committee at its fourth
session,

g^Mrj^alling the International Development Strategy for the Second
United Nations Development Decade in which it has been agreed that^developing
countries should have an increasing and substantial participation in the
carriage of cargoes generated-by their foreign trade and ap_£reciatin^ that
this objective cannot be realized without a substantial increase in their
shipping tonnage?

_

■

1 "Noting that the share of developing countries in the world merchant
fleet continues to decline and is insignificant, specially in relation to
their large and substantial share in'world seaborne trade arid it is expected
to decline 'further in the next few years taking into account the ships- on
orderj

"

at

have not communicated to the Committee a' more precise definition of the con-ditions of implementation of the "Understanding" in respect of-the sale of

ships to &evelopir.g countries; in terms of resolution 9 (XV")S

"Beingjajjare-of the capital intensive nature of investment-in shipping,

including "bulk carriers and tankers, due ■ to which the merchant fleets of
developing countries can expand only oh the basis' of liberal financial assis
tance- from developed countries and the international financial"-institutions,
"Recofi'niaing that developed market economy countries own the bulk of the
world fleeted.an overwhelming proportion of the world ship-building capacity
and hence they alone are in a position to make available more ships to develop
ing countries,

'

.

■

mm
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-is firm and unequivocal support., of resolution 9

Expresses its concern that the payment terms on which ships are

sold to developing countries have hardened instead of improving since the
fourth., session of the Committee^ '' "' .

BSSSSSiS. Governments signatories to the OECB "Understanding" to
pursue this matter within the OECD on,an urgent.and expeditious, "basis and
to communicate the results of these-■efforts to the UHCTAD secretariat "at an
early date 'with-, a. request' that these1 may., "be' communicated to the Governments

members
members of
of

;
UKCT/tD;"'-

■

V.
' V"

.

..,I
'"'I

/ ""''''''''"':'/''
/;
' />:
■■''"'' ;'" '

H4«
Decides that it is urgenir and1 necessary'to1 take'/firm-and concrete
steps immediately to reverse the trend under which .the.- sliar.e.^of .developing
countries in the world merchant, fleet is expected to continue to decline;
"5°
Recommends that at least 10 per cent of the ship-building capacity
in developed countries should be earmarked for sale of ships to developing
countries, on .a preferential oasis;

.

.

.

"6O ; Invites -the Governments of'developed countries members of UHCTAD
to provide adequate, commercial credits.j bilateral aid and other forms of
financial assistance to developing countries £os the purchase of new and
second-hand ships with a view to promoting a substantial expansion of their
merchant fleets? and where necessary to provide technical assistance for
.
this purpose^

.

; \

.

"7°' Further invites the Governments of ..developed countries members of ,
UNCTAD to see to it that the terms of payment for sale of ships to developing
.countries should as far as possible conform to those incorporated in the'last

preambular paragraph of resolution 9 (IV);

M80.; -Recommends that the international and regional financial institutions
intensify their efforts taken to .'assist in the financing for acquisition of
ships by developing countries-"
, ■... ,
.
■'
......'
10o
Despite efforts made by representatives of developing countries, no'' ■
agreement could be reached on the draft Resolution.owing to time constraints.

In order to enable the Governments of developed countries to.give deeper '
consideration to the 'proposals inoorporatod in ihe'draft resolutions the"

developing countries
■developing countries
and. devise solutions
further suggest-that

■

withdrew.their..draft resolution. It is tiie view of
that the draft "resolution provides' a basis to consider
to their .problems in this field. Developing countries
consideratiQn"'snould''alsG:.be .given by developed coun- .

tries to a. .proposal -that they.should'give credit to "the buyers .of ships in
developing countries instead of providing financial assistance to the ship-;
yards or sellers in developed countries* They are therefore looking forward
to a meaningful and positive response at the third session of the. Conference '

' from developed countries and international financial institutions concerned,,
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11, In further consideration of these proposals, it may be recalled that
in the International Development Strategy for the Second United Nations
Development Decade, it lias been agreed'that developing countries should
have an increasing and substantial participation in the carriage of car
goes generated by their foreign tratio and should be enroled to expand their
national and multinational merchant marines. These objectives cannot be
realised without assisting developing countries to increase substantially
.their shipping- fleets. Developing countries? therefore; strongly urge the

governments of developed market economy countries, members of UDTCM), and
the international financial institutions concerned, to take concrete and
positive steps in this direction along the lines recommended in this
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REPUBLIC OF THE IVORY COAST

i^k

and finance
Act No. 6^-240 of 9

June 1969

Establishment of an Ivory -Coast Council of

Shippers

THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY has adopted and
THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC has promulgated, the above Act,

the provisions

of which are as follows1
Article 1

An Ivory Xoast_..Council of Shippers shall be created as a public body
having ,legal status and financial autonomy.

The object of the Ivory Coast Council of Shippers shall be to
work towards a reduction of shipping rates.

To achieve this objective,

means including:

-

it shall be empowered to employ any suitable

negotiations with shipping compahiesj

shipowners and shipping

conferences\

—

■

the examination of all practical and legal problems directly

linked with shipping rates, with a view to finding adequate
solutionsArticle 3

All professional importers and exporters^ whether individuals or
corporate bodiesp conducting their activities in the Ivory Coast* shall
be members of the Council«
The Council shall also includes

1 representative of the Ministry of Public Works and Transport,
1 representative of the Minister of Economics and Finance,
.

1 representative of the Minister of Agriculture?
the President of the Chamber of Commercef
the President of the Chamber of Agriculture,
■the Director of the Mercantile Marine;
tHe Directs of Customs,

the Director of Economic Affairs,
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the Director of the Abidjan Port Authority,

■■ '

"

the Director General of the Fund for the Stabilization and Maintenance
of Prices of Agricultural Produce?
1 representative of the National Assembly,

1 representative of the Economic and Social Council

,

Article 4

■ The nr-ibers of the Council referred to in the first paragraph of
Article 3 shall pay an annual subscription of 10,000 francs.

The executive organ of the Council shall consist of a Bureau made up

of 10 Council members chosen on the basis of their special technical competence.
The Bureau shall elect from among its members one President and two

Vice—Presidentse

Article 6" '..-■,

;

.

." ■

The Council may create from its own ranks as many Committees as it shall
deem necessary for the proper execution of its work and may engage.the expert
services of third persons.

Article:'7 ' '" '"'

'

- ''"

:.-The- Council shall have a Secretarial

The Secretary General shall be appointed by the Council on the recommenda

tion of the Minister of Economics and Finance*

He shall be responsible for the administrative operation of the Secretariat
shall prepare meetings of the Council and Committees and assist the President in
the performance of his duties*

.

:,

He shall be responsible for the recruitment and dismissal of staff and
shall determine their remuneration and conditions of employment*
He shall also manage the Budget of the Council under the supervision

of the Bureau.

.

•■ .

■

.

Article 8

The Council shall draw up its own -Tttt?Sfttalr" regulations which must
be.submitted for approval by order of the .Sinister of Economics and Finance..
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Article 9

The Council shall vote the annual budget which shall be submitted
for approval by order of the Minister of Economics and Finance,

The Budget of the Council shall be provided by members1 Subscriptions
and by a levy of 0.25 per, cent on the customs value of goods imported and
exported by sea.

-,'.'."

However, "the amounts due shall be rcunded off to the nearest ten below
when the last whole numbers is less than five, and to the nearest ten above
when the last waole number is'five or more,

■

.

ArticleJLl

.

...-,

■

Goods and equipment exempt from all duties and taxes levied by the

Customs in accordance with the Customs Code, from customs tariff:or from any

other provision in effect, shall also be exempt from the levy referred to in

Article,10,above?

.

.•

Article 12

'

;

.

The amount of the levy shall be paid in special stamps of an appropriate
value which shall be affixed to the customs declaration and which must be
cancelled by theCustpms Authority upon payment of the customs duty?
The collection of the, levy sha^1 be guaranteed under the same conditions

and subject to the same sureties as those for import duties for goods being
imported and the sole export duty for goods being exported.

The administrative authority responsible for the collection of customs

duties shall also be- responsible for the collection o^ the levy through the sale
of the special stamps, the proceeds from which shall be.placed in a special
Treasury account.

:

.

.

.

. .

;;:

Article^ ... <

.

.

-■..■■•

■

"

Any surplus of the total amount of the levy over the Budget of the Council
of shippers., shall be appropriated by the Minister of Economics and Finance for
the financing o£. secondary projects;of any kind which contribute, directly or
indirectly to the improvement:of shipping.iconditions>

..-

.Article

The present Act shall be put into effect as a law of the State and
published in the Journal Officiel de la Mpublique de la Coted'lvoire*

DONE at ABIDJAN 9 OTE 1969
FELIX HOUPHOUBT-BOXGNY

.
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Results of negotiations conference by conference (1970)

Following the announcement of a 10 per cent increase in freight rates

by some shipping conferences serving the West Coast of Africa, the Ivory

Coast Council of Shippers began negotiations with these conferences in an
effort to block this increase.

As a result of the negotiations, three of the maritime conferences
informed the Secretariat of the Ivory Coast Council of Shippers of the
concessions they were willing to make.

A*

QPL.|NAy whose membership is mainly French, offered the following
concessions:

"To show their consideration and respect for the arguments
put forward on one hand and taking into account the harsh
reality of increased operating costs on the other? the maritime
agencies have decided:

(1)

r

To postpone to 1 October the increased in rates for cocoa,
coffee and oilseeds.

They agree to apply the rates in

effect prior to L/lO/7Q.t;a 1969 and the intermediate
1969/70 crops, and to effect an increase in 1971 of only

5 per cent for coffee and cocoa*

(2)
1

In respect of imports, the shipping conferences have decided

not to increase the rates for sugar, fertilizers and to reduce
from 10 to 5 per cent, the increase in respect of flour and
rubber*

(3)

(4)

--,.■.-

.

■

,

In addition, for all major construction projects such as

dam construction, etc.
financed by the Government of the
Ivory Coast, the companies will allow real shippers special
rates, full details of which can be obtained on request by
the Ivory Coast Council of Shippers.
: ■

The companies shall reduce the increase in respect of
certain products, cables and heavy crates in particular.

■■ (5)

In addition, in keeping with your wish to have the conference

appoint a representative in Abidjan, the ship owners have
decided to appoint the Director of the Agence' Delmas Vieljeux
to act in this capacity.
His terms of reference will be
established at a later meeting.
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In reply to this letter? the Conseil expressed its regret in view

of inadequacy of the concessions allowed and pointed out ttfat as far as
imports were concerned, the products which.-were exempt frol -the increase
were for the most part products which were subject to quota restrictions or
no longer imported into the Ivory Coast, It was requested that COLINAV
make further concessions« The representative of COLINAV went to Europe
to find a more satisfactory solution;
:

B*
..

,

C

■

OTRAMA (Organisation du trafic de la Mediterranee/Afrique de
I "Guest) -- This maritime transport organization sent us the

■

following information*

■

(l)

*

, .:

' "; :

'

Igrth/South transport (ivory Coast imports)

- sTrucks and similar wheeled vehicles :V

; (2)

"

P"blic_^rforks equipment

■..■«-. Agricultural implements
■

. .

. " ". ' .:." '

■Decisions"

' ■

■'"

-

a reduction of 15 per cent on export rate No. 3

will.be allowed on all new vehicles*

There will be no increase of freight rates in respect of:
-.-cement, slaked"lime
-

-

(3)

sugars

fertilizers,

-"- ' ■ '"

flour.*

-

Slgc^ri_cgJ.l_ equipment

...

,

.

An immediate.reduction of 17*5 per cent on export, rate :No.3

(4) For fresh provisionstransported in.cold storage, an increase
of 5 per cent as from i August.

GTRAMA will provide details to the Ivory Coast Council of
Shippers concerning'the special rates which may apply in

respect of the transport=of equipment for major projects or

for setting up industry for economic development in the Ivory

Coast =;

.

(ivory Coast exports)

The increase which was to come into- force:on 1 August has been

deferred to 1 October .1970 in respect of -coffee, cocoa, and oilseeds.
IWAG;(Italian/West African Conference) ' '"

'n

J% a letteri of 2^ "ulY this .Shipping Conference informed the Ivory

Coast Council of Shippers of their decision to postpone to 1 October 1970
the increase of 10 Psr cent on freight rates for South/North (ivory Coast/
Italy) transport only*'

'

In addition to these contacts' with the shipping conferences, the Iw>rv

Coast Council of Shippers has established contacts with:

other'-shippor.associations
or- similar organizations
DNCTAD
EEC

OECD
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Ivory Coast Council of Shippers

RESULTS OF 1971 NEGOTIATIONS WITH SHIPPING CONFERENCES

: ]

**£?*?***» ShipPin^ -Terences and organizations

COLINAV (Conference of shipping lines serving West Afrioa) and

. - '(Mediterranean - West Africa Traffic Organization):
Imports:

5TTe
1K°'ited *° 7>U Per cent- The net price per ton
therefore be increased from 90.65.E to 97.12 F.
than

Fertilizers:
;£lour:

Increase limited to 4-344 per
cent for
p
for shipments of

1™ tOnS* Net prioe per ton rises f
69>'' Wa1™

Increase limited to 2.70 per cent.
increased from 83.25 F to 85.50 F.

Ir°2_and_steel:

Net trice per ton

bars; I, U, and S profile concrete, reinforcement

roungs, girders| sections; non-riveted joints:

non-riveted angles; wire rods; sheet steel or iron;

corrugated or ribbed sheets,- wire rods; iron plates,

uncoated, not worked increase limited to 8.43 per cent

raising the gross price per ton from 83 F to 90 F,

Tvressv

The amendment to the classification has resulted in theL

Abidjan rate being raised to 89O F, an increase of 9.74 per
cent over the previous new tyre rate.

'
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Bagged...rice;

This item has been reclasaified■ frota 9 P to 8 sp which

gagged salts'

Redassified-from-category 10 P to 9Pj this represents
a reduction of 12*3 per cent,, lowering the price from

.".

limits the increase to 4*i6 per cent;
per ton from 144 F to 150 F,

■

raising the price

130 F to il4 F per ton*

Household articles^and utensils of_ less thaiij^jgubes £

Prices unchangQCi

except* for wash tubs and wash boilers which are reduced
from 590 F to 554 F (l; per cent).

;
Vehicles?

Increase limited to 10 per cent for commercial vehicles
of.mere than 135OO kg.

Increase limited to 5 per cent for goods in categories 1 and 2* ±«e*
■

.

■

!

jewellery? "inner /cubes/ lace, dished"'e#ds (boilers) of
more than 2§- cube's, furs, gold^ wheels; complete with tyre's,
stamps5

revenues postage?

adhesive,,

silk fabrics

Increase limited to 12.,5, per cent ;for ^oods xn^

Acetic and formic acid;
worked bronze,
copper?

gGbds ±n aerosol containers^ firearms,

calcium carbide*,

tyT*e and rubber waste?

detonator cords? work.ed
record players and records?

personal effects- military supplies and equipments fishing
nets and lines2 photographic and cinematographic films .

(non-inflammable)? freon 12, refregerants* polished

mirrors?

silvered^ worked^

dangerous or toxic insecticides

(flash-rpoint of 35°G or below), m.".litary equipment;; straw

in compressed bales^ paint (flash-point' above 2l°C and not

more than 55°C);> chemicals? Pharmaceuticals^ veterinary'

supplies* maintenance materials etc«, (flash-point above
2l°G and not more than 55°C); surfacing materials in bales
or rolls of 2^- cubes^ expanded vernuoulites ready-niade
.

1
\

.

.

clothings white-spirito

Major construotion works:

_

■

'

Shippers will continue, as before, to

consider on an individual basis the rates ta.be levied on equipment intended, for
Use in .major construction projects and will impose rates according to the
type and tonnage of the goods involved»

Foods unprepared^ _r_efri^rated s CQLINAV and OTRAMA crjnfirj^ that rates on

fresh foods shipped under refrigeration to Abidjan will not be changed as of
i July 1971.
For all freight on which rates are increased by a minimum of 5 per cent f
the tariffs corr&ng into force on 1 July represent a de facto reduction in

relation to the rates in effect from 1 March 1971? s'lneeTthe hold overload
surcharge of 5 per cent incorporated into the,increase in thus offset.
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Exports1 ■ '

:

'

■

:

,

The COLXHA? and COWAC shippers have agreed that- in respect of South/

North (Africa/Europe) traffic/from I October 1971? the. general increase

of 15 per cen:: will nat apply to wood-, coffee or cocoar
In these three ■
cases.; the innraas© will be .limited to a 10 per cent rise calculated on
the baais of the rates in effect prior tc the introduction o* the overload
surcharge <.

,_

In short, the increase rate from 1 October on wood., cocoa and.coffee
will be approximately 5 per cent.instead of the anticipated 10 per cent.
As acreod witk the Ivory Coast Council of Shippers'"" coffee ar.d cocoa
remaining froa the preceding harvest vill not be subject to the increase
of 1 October 1971«

has informed us that the South/North tariff will be subject
to a general increase of" 10 per cent as of 1 October' 1971'
On this date;,
the 5 per cent surcharge will'be removed:
Concerning the wishes of the

Ivory *Coast Council of Shippers5 vitfc

regard to" a

number of ■ commodities*

OTKAMA informs uc that the tariffs of the following goods Kill be increased
by onl.y 5 per cents
Coffee? ' cocoa- .wood.,, rubber? ,oot,tons ..tinned fish and
fruit?

skins.-,

wax?

gum arabi.c,--

IWAC 9(Xtal ia^^fes^i/tfr^ca_CoEJerercej(
!ITh«s 'members of IWAC are- prepared to remove 10 per cent of the general
increase planned for 1 August 197i for items exported from Italy%
cement,
common salt-, sugarp rice* flour, fertilizers?
For the following: items
the increase will ^e limited to 5 T^ cents/' worked s.:-d unsforked metalss
vehicles weighing more tra:? 1^500 k£<
'This-, sha.ll;-be on "the r.r^erstanding
■
that the 5 per cen'c overload surcharge for traffic from both north and
south vill contii:.;e in effect-

"'
With regard vp traffic from West Africa to Italy, IWAC has decided to
revise its ratea -'anri has limited the increase to 5 per cent instead of 10

per cent "ran 1 October 1971 (instead -.■•*'"1 August 1971 )'j» applicable to all
goods except rough "<tf.mberr -tue rate for which will be given special

considerable a,- wiVb a vie^j to; adopting a new tariff 'structure-.; "'■■

:

"

UKWAL (Uni:;ed ^^^ig^^.^iestMrjjCaJu^e^^oj^^^^

HKWAL has postponed the introduction of the 3.5 per cent i.ncre-ase on
coffee -iintil

I

October next =

This conference has affirmed■its-position, with regard to the other
commodities to which the increase is to :be_;applied as of 1 .July nextIt has also stated rliat since this increase does not include coffee at
this timef it cannot effect Ivcry Coast exports? since practically no
commodities are exported during this period to the 7nited Kingdom,-.

; ,,.
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COWAC (Continent West AfriW Conference)

COWAC's position regarding imported commodities is to be clarified

.Later •

American West African Freight Conference

This conference has informed us that it has been able to reduce the

increase on cocoa by 12*5 per cent.

We have also been informed that no increase will be imposed on coffee
represents practically the whole of Ivory Coast exports to this area.

West Africa-Jaoan Rate Agreement

In connexion with the above increases, the member lines of this
conference have made the following special provisions,

(a) To defer the increase on cocoa products until 1/1/71;
(b) To exempt frozen fish from the general increase and to raise
the rate on this commodity by only 5.8 per cent instead of

10 per cent as of l/lO/7l,

'*.
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Annex 16: AREAS OF THE SUB-4SEGI0NAL OFFICES

North Africa

West Africa

Central Africa

East Africa

Algeria

Dahomey

Burundi*

Botswana

Libya

Gambia

Cameroon '

Ethiopia

Morocco

Ghana

Central African Republic

Kenya

Sudan

Guinea

Chad

Lesotho

Tunisia

Ivory Coast

Congo (Brazzaville)

Madagascar

UAR

Liberia

Congo (Kinshasa)

Malawi

Mali

Equatorial Guinea

Mauritius

Mauritania

Gabon■

Rwanda

Higer

(Angola)

Somalia

■

■

Nigeria

Swaziland

Senegal

Tanzania

Sierra Leone

Uganda

Togo

Zambia

Upper Volta

.

(Namibia)

(Rhodesia)

* Burundi is provisionally covered by the Central African Sab—regional
Office.
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